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Articles

"Careers of Service in Sacred Song"

Sir: May I have the pleasure
of writing you relative to the
deep interest
I have in the

ETUDE magazine.

The name of Bob Jones University
has become firmly a1ssoc',ated w',th high academic standards,
A
cultural training, spiritual living,
and evangelistic emphasis.

Needless to

say I look forward to receiving
it every month and my method
of reading it might interest you
because of its motive.
I devote fifteen minutes every
evening after work to reading
it instead of all or part of it at
one time. My reason for this is
that sometimes I am very tired
and would not practice my music but the time I spend reading the ETUDE inspires me so
much that I cannot help but devote the evening to music prac-

Names arEi important because of the ualities
and ideas associate'd with them. The name of a flower
stirs the imagination with suggestioM
of rich fragrance and beauty of color.

from the "Werld's Most U usual University" marks a man
or oman not only as well trained and capable,
but also as possessing strong qualities
of eQ!lership, strength of character, and zeal
in Christian witness and testimony.

they will hear all about ETUDE.
De Warne A. Strate
Rialto, California
Sir: I wish to express my appreciation
for the articles in
your magazine
which I find
timely and interesting.
I especially appreciate the outside covers 'which have featured
pictures of composers. I have tried
to acquire some pictures
this
size for some time and find
these suitable
for
framing.

Alice Deuen.
Panhandle, Texas

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY
SOUTH

CAROLINA

ACADEMY AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL IN CONNECTION.

AND ARl WIlHOUl
MUSIC, SPEECH,

ADOI110NAL COSl ABOVE

Sir: I would like to express

REGULARACADEMIC lUI1\ON.

Sir: I have been buying the
ETUDE magazine ever since I
came to the U.S. five years ago,
and I find it invaluable
as a
help in my piano teaching and
choir training.
Some of the articles are so
good that I have readthem
several times. Congratulations
for
such a fine publication!

Leo A. Ward
Old Bridge, New Jersey
ETUDE-JULY

fhtyJ! thank!lOft

.r their-

Acrosonic/

my appreciation
for the splendid article, "Careers of Service

in Sacred Song," (May 1952),
by George Beverly Shea.
Through

Mr. Shea's inspira-

ti on, I had already decided to
make my career in the field of
sacred music.
I was delighted to see the
ETUDE giving attention to this
important phase of music. The
good advice given in the article
and the inspiring

career of Mr.

Shea as told there make the
ETUDE worth the cost of the
entire

subscription

for me.

Adair W hisenhuni
Clayton, N. C.

tice. I might add that I have
started music lessons only during the last year.
Mr. Thurlow Lieurance's recent courage as told in the article entitled, "The Inspiration
of Defeat," was wonderful to
read of, and the whole article
was extremely well written. I
fail to see how anyone
could
help but receive a great deal of
inspiration from this article.
May you continue to compile
such a fine magazine and rest
assured that no one will ever
discuss music with me but what

A diploma

GREENVILLE,

EDITOR

... andall their lives

May

Issue

All through

life the joy

of music will be theirs ...

a new

poise, an enviable popularity,

a

deep satisfaction from the pleasure
of music ...

with the Acrosonic

by Baldwin. Its exclusive FullBlow Action and singing tone
speeds learning and enjoyment.
Watch your child's hidden

Sir: I have just finished reading my May issue of the
ETUDE,
which is exceptionally
interesting
this month,
from cover to cover.
The article on page 9 about
Theodore
Leschetizky is very

ability respond to the Acrosonic.
Give your child this chance ...
write today for our booklet
"Planning Your Child's Future."

good, and should greatly bene-

fit both teachers and pupils. I
have truly
of it.

enjoyed every word
Mrs. S. K. Searles
Bridgman, Michigan

Sir: Indeed a real bargain, in
these days of mounting prices
and questionable
increase
of
quality in many daily needs,
ETUDE is most certainly the
exception!
Nothing in my professional
needs brings me the valuable
returns
for
like investment,
which
the
subscription
to

ETUDE

offers. In my humble

opinion
you continue
prove your publication,

to immonth

by month. Long live ETUDE!
Edward C. May
Miami, Florida
A Suggestion
Sir: Though I started my
subscription to ETUDE only recently,

I couldn't

resist writing

to you to tell you that I have
found

your magazine

indispen-

THE BAlDWIN PIANO COMPANY
Dept. E-62. Cincinnati 2, Ohio
Bui/ders of: Baldwin Grand Pianos
Acrosonic Spinet Pianos
Hamilton Grand & Vertical Pianos
Baldwin Electronic Organs

sable.
There

new

is

always

(Continued

something

on Page 6)
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You can pay more ...
$100. $150.
even $200 more ... but you can't buy
belt~r value in style, quality, and
mUSical excellence! Yes ... in the new
Jesse French Legend you sal'e the oifference-yet
you still get such outst.anding features as the exclusive 7-ply
pm plank; Perma-Crown
sounding
board; individually voiced hammers'
MagicTouch Action. Investigate befor~
you invest. See, examine, play the new
Legend today, at your Jesse French
dealer! Only a small amount down
and easy payments puts this new
Spinet sensation in your home!
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sterling
keyboard
artist,
among
contemporary
pianists. Students of
Chopin's
piano
works would do
well to add these recordings
to
their
libraries.
Besides
the 24

Etudes 01 01" 10 and 01'. 25, the
discs
include
the three
Etudes
without opus number. It is a joy
(Continued
on Page 6)
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The Seth Thomas Metronome is universally recognized as the finest made.
Renowned for dependability and accuracy, it faithfully measures time
audibly by a distinct tick ... visibly
by oscillating pendulum-with
tempo
easily adjustable from 40 to 208 beats
per minute. And it's portable, too.

Seth Thomas craftsmen.pninstaktngly
fashion the sturdy key-wound mechanism to assure that each Seth Thomas
Metronome is the very finest you can
buy. Handsome hardwood case. Ask
your music dealer, department
or
jewelry store to show you this fine
metronome priced at only $12.95.t

Worbhop

Eminent
Faculty of Artists, Com·
posers,
Sc:holars and Educotors

43
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OF THE MONTH

T is fitting that our composer of the
month series for July should feature
Stephen Collins Foster, since he was born
July 4, 1826. Referred to by John Tasker
Howard
as "America's
Troubadolll","
Foster created melodies which have ~ndeared themselves to the hearts of mil·
lions. fie received no formal training in
music and was apparently
self.taught. It
was as early as 1841 that he wrote his
first composition~ Tioga Wall.z-which
was
later played by sevenl flutes at Athens
Academy. In 1844, his first song. Open Thy Lauice, Love, was published by G. Willig, Philadelphia.
This was followed by several
others which he wrote for minstrel performers
in PitLsburgh.
Among these were, Old Uncle Ned, Lou'siana
Belle, and all,
Susanna.
His life seemed to be marked by a series of successes followed
by reverses. Although his songs gained considerable
popular success, he realized little or no material return from them. He tried
his hand in the business world as bookkeeper in his brother's firm
in Cincinnati, hut this did not prove a successful venture. His
marriage in 1850 seemed to he a turning point in his life. for in
the year immediately following this event, he wrote and published
some of his best songs-Old
Folks at Home, Camptown Rrtces,
My Old Kentucky Horne, Massa's in de Cold, Cold Ground, COlne
Where My Love Lies Dreaming and others. In 1860. hoping to
better his situation which had sWlk to a low ebb, he moved to
New York, where things went from bad to worse and jt is believed
that the only songs created after this move were Old Black Joe and
Beautiful Dreamer. He died alone and practically
destitute in a
boarding house in New York City in 1864.
His memory has been honored by a number of outstanding
projects, perhaps the most important being that of the Stephen
Foster Memorial Association of Pittsburgh.
A valuable collection
of Fosteriana, originally collected by the late Josiah K. Lilly, of
Indiana, was given to the Memorial Association of Pittsburgh iu
1937 and is housed in the Memorial Building on the campus of
the University of Pittsburgh.
An arrangement
of Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair appears
on Page 28 of this month's music section.
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A veritable feast of fine piano
playing is provided in this recording made by Robert Ccldsand, a

Teachers and students of music
and dancing realize how important it is to establish the habit of
correct timing. It's only natural
that this "time conscious" group
should prefer the superb Seth
Thomus'" Metronome de Maelzel-.
a precision instrument made by an
American finn famed for fine time
instruments since 1813.

-n<,ll'. u.s. Pat, orr.
tPrlc,'
auhJ<,c1.\0 ('hllllgC

22
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The Story of Prince Kalender
(Oriental
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..•....
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Jeanie With the Light Browll Hair (From "Concert
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.. Deflell II a
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for the
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Pianoforte."
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Black Is the Color of l\Iy True Love's Hair (Vocal).
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Compositions
by American
Composers
for Organ with Bells")
Romance
in E-flat (Violin)
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VIOLIN QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS.
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home?

Check the coupon below for
yovr FREE copy of "Music in
yovr Child', Development" for
the an,wers to many q...e,tion,
you should a,k abo ...t this importanl , ...bject. We will also
send, free, How 10 Cho.ose
Ihe Best Piono, which will
help yov make the right final
decision. Mail the co ...pon.
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conductor is Josef Messner. (Remington, 3 LP discs).
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Album,
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Messiah

A new recording of this famous
Handel work has been issued at a
price considerably
less than some
of the other sets. It is a satisfactory
rendition, although there are noises
which obviously are the result of
making
the recording
during
a
public performance,
which took
place in Salzburg.
The work is
sung in German. The soloists include Annaliese
Kupper,
Rosette
Allday, Lorenz Fehenberger,
and
Joseph Greindl. The chorus is the
Salzburg Dam choir, and the instrumental
ensemble
is the Salzburg Mozarteum
Orchestra.
The

contenk ere

beek gi...., th. dud.nt

ing of occomplishment

ByGEORGEGASCOYNE

• •• why so many
prefer the
METRONOM de Maelzel
by SETH THOMAS

AYENUE

IS, MASSACHUSETTS

.Seth1hOlnas Clocks

Thomaston,
Conn.
Div. of General
Time

Carp.

World Famous

JOHN JUZEK VIOLINS
Violas and Cellos
~ere

must

be some reason

why

the JOHN J UZEK VIOLINS are in
such a great demand all over the
country.
J tlst com pare the violins of other
makes at double or even tl·jple cost to
the superb tone and excellent work-

manship 01 the JOHN JUZEK VIO·
LINS.
We have innumerable
finest comments from teachers and professional
violinists-many
an artist prefers to
play on a ":Ma~ter Art" JOHN .JUZEK
VIOLIN rather than on an expensive
old imtrument.
Student outfits

from
Master

the lowest price to fhe
Art grade

fIT e are the sale agents for the f{lfnOl~S F. N.
Voirin Bows, Bourdain and Greville ClaTinets.

METROPOLITAN
MUSIC COMPANY
Wholesalers, Importers,
and MUIlu!ac.
tureTl; of all musical instruments
222 fOURTH AVE .. NEW YORK 3, N.Y.
Publishers of ,.he famous
books on
Violin Playiug:
"SIMPLICITY

Of

VIOLIN

"ALL VIOLIN TECHNIQUE"

Vol,. I, II
from beginner to artist)

PLAYING,"

(complete,
by Robert Juzek
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tune. As to "Romeo et Juliette:': it
was a fine opera that enjoyed a
succes d' estime, but it did not
bring a comparable
fortune to the
publisher or to the composer.
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Kreisler's sense of humor made
a victim

even of his own biogra book on Kreisler
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to Klimenko,

in my

work.

low. plnc ·d the muvie on the piano
ruck, lln<! proceed d 10 pin) Bee.
Iho\('11 \\ilh n1f()ci()lI~hr ngnoles.
Th
pion; I realized hims<1fthai
Iii.. p rfor-mnm-e
ha .. not of the
bost. nn(1, in th(' green·room remarkeel In Popper nl'ol gel; aliI':
J

a friend

uYOlI know. Ihi Allllo....ionata ~
Icrrihl)'
hardlc, pia rtll"ighl."

•

AfLcl' all.

won't

allow

me to do
W lit

fC\\T

conversation.

RubinslC'in

_

Davitl Popper,
cello virtuoso,

OH \1..1.. ""
CtOO'1 and brood·
i 111; Itlclum·IIUI), Tchnilo\"sky

F

\\n~ "ul jC('11

ftt..;of unconlrollable

C'hilcli ....h mrrrimCll1.

tlnd
up

ill

Iw

o

came agitated
and said:
':T{·hni.
kovsky
is jm;t like a brother
to
me, and imagine-he
sits lh(,l"c
and writes something,
and nc\ cr
thinks
of call ing me in to show
h is work. You know how much 1
am interested
in his mu~ic,
and
perhaps
I could
give him SOIll{'
good ach'ice as a practicing
musi·
ciano It is too had, because
some
(lay his new music
is bound
to
come my way, and I should
like
to sec it in the process
of composition. "
Then Klimenko
told Rubill~teill
about
Tchaikovsky's
grievance.
Rubinstein
and
Tchaikov~k
fi.
nally got together,
whell Tchaikovsky wrote his first pjano Concerto.
with the I\Tell.known
results:
Ru.
binstcin
deelared
the concerto
unplayahle
and
cleeply
offended
TchaikovFoky.
The
strained
rela.
tionship between the two continued
until
Rubinstein's
death.
Then
Tcha~kovsk~
felt a terrible
pang
of pJty. HIS posthumous
tribute
to Nicholas
Rubinstein
was the
A Minor Trio,
dedicated
·'10 till'
Ilwmory of a great
arti~t."
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following

"hal.

days later, Klimcnk
La RubinsLcin's
apartment.
Tchaikovsky's
nalll(' came
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cover the
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any interest
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floor,

T callJlot force myself on him-illY

The TheoJol"c Presscl" Company is pleased tn present. another in
this increasingly
pnpular series o( ·'Themes",
wil.h 1\11". Levint;'s
excellent arrangement.s
for the pianist of moderatc accomplishment.
This new collect.ion contains pieces from 16 o( the favorite well·
known or,.'!LnriQs. Here are representative
sclecliQns ran (Tin'; from
the 17th century 1.0 the 19th century, induding
IV()J"ksby Carissimi,
Stainer, Bach, Handel, Mendelssohn,
Rossin.i, and Verdi. Add this
10 youI' collection
of fuvorile compositions!
list price

second

who used to stay in Tchaikov~ky'!'
apartment, "but he novel' exprcs~c'"
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the

"He knows very
\\'I"'iling sOlllething
next to him," Tchaikov~ky

that

complainccl

list price

on

was composing.

Bela Bartok, one of the four 01' five gnat masters of conl.empOl"ary
music, was in bis youth a l"cnowncd teacher of piano. Besides his
works in tbe larger forms, he produced
scvcral hundred
piano
pieces for children. For this collection 1'1"1-. Agay has selccted 15 o(
these cQmpositions, which Illay be played hy any secfIlHI or third
year pianQ student. The selection8 are chieHy based Oil J-I'ungarian
and Slovak folksongs. These pieces arc unique in harmonizalion,
melodically
fresh, and thoroughly musical, and are ideal for the
teaching of rhythmic
prnhlcms, phrasing,
and may be used for
recital pUI·poses.
410-41020

at one Lime lived
house in Moscow.

Rubinstein on the first. Tchaikovsky was working hard, and r.Cll
very much offended that Huhin-

•

bartok

same

a ~lnalJ C(·n~'wll
101111.~haring the
I~l"ograrn
\\ It It a local pianist
I 01 P r wu
horrif d when the
phmist,
a small h -peetacled fel.

NICHOLMt

AND

the celebrated
played
a COIlCcrt in

t·C'·l. a

nee at a con·

friend
hili I>crcd into
TdHlikO\ ...l 'R car:
om ..! go\\ ill IHl"('t nU til the 'lil'iioleca" (a
...rCf'inniz('d
form of the Russian
word
hibli l<'Cnl.
The word
t1mu!.-('(1 TdtllikO\~k)" "0 much thai
he nllllo:ool "roane I from laughter.
:mel

I.,

hi!oo lip... Ii hll) com·

\\ ith

ran ouL of Ihe hnll. For,

I"e"ed.

tunntcl
hig "'('at \\a~ in the gallerr,
:-.0 tllat
his I recipitou.::l departure
\\ 3l' not Iuo (·on..pkuou!O.

"Even today, the Coppelia \'Valt.z
is often played. Well, I can truthfully claim that the motif is mine.
Delibes liked it so well that he
took it into his ballet unchanged."
Well, Coppelia was produced
in
1870, and Kreisler
was born in
1875. He must have been indeed
precocious
to write such a jolly
tune at the age of minus five!

•
URING
HIS SOJOURN in New
"
York, in the 1890's, Dvorak
was asked to supervise the rehears·
als of one of his string quartets,
The second violinist
complajnr:d
that a certain passage was unvio·
linistic. D\'orak asked hi m to play
it over alone. The violinist obllged.
Dvorak listened intently, and then
put his hand on the violinist's
shoulder, and smiled.
"My dear
fellow," he said, "it is you who are
unviolin istic."

D

A. 1voman admirer rushed to
Rachmaninoff
after his perform.:\Jlce of the Second Piano
Can·
certo.
"It is wonderful."
she
gushed.
"Who
arranged'
it for
you?" Rachmaninoff
replied
im·
passivel y: "In Russia,
we com·
posers were so poor, we had to
orchestrate our own works."

•

0" allo,her orfflS;on. le.a\'in~
the opera
house ahcr (I premiere,
Tchaiko\!:o:k)
commanded the door·
mAn: t'CnrrkTgc
for General Tchai·
kov5ky's carriager'
The poor doo~·
mUn wag

~lill !'houtillg ,~henTchal·
\\a.s

tilling

pranki

h :o'ehoolhlH.

G

pointing

at the hat.
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CARILLONS,
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C (high bells mean small bells).
Prove this for yourseU. Play the
melody of a familiar hymn on
your piano using the keyboard
ranges shown on the chart above.
You'll understand
why it takes
"Carillonic
Bells" or heavy cast
bells to produce balanced
bell
music.
You'll decide your best buy is
"Carillonic Bells" for fine carillon
music at lowest cost. For more
information
write-

INE.28248Corilion
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thf? foundation
of Choudens' for'

a>ked: "R~l11eo
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,

piano

composer

InciclellUllly,

(The ink spot pattel'l1s above
Ravel's signature
were caused by
the paper being folded before the
ink was dry.)

..........

302, 17 W. 48th

by ALEXANDRE

AVEL

Ravel liked to reo
mind his Spanish
friends of the
fact that he was himself of Spanish
amI Basque
extraction.
Once he
signed a card for Adolfo Salazar,
the Spanish
musicologist,
as follows:
"Mauricio
Jose Ravel!
y
Deluarte,"
spelling Ravel with two
I's, and adding the middle name
Jose
and
his motller's
maiden
name,
Deluarte.
See cut betow.

"

'

"L es Jeunes au Piano "

•
was very strict in regard
to the quality
of his own
music. When the b~others Rodolfo
and Ernesto Halffter, Spanish composers,
visited
him in his Paris
villa in the 1920's, Ravel was working on a manuscript.
He kept
shaking his head. as he went on,
and mumbled:
"Pas bon-il
faut
faire du Ravel,"-"Not
good-I
must do some real Ravel!"
And
Ile tore up the manuscript
before
the horrified
eyes of his visitors.

Dept.

Cast carillons of the C-type
have 25 bells, but note that their
musical scale is all above Middle

dens on the Boulc\ard des
lLalieno;:. C!loudens wore a magnifi·
cent fur coat. but Do rather :;habby
hat. .tFau~t?·'
~aid Counod. fan·
dlinrr Lhe lapel of Choud'"'' ,,,L
lhen.

an ever 1
pointed
reply to a music
hostess:
"I greatly regre I
must decline your kind in
to dinner," I-;ewrote, "but
hurt my thumb."

R

MUSIC,

n:

Barter made

The

Ol '\00 \lET hi:-I)ublb,her Chou·

0

more
loving
that I
vitation
J have

LEWIS ARflNE

carillons A and B offer 25 bells
of comparable
musical quality,
above and below Middle
C.
Carillon B is priced many thou·
sands of dollars above "Carillonic
Bells" because adequate cast bell
carillons must include low-bells
weighing thousands
of pounds
each.
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GERSHWIN Made Easy for the Plano Vol 1
Vol Z
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Vol 2
(8 songs In each)
VICTORIIERRERT Made E'" 10< the Plano Vol I
Vol 2
(8 songs m eecm
FRIML Made Easy for the PlanO
(7 songs)
PORTER Made Easy fOI the Plano
(7 songs)
YOUMANS Made Easy for the Plano
(8 songs)
Send for free ilsting of thousands of t it.les of all types of plano mUSIC

COST

"alking
do\m the
hi~ laughter like a

kov~k
~lreet

A PARIS HOSTESS invitee I
Paganini to dinner, she coyly
added in a postscript to her letter :
"And don't forget to bring you r
violin." To this Paganini replied :
"Thank
you for your invitation ,
but my violin does not dine."
HEN

W

.. ;"",.'

.. ", .. ""."

GERSHWIN • ROMBERG • HERBERT• 'RIM'
MADE EASY FOR THE PIANO by

Hill, SELLERSVILLE, PA,
of Schulmerich
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Inc.
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was a fine opera that enjoyed a
.secces d' estime, but it did not
hring a comparable
fortune to the
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Kreisler's sense of humor made
a victim even of his own hiographer. A recent book on Kreisler
quotes him as follows:
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ex~ellent arrangements
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ccntury 10 the 19th century, including
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SLamer, Bach, Handel, Mcndelssohn,
Rnssinj, and Vcnli. Add this
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or favorite compositions!
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at one time "lived

RUBINSTEIN

same

house

in

1\1108cow,

'I'chaikovsky on the second floor,
Rubinstein on the first. T .ha ikovsky was working hard. and JC'i1
very much offended that Rubinnever

well

that

asked

him

"He

knows

writing

I'11l

\\ hal

11"

very

SOrl1ething

right next to hirn," Tchuikovsky
complained to Klirncllko, a friend
who Llsed to slay

1n

T

'haikovsky's

apartment, "but he never exp" sse;:
any interest in my work. Aller all,
T canJlol force myself all him-my
o::elf.respect won't allo\\" me Lo do
that."
A few days later, Klimcnko"
tit
to

Rubinstein's

and
Tchaikovsky's
llatlJe came up ill
the l;onversalion.
Rubinsl.C'in
hf>·
came agitated
and said:
~'Tehlli.
kovsky
is just like a brother
10
me, and imagine-he
sits tlwre
and writes something,
and never
thinks of calling
me in to sho\v
his work. You know how much 1
am interested
in his music,
and
perhaps
I could
give
him some
good advice as a practicing
musi.
ciano It is too bad, because
some
day his new music
is bound
to
come l11y way, and I should
like
t~ .see .:t in the process
of composItIOn:
flpartll1Cnt.

Then Klimenko
told Ruhim.tein
about
Tchaikovsky's
grievance.
Rubinstein
and
Tchaikov~ky
finally got together,
when Tl'haikovs~Y wrote his first piano concerto.
WIth the well-known
result!';:
Rubinstein
declared
the concerto
un-

playahlc
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list price
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Bela BarL6k, one of the four ()]" {j1'C great 111n51,cr5 of contempOI'ary
music, was in his yout.h a renowned teachcr of piano. Besides his
works in the larger
forms, he produced
several hundred
piano
pieces for children. For this collection ~Mr.Agay has selected 15 o[
these compositions,
which may be played by any second or third
year piano student. The selections are chiefly based on Hungarian
and Slovak folksongs. These pieces are unique in harmonization,
melodically
fresh, and thoroughly
musical, and are ideal for the
teaching of rhythmic
prflhlctlls, phrasing,
::Inc! may be llsed for
recital purposes.
410-41020
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\\ ith n local pianist.
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•
puuust. n small be..pcctacled fel.
10\\, placed the mucic on the lliano
rn -k, and proeeedcd 10 pIn) Bee.
~~)0\ ('n. \\ i~
h al (nf'iouc;, \\ roug notes.
I h pWIlI't1 rcnlir.ed him~l( that
hiq p rfornuHwr
\\1111 lIol
of Ihe
best, anfl. in 1111"'green·room, remarked 10 Popl",r apologelically:
" ou kllow. thift Appnc: ..ionata is
If'rrihly
hurd IH pill) otl'ighl."

•

Fing

Oil \LI.

It ..... L 0\1

tlud brood·

In '1«lwhe)1 , Tchnikorskv
\\ os ...uhjecl 10 fil,~of 1Illconlrollabl~
('11ild j.... h !ltC'rril1lcnL
11 at 3 con·
(. rl.
{1
friend
\\hi"l>ered inlo
TC'haiko\ ....),.. 's car: ,,' must go-\\ill 1l1l'C'1 ·oU at th "iI·lio/eea" fa
rccian iZl·d furm of Ihe Russian
word

l-

hilliol(oca

The word
"0 much thai

nmu~('(1 T('''{liko\~Ll
he :111'110:-1 groan d from laughter,
and
\\ itll hi~ lip~ lightl) com·
prC'!':-'f'd. ran out of the hall. For·
lunatel
his C::t"(ll\,as in thegililery.
E:O thaL
his precipitous
departure
\\ a!' not too (·O/l ..piC'UOU51.

•
HIS SOJOUHN
in New
York, in the 1890's, Dvorak
was asked to supervise the rehears·
als of one of his string quartets,
The second violinist
complalm~d
that a certain passage was unviolinistic. Dvoi'-<ik asked him to play
it over alone. The violinist obliged.
Dvoi-ak listened intently, and then
put his hand on the violinist's
shoulder,
and smiled.
"My clear
fellow," he said, "it is you who are
u nviolinistic."
URING

D

A tvoman adm.irer rushed to
Rachmaninoff
after his perform.
ance of the Second
Piano
Can·
certo.
"It
is wonderful:"
she
gushed.
"Who
arranged
it for
you?"
Rachmaninoff
replied
im·
passively:
"In Russia,
we composers were so poor, we had to
orchestrate
our own works.~l

•

OIL tu,other o('c(tsioll. lea\ing
the opera house after a premiere.
Tclla ikon~.k commanded the door·
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1tal iens. Chouden:s wore a magnificent fur coal. but a rather shabby
hat. "Faust?"
!"aid COUIlOlI. (ondLing the lapel of Choudens' coat.
and
then.
pointing
at the hal.
asked:
"Romeo
ellulieue?"
Goullod's
l:fau"'t"' was. indeed.
the foundation
of Choudcns' for'

~

by ALEXANDRE TANSMAN

The

hi~publi~hcr Chou·
the Boulevard des
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"Les Jeunes au Piano

Incillentlilly,

ink was dry.)

YOUMANS

RICHTER

1

new Rano :leaChing-

25

(The ink spot patterns
above
Ravel's signature
were caused by
the paper being folded before th~
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carillons A and B offer 25 bells
of comparable
musical quality,
above and below Middle C.
Carillon B is priced many thou
sands of dollars above "Carillornc
Bells" because adequate cast bell
carillons must include low-bells
weighing thousands of pounds
each.
Cast carillons of the C-type
have 25 bells, but note that their
musical scale is all above Middle

•
Ol '\00 \lET
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AVEL

Ravel liked to re
mind his Spanish
friends of the
fact that he was himseH of Spanish
and Basque
extraction.
Once he
signed a card for Adolfo Salazar,
the Spanish
musicologist,
as fol·
lows:
"Mauricio
Jose Ravell
y
Deluarte,"
spelling Ravel "with two
l's, and adding the middle name
lose
and
his mother's
maiden
name, Deluarte.
See cut below.

PORTER.

by ADA

LEWIS ARFINE MUSIC, Dept. 302, 17 W. 4Bth St., N. Y. C. 36, N. Y.

........

•
was very strict in regard
to the quality of his own
music. When the brothers Rodolfo
and Ernesto Halflter, Spanish composers,
visited him in his Paris
villa in the 1920's, Ravel was working on a manuscript.
He kept
shaking his head. as he went on ,
and mumbled:
"Pas bon-il
faut
faire du Ravel,"-"Not
good-I
must do some real Ravel!"
And
he tore up the manuscript
before
the horrified
eyes of his visitors

FRIML •

Wonderf ul m atet-ial!
Grade 2-21j~ puce
only
75r each album
GERSHWIN Made Easy fOI the ptano Vol 1
Vol 2
(8 songs III each)
ROMBERG Made Easy for the Plnno Vol. 1 ....
Vol. 2 ....
(8 songs III each)
VICTOR HERBERT Mod' E'"
foe the piano Vol. i ....
VoL 2 ...
(8 songs in eecn)
FRIML Made Easj' for the Plano ....
(7 songs)
PORTER
Made Easy for the Piano.
.. (7 songs)
YOUl'tlANS Made Eas;' for the Piano ....
(8 songs)
Send for free listing
of thousands
of titles uf all types of piano music

Harold Bauer made an even
more pointed
reply to a music
loving hostess:
"I greatly regIe t
that I must decline your kind in
vitation to dinner,"
he wrote, "but
] have hurt my thumb."

R

HERBERT.

EASY FOR THE PIANO

COST

man: .r·Carria
for General Tchai·
koYsky'
carriage!"
The poor door·
man w~ till !olllOUling nhen Tchai·
koY~ky
\\ a
\\ alking
down the
~lreet ...tining
hi~ laughter like a
prankii'h
. t1lOolho~.

offended

Tchalkovsky.
The
strained
relatio~ship between the two continued
untIl
Rubinstein's
death.
Then
T~ha!kovsk~
"felt a terrible
pang
of pity. HIS posthumous
tribute
to N.icholas. Rubinstein
was the
A MlIlor TrIO, dedicated
oCto the
nWll10ry of a great
artist."

David Popper,

a smu!l

"Even today, the Coppelia 'Waltz
is often played. Well, I can truthfully claim that the motif is mine.
Delibes liked it so well that he
took it into his ballet unchanged."
Well, Coppelia was produced
in
1870, and Kreisler was born in
1875. He must have been indeed
precocious
to write such a j oll y
tune at the age of minus five!

A PARIS HOSTESS invited
Paganini
to dinner, she coyly
added in a postscript to her letter :
"And don't forget to bring your
violin." To this Paganini replied :
"Thank
you for your invitation ,
but my violin does not dine."
HEN

W

ROMBERG.

Bells" is a trademark

for

$5,000.

C (high bells mean small bells).
Prove this for yourself. Play the
melody of a familiar hymn on
your piano using the keyboard
ranges shown on the chart above.
You'U understand why it takes
"Carillonic Bells" or heavy cast
bells to produce balanced bell
music.
You'll decide your best buy is
"Carilloruc Bells" for fine carillon
music at lowest cost_ For more
information write-

Hill, SELLERSVillE, PA.

products of

Schultoerich

Electronics,

Inc.

5

Philadelphia
of Music
MAllIA

Letters to the Editor

Canservatary

Ez~;nMAN

DnAKE,

75th Yea,.
Director

(COlltinued [rom: Page I)

Eminent Faculty
Expert Child Training
Complete
Degree Courses
216 S. 20th St.
LOcust 7·1877

ROOSEVELT
SCHOOL

COLLEGE

OF MUSIC

A l)plieu and 'I'heoret.ical Musto, Composition,
Musicology, anti Music Education. Bachelor
(If Music and Jl.Ias1.et' of Music degrees.
Bdletin

4,30 So. i\lichigau

on ROC/1Wilt

A,·c.,

Cllic:lgo 5, lIIinoi8

JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
01)'01'S,1J(}l'uughtraining in mUsi~. Courses loadinllllJ t1011l"l'os uf: HadwlOl' or .\lll~i", nachcror of
:'.1"81,: 1;:t1"~:ll.lnn.;\Ia,'!ter or ~I"sit;, and xtuster
of -'.lu6le Educat.Inn.
;\rGInbel' of tho -' utloJJal .0\ 6S00;<IIion Bchool" or :'.lllSlu
Bullet!n
~c"t IIlJon request
W. ST. CLARE
MINTUIlN,
Director

BALDWIN·WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSiC
BEREA,

OHIO

(suburb

lIf Cleveland)

Lil'erlll
Al'I.6
f,Ouroe.'l lcadln;:
to Ilegree~. 1!'aCIIII
..v or .\rtist T<~acherg. Seud
tor cRtRlogLLe Ilr illformat.ioll to:
,\I1iJiul.od
CoJiego.

CECIL

\\'hiL
u
""(lUI' alld

1I"fit

~ve

class
year

W. MUNK, Director,

SHENANDOAH

Berea,

Ohill

CONSERVATOR".
OF MUSIC
L. E. Hill. Pres.

and excmng
to look forward
to.
But, I have only one l'equestthat you put in a column about the
accordion. I believe this is a fine
instrument,
but many musicians
do not realize its possibilities.
Your magazine
could do a lot to
promote its deserved legitimacy.
Thanks again for a swell maga-

tainly

enjoy readin~
and play~ng
from ETUDE.
I think
it is a wonderful
magazine.

selections
that

JJ7ashingtofl, D. C.

Brooklyn,

Articles
Sir: I have fOLilld ETUDE

a

source
of inspiration
constantly,
and ha ve actually pored over the
articles by or about the great masters of pedagogy.
In addition,
I have greatly enJoyed
reading
the letters
from
teachers aU over the country.

Nose Grossman
/Jrollx, N. Y.

Helen
MacCretTor
,.
b
i» pper .1/olllclair, N. J.

Erma Schwader
5/,. I oseph, Mo.

Toni Laforest

zrue.

and authority
when dealill"'h
o 1I11
knotty
problems.
AI~o the articl~
by the fHan)' concert Jlla)cr;;.h
~. ale.
been priceless,

Si1'5: I would like to take this
opportunity
to tell you that I ~er-

Sir: Just in case you think I am
a lost friend,
I am now and have
been a subscr-iber
since
1918 in
Montclair
and
before
then
in

Coul'ses leading to the B. Mus. and B. l-fus.
Ed. degrees. l'IIember NASM. In the heart
of the Shenandoah ValJey, Dayton, Vjrgi/li:l.

~
ll\e

score.
on his
makes
music.

Sirs: J am satisfied with ETUDE.
it provides
me whh a kllOllleda'
.
~
of f a ts that I misht hare Jle\"er
larned
othcr« j ..e. \~ Ior tile mu.
sic section;
th re nrc ~elC(;tions
that r an J1 \ er ma-ter, never hal"

N. Y.

Your magazine
has given me a
\\"ealth of information
during
the
years. [ ha\'e a large coil ction
f
the best articles
(too valual Ie to
throwaway),
all clas-ificd
a 'COI' I~
ing to subjects
[or quick ..dcl"cue
.
lam deepl) grateful,
becau~e pinllo
teaching
is mr subjccl.
to Dr.
:Maier and ~1r.DumesniJ
for their
fine ach ice and helpful suggc~tiorH
and atw Lo Dr. Gehrkell~.
Thcir
opinions
h[l\-c givcn mc COJlfid J1'

ing ...tudied

piano:

•

ahhouroh I
b

"On

~

piny, hU\'lUg taught Illpelf after
:.tudyillg
Ihe e1rdric guilnr. and
lcarning
to tune it IQ the piano.
r \\ oull liL to "'l'C "Ollie of the
(UIIlOU

0l><:flllic .\rit .... 81)pt..'ar,
Thc·rc hm c been 100 Ifll'. II I\oulll
be he .. t if the) \\(.(t, in their orici.
,
IInl kc). ruther dltlll hcill~ tran..

1'0. d.
I.. IJObitWIltf
/ mJj(UI(IIH'lIi.f, Im!i;ns
II(IN)

flL'"'I:.-ft
IVIIlt:IM;

Drama Opera-Dance
Musiul Comedy
.'.~,...
Adliit tl'aillillll-i';lar:e and
'rele"!'i"I"
Sew
Yorl, appearanoes
siressed.
""Plll'lll'c<I for Vet, .\nlln
for Childrcn.
Write
I'~. Ah·i~np.. 118D n'wa,"
1'1_ Y. ('iIY 19.

CONVERSE COLLEGE S~8:,:L
KNOX
COLLEGE
a'll"'-WI

801l!

Ifl'm,

Department
Galesburg,
Member

New Record

of Music
Illinois

N. A,

S. M.

Thomas W. Williams

refl"p.R!

Cn""""on

~,.

"".~,(:
r:.;:,I,~:.~~.!.
[ ~~ ,
~1·1~1
\
HJ~tf~~;L~~~\~l~~~~~"~~~~~~~~~~~
~

to heal' the Herold Variations.
as
these are rather
seldom
pla'yed

Ihese days.

f!ltu.
privacy

M,,,aklll~ ""d sl!l:~ln~ VOle" ..•
in the
of
Y0I)I'
OW" . mom! _S"lf-lr"illinll:
I"RSOll"
Rllcnt. No l1\U',C ""'lull'ed. W"ite TODAY t,",
Eugcene Ve"cht;Ll~CI"" ~r""t booktet "How M D"""lon
a SuccessfUl Voice." It's alJ~olulely FREE! You must
state :yom' ap;e. Jlooklet ma,I",1 post"a;,l
In ph in
w"appe", No ~ale"man will "all. !>ellll YOUr n"me an<l
aJ:!e PoIGn·t' NOW!
PREFECT votCE INSTITUTE
210 S. Clinlon St., Dept. G-lOO, Cn;e"-!l(l G, III.

(Concert

Hall, 2 LP

discs. )

mosl!y

PIANO
BREAKS
Our

)[onlhly
Break
Bulletin
~llllhJf'S Villi
up Hl,d ghllllonrize
tl,P SOIlj!;; OIL
t.lle !lIt
Pllra{)~
"nth
el~n)r
breaks,
ll()\'cl
hg'un'l; aMI ][",k)' hoo~le el'fl;cts.
Scnd :W I'enls
for latest
cop~' or $2 for 11
)·ellr.
Mention
if teacher.

to blliHi

THE AXEL CHRISTENSEN'
METHOD
Studio E. P.O. Box 427, Oici, Calif.

Schubel'I,:

T,.io

i", E-flta,

Op_ 100

Jean
F'ounliel'.
vjolinist·
Antonio Janigl"O, c~llist;
and' Paul
Badura-Skoda,
pianist,
join their
artistry in one of Schubert's
greatest chamber
works,
\\'ith results
that are entirely satisfactory.
It is
a performance
marked by intelligence and a Jajthful adherence
to
the text. (\Vestminster,
one disc.)
Tdulikovsk)':

l'lw MOUIIls,

Op~ 37a

Modan
Gould has orchestrated
the Russian _Master~s suite of twelve
short pjano pieces named for the
months of the year. The orchestra_
tion is in the style of Tchaikovsky
and Mr. Gould pia ys the piano part
and conducts his own orchestra
in
a highly efficient manner. The record is thoroughly
enjoyable.
(Columbia, one disc.)
Goldman:

A
6

0",

number

the
0-[

Mall

famous

band

~11a[(:he5 of the kind heanl
nighLI~
Central
Park. N.Y.C .. are here
presented
in all effective
lIlanll('1'
as pla~ed b~· Eelwin Franko
Goldman and the Goldman
Bane!. (Deeca. one lO·inch disc.)
1I1

FaUI'I~:_ P;UIIO

Qnarlet.

Op.

SOllfilti

117 1...,; Cello

C

iUiuor.

?
0p.
. NQ . -,

Gaby Casadesus"
and
members
o~ the Gudet Quartet
give the Faure
plano
fJuartet
an ouLsLandinf7
interpretation.
l\1iss CasadesusC'
has
a st~ Ie and touch \\"c1I-fiUed to illterpret
this music as it should
be
pla~ed.
[n the cello Sonata
David
So~-er ~nd Leopold
_Nriuman are
the .artli7:.t;;.
. b 0f
~ ~ \\ ho ,10 a filne JO
lllu.i7:.1cal
r·olJahorflLiOil . fP 0 Iy-mu.
SIC. one LP disc.)
Rim:..k~'-Ko'·s·lkov.
T
.
•
.
rH"bo,~,>

«lid

C oucerto

,lJililllr}'

8,,11,/

lor

. ere IS a genuille
novelty.
All
apparenLly
recently
,I·
I
- k'
lScovere(
\, or ~ IS efIectirely
played by Da\'is
:~human.
On the same
disc are
!hree.
Russian
FOlksongs'"
for
\\ ood\nnds
and
"TI
F·
:~V[o d.:::'
lI"ee
esLlve
0 _. sel by Glazulloff
L·lac I0 IT
-

nllel I,illl .. k,.f\ur"t"ll\.
..pJf'lIditll)
I't -nnINI.
l2-ill·h db-,r.'
)nn:.;('I...:
n.('~llighi:

I

Th • art
ird('. one

i"lo";#'IIo
R06 iniOltfi

il1foni tta i..Ihe 10.=1(lr·
work of lhe eze<h ",m·
po~er a nel it j;;. her gh en 0 ~ome'
what un \-en perform3l1l'C b) the
Radio Leipzig
rrhe ..lra. under
aclav :\eunUlI1l1. On tile re\-er.5e
side of the dbc. the Re--IJighi piece
js f7j\ell it ~plendid pr{,~lllalion b~
lhe Berlin ,tatc Opera Orch tra
und r Han.;, ~tcillkopr. tCrania.
one di:-c.)
The
che.lral

6
Til Orcheslra of \'ienna ~tate
Opera
conducled
bv lIermann
Scherchen
p:i\ es a rouiine perfonn·
ance of Uli .. Bt't"IIJO\rll \,ork. The
Bcelllo\ n:

,,11I1,11011.,".'

O.

I'ecordin::?; is 53li5raclon. (We.=I·
mill;::-ler. ~ne di::-c.)
~
_i\107--arl:

Clarinet

Q"irr/cl

Benny Goodman and the \Jl1fri·
can .Art Quartet
giyc a romplflel~·
enjo)ahle performance
of Lhj::fine

Mr. Goodman

is an expert
chosen instrument
and he
the most of the Mozart
(Columbia,
one disc) .

(o.i!

D;'vertillle,,'os

Some of Mozart's
gay, lighthearted chamber
music pieces are
presented on this record in a truly
expert fashion by an ensemble consisting of two oboes, two horns,
the artists being
Handel: Violin Sonatas, Nos. 13, 14 . and two bassoons,
Karl Mayerhofer
and Bruno Doerrlmd l."i.
Mischa Elman has made a splenschmidt,
oboists;
Gottfried
von
did recording
of these three sonFreiberg and Leopold Kainz, hornatas. His usual warm tone and
ists, and Karl Oehlberger and Rubreadth of style are displayed to dolph Hanzel, bassoonists.
(\Vestadvantage,
Wolfgang
Rose is the
minster, one disc.)
sympathetic
accompanist
and together they present
a genuinely
artistic performance.
(RCA Victor
Liszt s Totentau.z
one disc).
Franck:
Symphonic
Variations
Alexander
Brailowsky does some
vigorous
piano
playing
in these
Borodin: Aria from. Prince Igor
two recordings.
The Liszt work esRubinslein: Aria from. The Demon
pecially is a loud, fast:moving
per~
Massenet: Aria from. 1)011.Quichotte
formance,
in which the soloist is
Paladilhe: Aria from Patrie
George London, the Metropoli.
supported
by the Victor Orchestra
tan
Opera's
new
bass-baritone
conducted
by Fritz Reiner. In the
sings four out-of-the-ordinary
opSymphonic
Variations,
the same
eratic arias in a masterful
interorchestra
is conducted
by Jean
pretation. Lovers of vocal recordMorel. (Victor, one 10-inch disc.)
ings will revel in this splendid addi·
tion to their catalog. Mr. London's
debut with the Met was a highlight
Ca",lcnter:
Aflvelltures
in II Perllm.bullltor
of the past season. (Columbia,
one
The American
composer,
John
LPdisc),
Alden
Carpenter
back in 1914
wrote this work which created con·
Dc Falla: Seven Pop"lilr Spilllish
siderable discussion, In addition to
Songs
the regular
standard
orchestral
Granados: Five Songs
instruments,
the composer
makes
Victoria
de los Angeles,
who
use of all sorts of sound-producing
had a highly successful
Carnegie
instruments
to depict the advenHall recital last fall in which she
tures of a baby in the course of
specialized in Spanish folk-songs,
his day in a perambulator.
This
has recorded some of these vocal
recording
as
made
by
the
Orchesgems. The five songs by Granados
tra of the Vienna State Opera, conare written in the style of eightducted by Henry Swoboda, catches
eenth century
street songs. Miss
the spirit of the composition
and
de los Angeles is an artist of the
the result is a fine interpretation
of
first rank in this type of music and
the highly descriptive music,
she does full justice to these pieces.
The reverse sine gives us 'ICon_
Her able accompanist
is Gerald
temporary
American
Violin MuMoore. (Victor la-inch
disc),
sic," which proves to be five short
pieces by present day composers:
Mahler: SOllgs oj a Wa,"farer
one hy Rohert G. McBride, two hy
Hugo Wolf: Eight Songs
William
Grant Still, and two by
The sterling artist Blanche TheAaron
Copland.
They are effectivehom does some highly expressive
ly
played
by
Loois
Kaufman, brilsinging in this great song cycle by
liant American
violinist with the
Fritz Mahler. The work is pertalented
Anette Kaufman
at the
formed
with an orchestra
canpiano.
(Concert
Hall,
one
12·inch
dueled hy Sir Adrian Boult On the
reverse side of the record,
songs by Hugo Wolf are

eight
given

disc. )

equally intelligent and skillful in·
terpretations-these
with the able
collaboration
of William
Hughes
at the piano. (Victor,
one disc).

Ziguenerweisen
J ascha Heifetz, violinist,
gives
a rousing performance
of this fa·
vorite standby
of aU violinists,
Sarasate:

ably snpported by the RCA Viclor
Symphony, under William Steinberg. (Vietor, 45 R.P.M.).
ETUDE-JULY

EreDE-ffT,)

:Mozart: Four

1952

Bizet: Pearl

Fishers

It was away back in the season
of 1916-17 when Ihe Metropolitan
Opera Association
presented
the
Bizet opera with Caruso doi Ilg the
tenor lead as only he could do it.
It has not been in the Met repertoire since that time. Perhaps the
only part of the opera familiar to
present-day
music lovers is the one
big tenor aria. However, this lovely opus is now available on rec-

ords in a performance
that does
full justice to the melodious music.
The principal
roles are capably

UNDERWOOD

FINGER
FLEXOR

handled by Matiwilda Dobbs, Enao
Seri and Jean Borthayre. The Paris
Philharmonic
Orchestra
and Chorus are the supplementary
forces
with Rene Leibowitz doing a competent directing job. (Renaissance,

three LP e1iscs)•

Nicolai:

Merry

Wives

of Wim'sor

Here is a splendid performance
of this jolly opera sung with quite
evident enjoyment
by an excellent
cast. Wilhelm Strienz
as Falstaff
is especially notable, doing an impersonation
of the part with great
gusto. The other principals
include
Georg
Hann,
Walther
Ludwig,
Irma Beilke, Marie Luise Schill',
and Lore Hoffmann,
with Arthur
Rother conducting
the Symphony
Orchestra of Radio Berlin, (Urania, three LP discs).

Controlled
Resistance
•
•
•

Conveniently
carried
in pocket ••• complete in plastic
container
with explicit
directions.
$1.95
postpaid
Send cash, money order or check.
Quantity
discounts on request.

MANUFLEX

Clnri"et

•

•
•

1iI1PROVISING

Ltl Cetra

(The

is excellent (Concert Hall Society,
two LP e1iscs).

I'LA YINC

CHART

OF

]\[ODEUN CHORDS.

pracll"lll

9th,

11th lind Bth

•

HAHMONIZAl'lON

•

CBOUD CHAUT. 132 l'OI,ula.

h:"'''lOlli~~

•

allY melo,I)' nOle .••.

MODEn",

204

dlDr". $1.00

CHAnT, 372 ways 10

•• ,

CHOlW

,., .$1.00
dleellllllsic
50.50

SUBS·fITUl'[QNS.

rhllrt of dlOrd! th"t may Ull used ill place
n{ all)' rellular
majo.,
minor or seventh
dlOrd
•. ,
50.50
• MODEHN
PIANO
INTRODUCTIONS. in
all popular keys ..
..$1.00
• MODEUN PIANO RUNS. 180 al\rllcli,'e
profe~sinnlll
runs on all chonb
.•.• $l.00
'\'e hare 50 music rlll,rses lind elll1rts. Plano,
Organ. ArrlIl1J.:lnl;, Teaching lInd Instrumental.
From Chureh Music to Dc-Bop.

FREE CATALOG
WALTER STUART MUSIC STUDIO
12278 Morris Ave., Union,
N. J.

Attention! PianoTeachers!
Are Y.Q!! missing the many
benefits you and your students
should be getting from

MODERN

METRONOME
TECHNIQUES
Discover for yourself why
so many teachers (professionals, too)
are getting
such wonderful
results
with //lodenl
metronome
techniques!
Send
only
$1.00 (cash or check) 10day for your copy of the
authoritative book "Metronome
Techniques"
by
Frederick
Franz.
You'll
find it worth many times
its low price! Write to:-

MElltOt<OME
TE(Ht<IOUES

L:rre),

Op.9
In keeping with the revival of
Vivaldi, there has been an upsurge
in the recording
of the works of
this amazingly prolific early Italian
composer-violinist.
Among
the
leaders
in promoting
interest
in
these works has been the young
American
violinist,
Louis
Kaufman, who has made an excellent
recording
of the twelve concertos
published as Opus 9. He is assisted
in the performance
by a string ensemble of the Orchestra
National
of Paris, which he conducts ably,
at the same time doing full justice
to the solo violin. The recording

HOT

•

L__ --Vimldi:

AND

(for all imlrulllcnh).
Hundred.
of im.
l"O"i'uliou
jazz
phrase!
IIrrunged
I>y
chnnh
,
, $1.00
ACCORDION BASS CHART, eXllllliIlR all
!>"un".
and notes conlained
in euch ac·
('or!linn ll;'~~
chord.
. .• ,..
. .50.50
TRANSPOSING CHAHT, chanSing muaic
In ull keyo
$1.00

chords

Trio

A somewhat unfamiliar
work is
given expert treatment
by a trio
of top' notch artists. Reginald Kell,
clarinetist;
Frank
Miller,
cellist
and Mieczyslaw
Horszowski,
pianist, perform the work with clarity
and smoothness.
(Decca, one 10inch disc).

12, Ore.

MUSICIANS!

A reissue

Brahms:

CO.

2130 N. E. Klickitat, Portland

Arills from
"Lfl TOSCll," "Lohe"grin," "Ltl Boheme,"
"jUlUllIIlI Butterfly,"
«lui "Ltl Trflvillttl"

of an early acoustic
disc brings a number
of great
operatic arias sung by the incomparable Rosa Ponselle. These were
originally
sung for Columbia
between 1918·1923, when this great
voice was at the height of its form.
A total of ten arias are presented
from the operas named,
(Golden
Legend, one LP disc).

Strengthens weak joints.
Cultivates finger independence.
Can be used in spore time.

FRANZ MANUFACTURING

CO.

53 Wallace 51 ,New Haven 11, Conn.

ACCORITIONISTS !-Teachers!
SICKLER NOTE SPELLER-51
MASTERWORKS
MADE EASY
33 famous works of Bach, Beethoven,
Chopin. Dvorak.
Grieg, Mozart etc.
Complete
Book-$1.50

CELEBRATED

OPERETTAS

Arias from 27 of the
best known Operettas
$1.50
'n1f'M!
aTB typical
vI Ihe more Ikan 1,000
orrW'dioll pllb/kalion8
/fsted ill OIlT Iree cala/og
· .. lori/I; ior Iflmr eopy.

Delli. ET·2

PIETRO DEIRO
ACCORDION
HEADQUARTERS
46 Greenwich Avenue, New York II, N. Y.

I

JOHN MARKERT
141 WEST

15TH

VIOLINS
EKllert

ST.,

NEW

eli CO.

YORK

II,

N. Y.

OLD I:; NEW

Rellalrlng.

Send lor Cilalol

7
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The Ronald Press Company

BOOKSHELF
By

DALE

The Concise Oxford

i\'lilsical Education
by Lilla Belle Pius

The rise in the employment
of
Audio- Visual Aids for use in music
courses in the public schools during the past decade has been phenomenal. These aids contribute
an
active interest
and color to the
student's
work that could not be
acquired
in any other way. They
have become a powerful
boost in
all kinds of music training. Your
reviewer is convinced that if more
private teachers would procure
a
projection
apparatus,
they might
boost thelr teaching business enormously. Miss Pitts tells why films
should
be useel, how the films
should be used and how the films
ma y be secured.
Do children like films? Witness
the crowds around the box offices
Ull Saturdays.
The teacher has to
compete, with this attraction.
\Vhy
not take the bull by the horns and
arrange
for similar attractions
in
your studies?
Teachers
will find
MlsS Pitts' engaging booklet very
interesting.
Her long experience· at
Teacher's
College, Columbia
University, has been very helpful to
her in preparing
this booklet. The
book is issued by the Music Educators
National
Conference
of
which
Miss Pitts was formerly
President.
$1.50
Inlt"odnction 10 Music Education
by R;n,sel N. Squire~ PII.D.
(Profc~sor of Music, head of the Dept.
of music and chairman of the Division
"f Fine Arts, at George Pepperdine
College in Los AU,2"eles.) Foreword and
<\ppendix by Dr. Karl W. Gehrkens

Scholes
isCompanion
of
Music
which has been through
eirrht ~ditjons.
The Companion
is
a ~'ef);' comprehensive, very much
alive, very human
book of 1.160
pages, which deserves
its great suecess. It is a combination
of an encyclopedia
and a dictionary,
not
so all-including as Groves,
but
more convenient
as a desk book.
The concise Oxford
Dictionary
of
Music is smaller
in format
t 6rO
pages),
than the Companion
and
more properly
a musical
Ii ·tionaTy with thumbnail
blogrnplrical
sketches.
These
sketch
(000
items}, make it a handy practieul
book for ready reference.

A ver)' comprehensive,
yet coneise (183 pages) study of the ohjectives
of Music Education
in
America.
The history
of music
education, the philosophy of music
education-it
orients the reader in
the structure
of music education
in the elementary
schools
the
. H' 1 h 'I
d
'
.TlIlllor . 19 I sc 00 s an music in
the colleges,
to whl'ch I" aclcled. a
'-'
chapter on music lists and a thirty
page appendix
by Dr. Karl W.
Gehrkens,
Professor
Emeritus
of
. E]'
I· C01·
M USIC
.' (ucatlOn
at Ob eI'lll
lege, who has heen the most prom inent man in his field for several

~
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Further
he states: "Tn the study
made by Randall
Thompson
it is
noted that :in the colleges which
were visited the proportion
of work
in music counted
toward the B.A.
degree might
he as great as 56
percent. Usually. though,
only 30
to 40 percent of the work required
for the degree of music and the
ba'Jance -was in olher
academic
subjects Or fields.
"The reasons
that are given by
some colleges for _including a],])Jied

f

'-'

mUSIC, or credits are the very reasons that are given by others for
excluding'IJ'I,I,·ec]
'(I)
S
.
~
mUSIC:
ome
assert that performing
music is a
skill and so should-or
should not!
be credite 1 t
] tl B A (2
( 'oware
Ie ..
)
Some take the atthude
that musiI
f
d
~a I per °drmance
evelops the mind.
t lers
eny that it develops
the
mind. (3) Some are certain
that
music performance
is easily measuree.1 0 t h ers are sure that no one
h
I
can measure
w at, i any, musical
ability is included
in m~sical performance."
The combination
of the successful pedagogical
experience
of these
two men has resulted in a practical
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TI
. .le great need for a practical
blbhographv
of books
on
.
d
. ..
I
nlU~IC
afn mUSIclans
la~ heen apparent
or years.
There
have
beell.
01
course,
many catalogues
of various publishers
here
and abroad
dealing
with their
Own
bl'·
t'
A f
I
pu tCaIOns.
ew e ealers in rare I,ook<

I
.
d I"
...
lave_ ISsue h lsts of. a general
t)-I"'.
H
"- o\\'ever,
t e Schirmer
Guide
to
Books
on Mu<;,ic and
M _..
h· h
U~IClans.
w IC ~o\-ers
all t pubhshers.
I
.

the publications
of
is far Inore tha n a
ca a og .as It presents
notes through_
out winch should
be most helpful

t_o_the teacher

and

to the

a iqu isitiou

"The
t

1'1

11

student.

arly

know ledge
GIld it..U

so

of Lnowledge b
importtlllt

as tilt

of how and where II)

E\· t) teacher of musk
should hnve til ailahl a guide of
this kin" and tud)' it car lullyio
<lrd r 10 direct pupil to collat,ral
rmariun in bonk.
musio deal·r
r the ,'arid
'oJl/"Oidcr rh m-et-e \err fortunalf
if [hey po ~
the fare \'enletn
\"llum
/"Oct of the famoui rata.
loguc"J compiled
h) tI ..erman pub.
li ..h r of music, F"rtIliZ Pawirel:.
i"f

All

\\ ho

\\10

ftU:o..",illH

The
Music
Critic
01 ··The
Times"
desires
lo preserv
his
anonymity
pos:o;ibly with the I.l~.
sumption
that of course,
evcryon
kno\\TS \\ ho the critic of "ThC'. ThUll.
derer"
is. Therefore.
we shall not
rume the gentleman
by rev nlin ~
his identity.
inasmuch
a he hn ..
done an excellent
piece of cafclIdaring the mu:::ical events of 195t
in many British cities from l\1ay 10
August. A notable
part of til 251.
page voJurne is properly
nevoted
to the events
given
in London ~~
new. and magnificent
Hoyal
Fe~tival I-Jail: erected
at the time of
the great
19.51 Exhibition.
The
work gives a fine perspective
of
what happenedi
n London
durin"
the pa.~t season.

Oxford

Jt provides
i." •admirable
£a<h
•
~ 100,
for the first time 111 Engli,~;
reference
surve), of all currentl
available
books in English ( d1
. Iore1gn
.
IanguagC$1
"
ll1
•
•
'lIt1~
the entire musical Iiehi.
t
The importance of a work !
this kind
is \cry great. In l':
.
,
..
. I
ur
reviewer
s opuuon It slould be in
the hands
of e\~er)' one about t
. I
u
enter
a musica
career, as it in.
dicates definitely just how to .'
cure important
information UPOIl
any subject in music.
great
educator
once said:

co,·,'

DietionJ.u·y

In 1933 Dr. Percy

decades.
As former
president
of
the Music Teachers'
National
Association, and the Music Educators
National Conference,
Dr. Gehrkens
after his retirement
from his pro·
fessorship
at Obcrlin
became
a
member
of the faculty
of the
Roosevelt College of Music in Chicago. But Dr. Cehrkens has other
distinctions
which
brought
him
still wider renown. He was engaged
as Music-Editor
of Webster's
New
International
Dictionary.
For almost two decades he has been in
charge of the Question
& Answer
Department
oJ the ETUDE
and
thereby
has made thousands
of
friends throughout
the world.
One of the most
interesting
chapters
in Dr. Squire's book is
that devoted
to music in college.
He calls attention
to Randall
Thompson's
studies of the marked
difference
in credits
allowed
for
applied music. Note the following
list: Harvard
allows no credit for
applied music, Oberlin Rl percent,
Michigan
10 percent,
Towa 21.7
percent.
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illusion that music wove a pathway to heaven for him to climb.

"u.i(

by Marian P. Fickes

IAllt""nrt

n tould htl\C \Hinen lhb
rharming
book. I"~
ntiall~
feminine
I>ccou.. the approach ~
to Ih heart 01 the fami", It ,hi""
\\ ilh man
le\er nnl in2enioD~
fac ts in its d(>50ign 10 pr~\'ide I
gra~p f \\ hal lIlu-de is about. ,~I
all ti me.5 il j~ 111 \-oice of a 100in~
In

:\Iother
e"laining
to her children
th gro\\ til of the art of music and
\\ hal it hus meanl lo man. It is!
hl·i::tht. happ).
authoritalire bool
with 1 nder touch
thal \\iIJ hold
the inl r .. t of children from ~j:l:
10 .i,t en Ito th end1- The aulh·
or'~ hrain children. Belly. Ted. and

J ud

are piloled throug'h the loneart on th fair} \\ill~ of im8~na·
t ion. The author'::. 5t, Ie j;'l prop"
erly colloquial
and c';t!aginf!. ~he
\\ rite
in Ih('" common ~peeeh \'11th
no attempt at pedantn. -'fr~.Loll·
anee·,
book
i deli.illrullY ill",
trated and, our re\·ie~·er. ,,,ho once
had much· experience in leachin~
little ones. recommends it highh
to ETUDE
teache",
Tupper and LoC<. fnc.
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HE STAIRS
seemed familiar.
They
were wide and golden, and on either
side were clouds of mist that veiled the
source of the heavenly
voices that came
from within. The steps stretched
higher
than he could see, and their ending was
concealed by a light so brilliant that it was
blinding even at such a distance.
Nevertheless,
Sebastian climbed on. His
progress
was slow, even though his feet
touched the steps with dream-like
lightness, and all around him the music rolled.
The organ, the orchestra, and the choir all
comhined in a mighty surge of sound that
Jifted him higher and higher, on up the
golden stairs.
Suddenly the music stopped. The stairs
and the mist faded, and the only light
Sebastian could see was the sunlight sparkling through the stained glass windows of
the church. He straightened
up, rubbing
his eyes. The spell of the music was still
upon him, and it was hard to shake off his
old childhood
illusion that music wove a
pathway to heaven for him to climb.
Reality returned,
however, and with it
came the reaHzation that he had found his

T
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life's work. Not just music-Sebastian
had
always known that, for him, there was no
other purpose
in life-but
music written
and performed
for the church and for the
glory of God,
The church was emptying
rapidly,
but
the young musician lingered. He must meet
the man who had written this wonderful
music, directed the orchestra
and choir in
its performance,
and who had played the
organ with such mastery and understanding.
Johann
Sebastian
Bach, although
only
twenty years old, was becoming
known
throughout
Germany
for his abilities
as
a composer
and an organist,
Of course,
he came from a family of musicians.
As
far back as anyone could remember, it was
almost unheard of for a Bach to be anything
but a musician. Sebastian's
uncles, cousins,
brothers,
and more distant relatives,
occupied almost every musical post in the
home province of Thuringia,
and they were
becoming famous in even distant parts of
Germany for their musical talents.
Sebastian,
at twenty,
was already
far
ahead of his older relatives
in musical
ability and knowledge.
He was composer

and organist of the Bonifacius
Church in
Arnstadt,
a rather
imposing
position
for
so young a man. In spite of this, he felt.
keenly that there was a wealth of knowledge
and technique
still to be learned
about
music, and he never hesitated
to go in
search of it. It was this search that had led
him here to Lubeck to hear the music of
Buxtehude.
Dietrich Buxtehude,
organist of Liiheck,
was one of the most famous church musi·
cians and composers in Germany. Sebastian
had heard that he was looking for a younger
man to train to take his place because
the
many church
duties
were becollling
100
exhausting
for the elderly
organist.
He
certainly did look tired, thought Ihe ~TOUllg
Bach, as he saw the stooped, white-haired
old man coming out of the organ loft. He
hurried forward to introduce
himself.
"Sir, I am Johann Sebastian Bach, organist of Arnstadt.
I have always wanted to
hear your music, and tonight it was even
more wonderful
than I had imagined."
Buxtehude smiled wearily. He was pleased
at the obvious sincerity
of the praise, but
the evening's
(Continued on Next Page)
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performance
bad tired him.
"1 suppose you have come to play for me,
young man ?:, Buxtehude
asked. "I warn
you, I am not easy to please, and my euccessor must please me in many ways. Many
have tried, and just as ruauy have failed."
HI came to hear you play, sir, not to
apply for a position-but
I would like to
try that magnificent
instrument."
Sebastian
looked longingly toward the organ loft.
"Corne on up, then," Buxtehude chuckled
as he led the way. "Perhaps
your music
will soothe the tiredness
from Illy bones."
Sebastian sat for a moment at the organ.
What should he play? He was afraid his
own compositions
would sound amateurish
to the great composer.
Suddenly a theme
from Buxtehude's
own music started running through his head. He played it through
once, just as he had heard it earlier that
evening, and then began improvising
va riations upon the melody.
On and 011 he
played, losing himself in the music.
Suddenly he realized that he must have
been playing for a very long time indeed.
There had been no sound frol11 Buxtehude.
What would the old organist think of his
boldness in trying to improve upon such
great music? Sebastian looked shyly toward
his companion.
There was an excitement,
an eagerness upon the old man's face that
was hard to interpret.
Was he angry?
Sebastian waited, a little fearfully, for him
to speak.
"My boy,:' Dietrich
Buxtehude
spoke
haltingly, as if in confession.
"You have a
very great talent. I might say that your
talent is even greater than my OWI1. It is
almost unbelievable
in one so young. Come,
you must be my guest while you are in
Liibeck.
We will have mallY things
to
discuss."
The walk through
the frosty November
night to Buxtehude's
house was too short
for much conversation,
but afterwards they
sat before a glowing
fire where Anna
Margreta,
Buxtehude's
daughter,
served
them a simple meal. Buxtehude
seemed
curiously
anxious
to bring Anna almost
constantly
to Sebastian's
attention.
Young
Bach, wanting only to talk of music, was
secretly relieved when his hostess at last
retired.
To his disappointment,
however,
Anna still seemed to dominate the conversatiml, for Buxtehude started a long recita.
tion of her virtues, her beauty (which, to
Sebastian, was nonexi.stent),
and bel' talents
in making a comfortable
home. He was
beginning to yawn with boredom, when his
host shocked him into alert "rakefulness.
"I have h~ard you play, young man, and
I am very pleased. You have now met my
daughter,
and, if you are just as pleased,
I think we can come to an arrangement
greatly profitable
to us both.:'
Sebastian
raised his eyebrows. What a
curious
statement-so
blunt,
yet made
almost wistfully.

"I'm

afraid

I do not

quite

understand,

sir" he said.
.
~'You must know that I have been Iookiug
for a youna man to take my place at the
church.
successor
must
hav~
great
talent. You more than fit that re~u.lfement.
However , there is one other eondition-r-my
. I
"
successor must also become my gon-rn- aw.
Sebastian
was too stunned
to spea~.
Buxtehude's
proposal,
fantastic.
as.
It
sounded, was made with genuine sl.nccl"I~Y,
and now the old organ.ist sat watching
hun
hopefully.
He thought
of tl~e l11agnificel~t
orsran the orchestra
and choir that was Jus
fo; th~ taking. Such an opportunity
might
never again be his. What a triumph
for a
boy of twenty to be music maste~ of such a
church!
But the dark, unattractive face of
Anna
Margreta
came
into
his
mind.
Although
his heart was free, he knew that
somewhere,
someday,
he would meet the
girl he would love. He must wait for h T_
Sebastian
returnecl
to his duties
in th
church
at Arnstadt
and promptly
forg t
Anna lVlargreta. Not until his wedding
day,
months
later, did he think of her aO'uin,
with a deep thankfulness
that he had had
the good sense to wait. For was not his
bride the most beauti'fuJ
of women?
Maria
Barbara,
a distant
cousin
of Scbastian'
was indeed a lovely bride. Gay and prelly,
with a voice that charmed
the music-loving
Bach, she had danced
her way inlo
hi
heart.
Soon after his marriage
came a new
position,
that of organist-composer
in the
beautiful
cathedral
at Muhlhauscn.
Seba ~
tian's new happiness,
combined
with the
Gothic
beauty
of the church
where
he
worked, stimulated
him to new cfforts
in
composition,
and a Cantata
he wrote
at
this time was the only Cantata
of his to be
published
during
his lifetime.
Happiness
and good
fortune
were
to
continue for Bach, for an even better posi~
tion was soon offered him. He was "invited
to take the post of organist
and chambermusician
to Duke
Wilhelm
Ernst
in
Weimar,"
at almost
double
the salary
he
had been getting.
Bach and lVlaria were
joyous over the new position.
The Duke,
a patron of the arts, was a pious man and
this appealed to the deeply religious
n~ture
of the composer.
The generous
increase
in
salary. had a sp~cial significance
to you ng
SebastIan
and hls wife, for it would enable
them to provide
for the many
children
they hoped to have.

M;

. Johann Sebastian
was sensitive to beauty
111 any form, and his emotions
were read'l
.
.
1 Y
ex?r~sse d U1 nmslcal
composition.
Perhaps
tlus IS .why much
of his beautiful
musie
was wntten
at Weimar.
He spent a are t
deal of hi.s. t!me at the luxuriously
furn~he~
castle, wntmg
or practicing
in the little
Chapel,
or conducting
the evening
per~
formalwes
of which the Duke was so f
d
Th
.
on .
. e llme years that Bach remained
at
WeImar
Were eventful
years
in his Hie
There,
under
a master
whose
religiou~

nature
matched
his
compose
and perform

which

he

had

own, I.le was free to
the kind of music 10

dedicated

his lire. Duke

when people asked

Wilhelm
insisted
that Bach accompany him
on each of the long journeys that he made
and in this way Johann
Sebastian mel man;
of the noblemcn
and composers of his day.

Bach regretted

that these journeys

took hira

The talented son of a distinguished

away from :;\laria Barbara
and the children,
for he was never happier
than when in front
of his own fireside
with hi family around

him.

Although

the journeys
provided
him
to share with
one such tr-ip,
took a rin'"

he might

have

couple recounts interesting facets of

wished thai

his earlv training in Paris.

were J~. frequent, each one
with some n vel experieoce
hi Iamilv on hi r (urn. On
Prin
Friedrich
of. axony
f great \ olu Irom hi own

Much value is placed on

royal hand and pre rued il 10 Bach io
admiratiou
r r hi organ perform nee,
An th r lim
·ha tian
·tmdu ted a
antatu wri tt nand performed in honor of
th I irthda
of Duke
hri.tinn of acbsWei ss nf I., The grent hnU of Dukr hrisrinn's cnsrl ha (fail funned h glo\llio;
fire nil) rare,
imported
Iropical planl.5
into n mid·

Ulllmcr pnrndi..c

II a~Rl1l1ywith the
The soloi~l for th
th

Traditions
and Methods

that COnlra~ltd
I nd pt.

rrb~I)1 \doter

anini
~
I ken
ni".hl of Ih ... perform
nc • Rod lhe

ill on
bUng

loughl r of one of the mll.i inn. _ called
to sui stitllle,
Annn
"gdcl
nn, nhhou!b
nol luil
i. t· n. had n \uirc ()( ueh rlre
J enuty lhat
bn,;lion len \\ he ""ould nenr
f rg l it. "1 'rlhel • , he did nol dream
f Ih illli orlanl
r'le Ih I h _n to plar
in his fulur .
Duk
~ ilh 1m, in pit
f hi kind
and g n r sit
I
Raeh, had n .. reaL or
tubbornn
"" thaI fi.,all
"d 10 <Ii ord bt1\1 II Ba h an I him. If.
'ell Ih Duke'
11 ph \\
uguloOl rJl"'t. \\ rol a airu-t h~
wishe
and marri d th· Duche-- Eleonore
of
Ilhalt"Ih n. Rneh \I
forbidden to
continu
his fri nd.hi)
,';Ih Ihe at_ fllJIlily. J hann
• ha-tinn.
.Iuhhom
enoup,
himself on
8 iOIl. \\8 ... d I nnined to
choose
his 0\\ n (ri nd
'\ ilhoul an inler·
ference. In r lnlialion r r
b~lian·~:-h01f
of inclependen
,th'
Duk
prornoted 80 inferior musl ian t 111 0\ led ~ilioD of
CapeUmeister
of \ imar, a po>! thot Bach
had hoped and beli ,cd would be hi'.
Bach. del 1"11111] d to lea\
eimu submitt· d hi r l';,ign3lion to the Duke. bul \\il·
l

helm

refu,

d to a

pt it.

in"" be cou!<l

not a 'cept anoth
I" po~ition
until he &'Cured
his dismissal.
ebll:!li:lI1 look 011 unauthoriz d I ay
of nb nand
wcnl on holi·
day lo Dresd
n.
ui5 'IarduUld.
organL4
to the
ing of Fl"ance and a famous coro·
poser. "as vLiting in Dresden. and Bach-

till seekin
knowlcdg
and further lech·
nique in music-went
there to lIear hiro
play. ~\Iarchand4 straight from the ~pk:ndor
of tbe French court. l\ 8.5 polilel) conlemptuous of the dowdy Ijul
nuan camp"""
Count Von FI umling,
\lbo beliC\ed ~I
Bach Was the greal
t o( all musicians, mISchievously

proposed

a conl

I between

Cusadesus.

from a conference with Jean Casadesus
as told to Rose Heylbut
AM OFTEN asked "how it feels" to grow up in a family of
professional
musicians~
and my answer
is generally
disappointing because it "feels" entirely normal.
As a child, it was
the routine thing to faU asleep listening to my parents read fourhand arrangements
of quartets and symphonies.
When my father
played sonatas with a violinist friend, 1 was allowed to turn the
pages. Family comrersation
about music and performance-values,
E'_nda piano that is never silent form the only life I know. It was

the
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Jean Casa(lcsus with his famous parents, GuLy and Robert

I
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me how our family

that I began to think
Until 1 was twelve,
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tradition

affected my work

about it at all.

we lived in my native Paris where I had
my earliest training
from my great-aunt,
Rose Casadesus,
who
was also my father's
first teacher. I began playing at four, and
my great-aunt
showed me that by holding
my hands a certain
way, I could make more agreeable
sounds
than by banging.
Beyond that, 1 don't remember
much about "lessons"
till I was
eight, when scales, exercises,
and little pieces were from the
start combined
with reading,
memorizing,
solfege, and a sense
of responsibility
for regular work. I had to practice
an hour
a day, and if anything
came up to stop me I'd have to make it
up at night. My piano studies were conducted
entirely at home,
but I was sent to the Conservatoire
for solfege. I enjoyed the
wholesome competition
of class work, and won the First Medal
at twelve.
Then we moved to America and a great change came into my
work. I missed the Conservatoire.
It had been stimulating
to see
what the others were doing, to compare my results with theirs;
here then was none of that. Solfege was not a part of "music
lessons," children of my age seldom heard of it; at the conservatories, solfege was introduced,
as a sort of extra course, to students
of eighteen or so, many of whom had already begun harmony.
My brother, who was then eight, had to learn solfege at home,
and never got the pleasure from it which 1 had had. I also found
that the entire system of education was diHerent. Boys of twelve
didn't work too hard at their studies (musical
or general),
and
didn't want to. So for serious study, I was dependent
on family
resources. My.parents
kept up "iny music science, and my mother
supervised
my piano work.
At twelve, 1 practiced
only two or three hours a day, but I
had already been taught how to work. The basis of good work
is this same solfege!
It fixes note relationships,
sequences,
har·
monies;
it enables you to know what you are doing as you move
about the keyboard;
it facilitates sight-reading
and the examination of more new music.
Good work also means good organization.
I was taught
to
begin, regularly,
with a half-hour
of straight
technique
(scales:
new exercises, the review of old ones) followed by a half·hour
of Czem)'. Then came pieces-never
more than two a day. By
thirteen,
I was acquiring
repertoire-Bach,
of course;
early
sonatas of Haydn and Mozart (played at less than virtuoso speed
and studied for form, .structure, style, and most of all, for practice in combining
technique
with music), Weber's Konzertstueck,
and work of similar character;
nothing too advanced.
When 1 was fourteen,
1 had lessons in tympani
from Saul
Goodman,
of the New York Philharmonic.
My father had done
similar work-at
one time he played tympani
with the Paris
Opera orchestra-and
wished me to know more of music than
can ever be gotten from exclusive emphasis on the piano. It was
an enormous
advantage.
I learned much about the orchestra,
instruments,
tone-color,
and repertojre,
which has helped me in
my piano work.
I was taught to work at music, and to regard technique simply
as a means of releasing
music. One needs, of course, to play
cleanly,
without
slips or faults, but not to make technique
noticeable as the major ingredient
of one's equipment.
Most of
all: I was held to the discipline
of complete
respect for the
composer's
thought.
1 remember certain youthful discussions
(Continued on Page 49)

Jean Casadesus, son of Robert and Gaby, represents
the fourth
generation to carryon
his family's tradition of eminent musicianship.
Five of his name are included in Grove's Musical Dictionary. Winner
of the Paris Conservatoire
First Medal for tiolfege, of the Youth
Contest of the Philadelphia
Orchestra, and of the International
Con.
test in Geneva (1947), he hegan his career in 1949 since when his
lours of Europe and the USA have placed him among the most dis.
tinguished of our younger pianists.
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WHAT IS
BEL CANTO?
Ii plea for

general agreement
and clarity
on the terminology
and techniques
of vocal production.

by

JOSEPH A. BOLLEW
"DISTANCE
lends enchantment" exclaim young opera enthusiasts' when
they hear older people laud the superiority
of the singers of their youth over those of
today.
Nevertheless, our new generation is com.
pelled to admit that there is no galaxy

as

bright now as, for instance, Caruso McCormack, Bonci, Battistini, Tita Ruffo,
Sammarco, Melba, Tetrazzini, Calve, Destinn, Galli-Curci and Kirkby Lunn, to men.
tion only a few of the luminaries of that
time. Their records are here to prove it,
and although recording was in its infancy
when they were made, they reveal a superiority beyond question over the leading
singers of today.

Y Dung people are also skeptical when
they hear singers of a still earlier period
extolled even ahovf'. such artists. They have
a right to be. As a matter of fact their
elders should, in all honesty, be equally
skeptical. They too never heard them in the
flesh, and what recordings of them there
are were among the first ever made. These
are very poor and what can be heard of
the singers hardly warrants the paeans they
were accorded. There are reasons for believing that, in the main, they were better,
but it is extremely difficult, if not impos-

sible, to judge from the recordings at.hand.
What then can be said of the slllge.f5
anterior to these? We know from the. wr itings of the time that critics and audiences
raved about them. And here, too, numberless people who never heard them ~lso rave
about them. In the circumstances
rt would
seem foolish to have any opinion whatsoever. Yet, it must be remembered,
it was
the so-called Golden Age of Singing.
Bel
Canto was at its zenith, and because of
what Bel Canto is, or was, there can be no
doubt that vocal technique was very much
better than it has since been. By vocal
technique I mean vocal production
as distinct from musical execution and artistry.
And since vocal technique was so much
better it is reasonable
to conclude
that
voices in general were better, musical execution was better, and consequently,
those
who were artists were better able to 1 r ject their artistry. In other words, it was
easier for men and women with potentially
great voices to develop into great
inger
and artists. This was due predominentf y to
the fact that differences and confusion
on
the techniques and terminology
of vo al
production were almost altogether ab nt.
There was one musical objective, Bel Canto,
based on one vocal objective, clarit y of
tone. AU accredited teachers taught morc
or less the same way and often met to.
gether informally to discuss the vocal pr b.
lems of their pupils. Some had student
with better voices and more singing sen e,
and some were better pedaCToCTues and
"" than, the
therefore produced better singers
general run of teachers. But all teachers
taught more or Jess the salTIe way.
The situation
has changed drastically.
Very few teachers and singers agree on
anything pertaining
to the techniques
of
vocal'prod~ction.
There is perhaps no other
fie!d III whICh ~o much conflict of opinion
eXIsts on ternllnology
and techniques.
Many teachers of singing have voiced
a demand for licensing. The demand
is
u~l~erstan~able. There are all-too-many
indIVIduals In the field with little more to
commend them than glib tongues, sumptuous .studios and the means for more or
less wlde.sc.ale advertising. 1\1any of them
get very lllgh fees but are low in th .
elf
a bT1 Ity to h e Ip the poor victims they entice.
M~re often they ruin potentially wonderful
VOIces. But how can licensil1!l'" be·
I
"
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must
precede
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singers and teachers alike whether lice ~
is established
or not. It is high tim:~
task were undertaken and done.
This need was most emphatically undo.
scored
by an excellent and infnnn.ti
article which appeared in ETLDE (Au~
1951), entitled,
"The Decline of the Art01
Singing,"
by Robert B a of England.n"
title of the arti Ie clearly expresse his
point of view. There can be no doubtIIut
the art of inging ha d lined. But ho,
my agr m l \\ith Mr. Boa ends. The
reas n h gal
for th d lin lery&rongl, I
sub falHint
m) ontention that e1arilYIlHi

agrc ment

on terminolo
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After
the Studio
from (/ conference wil.h Eileen Farrell
as told
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Lo what
it i . it ~ In::!' 10 me that iI
mean
just \\.bat it ~~. i.e.. beautiful
singing.
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8n indi\ idual'8 manner of ~inginl regardless of the t pc of musi being ,"ng. florid
inging
T f r
to u t 'J>e of HM:aI mu~ir.
The I hras "norid singing·· although lIiddr
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?ught instead to u
the pllIa.se "the 5W!'
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f florid mu~i ,. whi b is e..uct and
cannot lead t mL onceptiOD!.
.
. A w-jtb all other t -pes of HK:al m~1C
It sounds
beautiful
if the singer h.. J
beautiful
voice and can .ing beaulifulh-.
(not the sam
thing).
aud sounds roth«
awful if the singer does Dol poss ;;~
beautiful
voice and does not Imo,' hot
to sing beautifully.
If the singing
of 8 rid mu.ic isBd
Canto, OT in oLher words. il \'(»<:81
aglhty
is Bel Cauto, it would naltually folloWill.
the. singing of ev ry coloratura. erery ~r"
tono siuger, and (Continued on Pog,;6/
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A LTHOUGH
1\.. ing, the

singers never stop studytime comes when official
lessons as such are over. On' his own, thr:
young singer is ready to go ahead without being quite sure where he's going. He
is out of the studio but he~s not yet a professional-his
formal education is done,
yet he has immense amounts to Jearn. This
is a difficult period and an important one,
challenging the young singer to find himself.
I had my share of this where-do-l-gofrom· here ? feeling~ ev.en though my start
was unusually lucky. I began in radio. As
far as good music is concerned, the usual
process is to get into radio after one has
asserted himself elsewhere. IlIad done no
professional singing before I went to CBS,
and the development of my work grows
out of what I learned and experienced there.
I have sung all my life. I studied first
with my mother who is a voice teacher and
organist. I came to New York at nineteen.
After a period of study, my money gave
out and I ·went home, takil,lg a job in _a
store to earn more. J n time I resumed my
studies and presently I got an opening in
the CBS chorus. Then, a month after my
twenty-first birthday, I was given a contract as soloist at CBS. I was out of the
studio, my career had opened. That's when
the real work began!
J had, of course, studied reperto·ire but
nothing like the amount of material required for thirty minutes of singing every
week. Songs and arias were suggested, pro·
grams were planned, and I had to learn
thern~also, to learn how to produce them
l
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in i.l manlIer \\'orthy of public hearillg. At
the same Ilme ] had to keep up my vocal
work, shake off the insecurity of singing
for a vast audience, and learn to handle
myself and my work like a professional.
This is all part of what we bracket:, some·
what loosely, under the heading of experience. And somehow· or other, the experience must be gained.
My first ~uggestion to the young sjnger
fresh oul of the studio is to sing in public
as much and as often as possible. Provided
it is musically worthy~ any opportunity
will pro\re good-in
church, in groups,
choruses~ summer hotels, small radio stations. Nothing is too small for a public
start~ and each type of work brings its own
experience.
I began before a microphone, without
audience~ and had later to adjust myself
to audience communication. However, I
learned much from that little black box!
The sensitivity of the microphone increases
the hazards of audible breathing. Though
I had~ fortunately, never had any difficulties of this kind, I still took special care,
with the result that my breath control
today is surer. more effortless, than it might
have been with a different start. I gaim~d
in diction values, too! The ~111ike'is also
sensitive to explosive sounds; consonants
which are badly attacked come out with a
"pop." So I had to watch enunciation!
And there was the matter of communication, "\'i/ith no audience reaction to guide
me, I had to be more than usually alert in
building interpretations that would convey
the fuB meaning and spirit of the songs

through tone alone. These are simply examples of Idml one learns hl radio: each
type of work hrings jls own problems, together with the experience of solving them
~and learn.ing from them!
After the studio. the care of your voice
is your own Tf"sponsibility. It's wise to
remember that everything you do. in your
private 'life as well as In your practice
periods, shows in your voice. This means
that the entire physical organism must be
in good condition-this,
in turn, means
avoiding too many gay parties, keeping out
of smoky rooms, gctUng to bed in time for
proper rest. Many young professionals feel
it's part of "the game" to rush about and
have a wonderful time. It isn't. Of course,
I'm not suggesting that one give up all
fun; simply that experience teaches you to
say No before the demands of the voice
force you to do so. After professional
sjnging of any kind. it is just as well not to
do any talking whatever for at least an hour
or two.
The care of the voice also includes
practice. Today~ I depend on two favorite
exercises to keep my voice in good condition through any emergency of singing
or touring. The first is simply a grand
scale-on MEE, I sing 1, 2, 3~ 4" on one
breath, holding 4. as long as I can ",iul.
out forcing. On a fresh breath, I si ng
from 5 to 8, again holding 8. Then down
again. I repeat
this exercise several
times, hut never carry it further than
one octave in my middle register. It is
extremely helpful for breath control, for
tonal focus, (Con/inlled
on Page
56)
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And What About
the Electronic Carillon?

International
Dictionary,"
a carillon is
"An instrument comprising at least' two
octaves of fixed cup-shaped bells arranged
in chromatic series and so tuned as to produce, when many such hells are sounded
together, concordant harmony. It is normally played from a keyboard which
controls expression through variation of
touch."
Another definition
of "Carillon," also
listed in "Webster's," reads: "An instrument capable of creating electrically amplified bell-tones by striking small variously
shaped metallic bodies arranged in chromatic series of two octaves or more and
so tuned as to produce, when sounded together chordally,
concordant
harmony
which is comparable in timbre and volume
to that of a carillon of cast bells. (See
Carillon I in Dictionary.) It is normally
played Irom an electrically or mechanically

The Bell-master of
Princeton University
makes a corn paris on
of the two types
of carillonsCast Bell and Electronic.with highly interesting
informative

and

results

by Arthur L. Bigelow
Manual clavier- for cast ben Cm-ilfon
Sclmlmel'iclt

61
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NTHIS DAY and age We often hear
expressed: "It is the result that counts,
not the medium by which it is achieved."
In our modern world we have discovered
that a same result may be obtained by
different means, and that one particular
way lllay be more appropriate under certain circumstances than another-though
both ways are equally commendable.
The carillon is a good example of this
situation. What about it? Is it true that
electronic hells and cast bells can both
achieve the same effect? Why would one

I

-no e

"C

:l!"i

I.

.Ionic Bells,"

be more desirable in a particular instance
than the other?
Let us compare the two and judge them
fairly, the one in the light of the other.
Let .us concede to each instrument all its
~ents, all the points in its favor, weigh.
lllg th~m both .together. Surely such a
companson, car ned out on a disinterested
and scientific bas~s, can only result in a
better understandmg
of the two instru.
~nents and he of value to anyone interested
III b.eII music. Anyone
who begins a dis.
CUSSlOn of the carillon-or
of anything, {or

Flemish

type

console

that ruauer-c-« ith '·1 I reler--·'.
without
all intimate kllow)ege of all points comparable and aU issues involved. not only
shows his utter ignorance. but also elassi~es himself a pre] udiced and unfit to
~udge, Ior there are usually man)" things
JI1 fa~or
of each side of a question. How
does It sland wilh the carillon?
Let us start Our discussion \\ilh lhe ae~ejJted definition
of the two ill5"lrumenli'
lIlvolved. According to the definilion dra\fn
up a~ the Carillon Congress held at Prine;
lon JIl 19~J6 and acc..:epted by ··Wcb~ter;:
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operated standard keyboard, and dynamic
expression is achieved by electrical or
mechanical means. Often loosely called
electronic carillon."
It is readily understood that the carillon
is an instrument of a good many bells and
one upon ·which not only melody but also
varied harmony may be played. In short,
it is a musical instrument, capable of expressing music as we know it, feel it, and
write it, complete with all its scales,
arpeggios, chords, and jzdl harmony.
This is indeed a far cry from the old
ETUDE-JULY
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notion of bell-chimes, in this country at
least, where only the melody of a song or
hymn could he -expressed, in a dirge-like
tempo, one note at a time. The hells of
such instruments were-and
still are, of
course-too
false to allow any other type
of music. Since the time when these bellchimes were installed, our musical sense
concerning hells has developed. Musicians
and the man in the street alike often remark now-a-days that the old chimes sound
out of tune. They are quite right. But some
musicians, those' who know only this older
(for us) type of bell music, are wont to
classify ben music in general as "something
old, archaic, perhaps charming at times,
but still quite some distance from being
exactly musical." They are wrong. Nothing
could be farther from the truth!
Returning to the definition, the bells of
a carillon are so tuned as to produce hur
mony. Therefore, they are not just any
bells; they are tuned bells., A.nd what is a
tuned bell?
In considering
this question, we must
disregard the traditional chime of bells.
Certainlv many times an effort has been
made to see that the bells of our chimes
are more 01' less 'in tune with each other,
but in such a series one bell often differs
enormously from another in tone quality
and thus may belong to a tone family entirely different from that of its neighbors.
So ever-y hell sounds just a bit different.
This is due. of course, to the differences
in the partial tones of each individual hell
-differences
in pitch, and also in the intensities of the all-important partials. These
chime bells are not in tune with themselves,
since the series 0.£ notes of which each bell .
is composed is discordant to begin with .
To understand just how this can all he,
and to appreciate the perfection of a tuned
bell, we must first review the basic rules
of tone itself.
Vie define a musical note as one made
up of a harmon ius series of overtones. The
tones of a string and pipe are composed
of noturol overtones. or harmonics, since
by nature they divide themselves, when
producing tones, into two parts, three parts,'
four, five. six, seven, eight, etc. parts, and
each part is in perfect ratio to the fundamental; each part vibrates separately and
lends Its own harmonic tone to the note
and thus helps to establish the timbre of
that note.
But it is generally
not known that a
musical tone does not have to be made up
of a harmonic, or natural, series of overtones. In fact, a good many of our instru·
ments Olye their particular appeal to notes
which are made up of a series of over·
tones which do not conjorm to the natural

series. It is imperative, however, that whatever series of overtones these unnatural
instruments do possess, they must either
be very few in number, and these must be
harmonious-or,
if the series be compllcated, it must approach as closely as possible the series of natural harmonics.
And to the class of instruments possess·
ing an extended and complicated series o-f
overtones, or partials, the bell belongs.
As with any vibrating object, especially
one which generates a musical tone, the
sound of the bell is made up of a whole
series of tones in harmonious relationship. It is these overtones which, in their
particular position and intensity, give to
the hell its timbre. We shall have all the
more respect for the perfectly tuned helland for those founders who make themonce we understand that nature did not
ordinate the series 0/ overtones in the Bell,
as she did do in the case of the string and
the pipe. Man himself first had to <1is·
cover what form of bell embraced the most
musical series of partials, and then he had
to learn how to control these partials.
Pipes and strings are exceedingly simple
in form. When they are set into vibration,
they automatically divide themselves into
their several harmonic partials, each a
ratio of the fundamental. When a plano
or organ tuner tunes his instruments, he
listens only to the basic note, the fundamental, and tunes that. Little does he
worry whether the octaves, the thirds, the
fifths, preserve their places in the series
of overtones. Nature herself takes care of
all that.
Tuning a bell does not come so easily
to the bell founder. Each one of the tones
in a bell can vary .in its desired position.
Indeed, they have no position until man
masters them and puts them there, carefully turning off the metal on the inside
of the bell and stopping every few minutes
to check his tones. If he should go too far,
if he should tune even one partial too low,
the bell is lost and must be recast.
So, to answer a question asked previously, a tuned bell is one which has had
all its partials put into pleasing relationship to the "fundamental, an infinitely me.
ticulous task. A perfectly tuned bell is often
described as a "perfect" bell, and it is a
credit to any founder .who knows how to
achieve one.
What are the partials that the founder
concerns himself with in making a perfect
bell? How do they compare to the series
of natural overtones?
Looking at nature's overtones as ex.
pressed in strings, pipes, reeds,-the
so.
called "natural series" of harmonics---and
the series of overtones in the ben, we find
that there are some (Con-tinned on Page 62)
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On Being a Concert Artist

HERE ARE countless centuries of background to establish the
fact that men singing together
began all music.
When John Tasker Howard was asked for an early example of

T

men singing
together,
the eminent
musicologist
question gravely. Then he came up with: "How

Without a firm belief in tlie vital significance of

Supper: 'And when they had sung an hymn'?

music to his fellow men, the
young artist has nothing to hold him
steadfast through all the tribulations iruiirlenlni to
launching a successful concert career.
by BERNARD

I

FYOU WERE asked to make a list of

concert

pianists,

whom

clown? Josef Hofmann,
witz, Robert

Cusadesus,

would

Vladimir
Artur

you put

Horo-

Rubinstein,

Alexander Brailowsky, Jose Iturbi, Rudolf
Sorkin, Egon Petri, Andor Foldes? You

"will immediately think of additions that
would extend tI~e list to over .3 hundred
names. What would be your basis for deciding who should go
such a list? The
requirements
might be that each must have
given a successful debut concert in which
the critics acclaimed his artistry; that each
has been recognized wherever he has played
as an artist of the first rank; that each is
acknowledged
by the music-going public as
being "tops" at the keyboard;
that the
name of each is indubitably
associated with
piano playing. These are mere suggestions.
You may think of other factors wldch are
of far more "worth in determining
who shall
go all such a list.
What we understand
to be implied in
designaUng
a person
as being a concert
artist wHI determine whether our lists have
many or few names. It obviously
implies
that such a one gives concerts, playing the
works of serious composers.
It also implies
he is professionally
engaged at it and considers it his occupation.
He may prder to
be known as a musician
because he composes, conducts, and engages in other musical activities besides piano playing.
It should imply a certain
attitude
of
mind toward the place of 111usic in society,
for without a firm belief in the vital significance of music to his fellow men. tIle
young artist has nothing to hold him steadfast through all the tribulations
that precede the launching
of a successful concert
career. Paderewski,
like Chopin, was urged
onward by a deep love of country. Speak.
ing of this in his Memoirs,
Paderewski
says: "I may say that I had a real ambition to become an artist (speaking
of his
boyhood).
I perhaps did not realize it then,
but there was working in me some inner
force. I was sure that I would attain something, and it must be said now that my

0;1
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true object-my great object-already
at
the age of seven, was to be useful to my
own country, which was then, as you know,
partitioned,
having no existence of her own
and very oppressed.
My great hope was to
become somebody, and so to help Poland.
That was .over and above
all my artistic
aspirations." Padercwski was also strongly
motivated
by the desire to make other-s
happy. "I wish to see ever-y one happy,
smiling, and enjoying
himself."
But deeper
still, we find strong
convictions
011 the
place of the artist in music. In a chapter
he
contributed
to .Tames
Francis
Cooke's
Croat Pianists on Piano Playing, he 8ays;
" ...
the public is generally inclined to
look upon all art wOl'kers as idealists
confined to a narrow
road very much apart
from the hroad pathway
of life itself. As a
matter
of fact, the art-worker
never
ap.
proaches the great until he has placed himself in communication
with life in all its
wonderful manifestations."
The sincerity
of the artist
in h_is approach to his work is clearly
revealed
ill
the statement I){ Buson'l as regards his own
recitals;
"At my own recitals no one in the
audience
list'cllS more
attentively
than
I
do ....
I have learned
that I must continually have my mind alert to opportunities for impr~vemeJlt.
I am always in quest
of n~\V. b~autles. and even while playing
in
public It IS possIble to concejve of new details that come like revelations.
J never
n~glect an opportunity
to improve,
110 matter how perfect
a previous
interpretation
may have seemed to me. In fact. I often 0'0
(~irectly home from the concert
and pr:ctIce for hours upon the very pieces that I
have been. playing: because during the COllcert c~rtaU1 new Ideas have come to me.
These Ideas are very precjous,
and to neglect them or to consider
them details
to
be P?s~poned f?r future development
wou lel
be ndlculous
111 the extreme."
Ther~ .is a tendency
among students
to
romantICIze
the life of the concert
a t" t
d'
.
.
rIS,
rca mg mto lt one pleasant
triumph
after
another.
They see in it an easy way to

achieve
led to
nist

Iamc, wealf h, till 1 glory. 1BIly arc
trtv tov ard h .oming '011 'crl pia-

becuu c

or

the

ro y pietur

th

ir

imagiuntion
c ujurcs up of th wonrl 1'8 or
such a IHe. Th
Inl ulcus urns certain artists
have realized
r rom 'on 'crt tours;
thr-i r hn t or ndmir rs in nil J> rts or the
world:
their
way 0 er their 8udi ncC'!in
which the)' app nr nlm st god-like, intnxicates the UJ1;,u:,pccling ,Iud ut, nnd h is
led to bclicv
that that is nil there i to
being an l1tti"t,-that,
and n Hili prnctice.
In his {ream». h Q • 011 thi~ herallinrr
hiut, and,
\, itltoul reuliaing ,dHI! he i
doing.
\ \\8 to civ
hi all to\'ard attnining ;-:u ·h n IH . or 1 ('ri .. 11 in lhl' nU<'mpl.
\low
all the fa -.tor~ lIlUt can hinder
a ~LlldclIl from h{'('ornil1~ n concerl pianist.
nOlle j:;: Illor<' hli~ltt ing
th gro\lIh
a false
'once-plion
liS to \\hot /,luch tI lire
invoh C~. Othf"r
ru<;tnrs cnn Iro\-e more
di~lret:'51ill~r at the mom nl. nnd nun' ,"en
force the abandonmelll
of nn ho,X:S
a
career,
but in the long run, thnt Hudent
will go further
\, ho hus a renli ..tir under·
standing:
of tht~ r("~pon~ihililies onr r3ces
in {Icciding to hecome
3 concert artist.
The
quotations
from
Pndt'rew~ki and
Busoll-j c-.;:prcss c1('arly thc uling that are
of importance
in the gro"lh
of an arli5t.
There i!3 lIothing ahout them thai tht' ima~ination can find u8'eful for con ocling rosy
colored
\'i~ion;;; of Ii, iug in a hil!;her strala
than the m'eragc
mortal being. Wide menial
\'i5-ioll. often referred to as breadth of out·
look.
is the outcomc
of ~rious
study in
all branches
of human
kllo\~jled"'e.
The majority
of arList5
not hold
college dcgrce~_ hut the, hayc read \\ idel\'.
al"p keen
oht:'en"ers
of .;ature and
man·
kind. are intere5ted
in a wide range
activi.ties.
and ha\'e a warm
spnpalhy ror
thclr fellowmen.
From lhis comes a breadth
of vision that mere attendance at coIle~e
often fails to develop_ They are constantly
aler~ to .opportunities
for impronment. unceaslt1g 111 their :-earch for new beautiC5. and
never completely
satisfied. no matter how
perfect a previous
(Continued 011 POf!e :)9)

The bovs give forth. Standing L. 10 R., J. Fred Ran, Bahimore;
Paul B. Smith, Svrucuse ; Rcinald WCl'l'em'ath. At the piano,
Lewis J. Marsh, Rochester'.

The Male Chorus-

or

ilion

or

or

The Step-Child of Music?
A strong booster for the male chorus presents
pertinent facts .vhich should give the reader a
keener appreciation of all such organizations.

by Reinald

Werrenrath

1118;

or

or

L. to R. Miklos Schwalb, Reinald Werrcnrath, Harry Reginald
Spiel', Geoff.·cy O'Hara, Harold E. Hartman, Franz Born.
schein at a concert of the Mendelssohn Club, Albany, N. Y.

considered
the
about the Last

I doubt that there

were any women singing around on that occasion."
, We who find joy in male choral activities are carrying
out the
tradition
of countless generations
of singing men. From the Gleemen of ancient Britain, the Troubadours
of France, or the Mastersingers of Germany, we have a priceless heritage; and where is the
man or woman today who does not thrill to the ringing tones of a
male chorus?
Men have always sung at their work and at their
play-whether
it is a finely trained Glee Club or just a crowd of
old pals meeting together, inspired by that same impulse to express
themselves in the universal language of song.
The writer is an avowed fanatic on the subject. He has discovered to his astonishment
that there seems to be no volume published concerned
exclusively with the history and development
of
concerted male voice singing. For some years past he has been assembling what is turning out to be an incredibly
large mass of
matcrial that gives conclusive proof (1) that men sang first, and
(2) that they have a place in legitimate
music. (The author hopes
sometime, to attempt the chore of assembling
this material
into
book form-already
he has collected a list by reputable composers
totaling more than 2000 titles, and the list is still growing.)
To find a major premise that vocal music came before instru- .
mental music-and
this should be axiomatic
to anyone-let
us
refer to Curt Sachs' monumental
work, "The Rise of Music in the
Ancient World,"
in which he avers: "Music began with singing,"
How far back can we trace civilized music? The New Standard
Encyclopedia,
in an article about ancient Babylon, states:
"The Wolfe Expedition
obtained more than 50,000 tablets and
art objects in Nippur and determined
approximately
the period of
occupancy of the site by the depth of the debris, placing the city's
beginning, at the lowest estimate, as early as 6000 B. c."
Again, Curt Sachs, who is the authority 011 ancient music, writes:
"The oldest records of organized
and systematized
music are Sumerian and Egyptian.
Sumerian texts written in the third millennium B. C. (i.e. 4000 B. C.) speak of ecclesiastic music;
in the
great temple of Ningirsu at Lagash, a special officer was responsible for the training of the choir, and another for the training
of
several classes of singers •.. The guilds of the temple singers at
last became a learned community,
a kind of college which studied
and edited the liturgical literature."
If you are interested in definite background
for male voice singing during a still later period, here is a phrase from A. Z. Idelssohn,
Professor of Jewish Music, Hebrew Union College, New York City,
referring to the Temple of David and Solomon: "Participation
of
women in the Temple Choir is nowhere traceable."
Mr. ldelssohn
writes in another part of his exhaustive
volume: "Women are excluded from participation
in religious music."
From the Bible, we read, referring to Moses' song of deliverance
from bondage after the passing of the children of Israel through
the Red Sea: "Then sang Moses and the children of Israel this
song unto the Lord, and spake, saying, I will sing unto the Lord,
foi he hath triumphed
gloriously."
As David Ewen, author
of
'lHebrew Music" says: "Moses immortalized
the event with a song
-the
first Hebrew song in history, and probably the first song in
the history of music."
In view of these authoritative
statements,
it becomes apparent
that verification
is given to these points,
(1) that vocal music
came before instruments;
(2) that men singing together made a
system of harmonic
and melodic schemes in prehistoric
times;
and (3) very few listeners are aware of the majesty and charm
offered by male choral music.

We can discount
Shop, to you).
sang "Swipes"

the recent vogue of SPEBSQSA

(Barber

That is fun, or used to be, when we youngsters
at Boys' High School,
(Continued on Page 18)
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Brooklyn, fifty years ago. Some of us still
enjoy harmonizing
in hours of relaxation.
There is plenty of background
for that sort
of improvisation,
since the modern
glee
club is the direct descendant
from the Liederstafel,
"song-table,"
reputedly
founded
by Carl Friedrich
Zeiter, Berlin, 1308. But,
like the Apostle Paul, most of us who have
tried heartier fare, feel: "When I was a
child, I spake as a child, I understood
as
a child ...
but when I became a man, I
put away childish things."
(I Corinthians,

XIII, II.)
To those who would state that there is
no worthy material,
the writer maintains
the contrary.
There are magnificent
male
choral works that are seldom now per~
formed, a Jist of which this writer has assembled without much difficulty. Of seventy
such works he is personally
familiar with
about ten. These range from Beethoven's
"Song
of the Monks"
and Cherubini's
"Mass in D Minor" through Brahms' "Rinaldo"
and Liszt's "Psalm
18" to comparatively
modern
works like Malipiero's
"San Francesco d' Assiai," Poulenc's "Chanson a Boire" and Florent Schmitt's
"De
Profundis. "

If the digest of the previous list of seventy seems too stiff-the
seven named are
only a sample-possibly
the following
ones may prove more attractive
and less
formidable.
They are selected with care,
and have been performed
under this writer's direction over many years. One organization alone produced more than one hundred male choral numbers which had been
brought to his attention.
Among these, the
following American choruses are worthy of
notice: (These are all original compositions
-no
arrangements.)
Ecce jam noct£s-George W. Chadwick
Margarita-George W. Chadwick
Bugle Song-Dudley
Buck
The Crusaders-Edward MacDowell
Dance of the Gnomes-Edward MacDowell
The Lamp in the West-Horatio
W.
Parker

Thanatopsis-Joseph Mosenthal
Regret-Charles B. Hawley
Break, Break, Break-John Hyatt Brewer
Bedouin Song-Arthur Foote
Lochinva.r- William G. Hammond
At the Play-Cecil Forsyth
The Bell·Man-Cecii Forsyth
Sea Fever-Mark Andrews
NolV Sleeps the Crimson Petal-Mark:
Andrews

The Musical Trnsf,-Wll1. H. Clokey
Scandia-Samuel Richard Gaines
A Hymn of Freedom-Eric Thiman
The Aristocrat-Harry Spier
City of Ships-George Mead
Salutation of the Da,wn-Harvey Enders
(Continued on Po.ge 64)

A sl1wll·town teacher
(who

prefers

to remain

Here is a fine, practical idea, the adoption

(/Ilon)''''Olls)
of which uiould bring the touring artist

reveals the sound !>hilosophy
which has been the guiding inflllellce
throughout

closer to his public and render a genuine service

the crowded years of a blLsycareer
to school musicians. It is truly

Mrs. Music Teacher Speaks
DOES

YOUR CHILD take piano les-

sons? If he does, and if you do
not live in one of the larger metropolitan centers,
it is more than likely that
your child studies with a teacher who is
finding time to pursue
a mild musical
career, while she also manages
to be a
wife and mother
as welt. 1 am one of
this large
anonymous
group.
I have
been teaching
music in a small town for
twenty years, and count the hours I have
spent in this companion
career
to my
marriage
career,
equally
rich in experience. Now that my own children
are
grown,
I can still share in the most
delightful
privilege
of friendship
with
young children
and at the same time
keep well acquainted
with rny old, favorite friend-the
piano.
Six-year-old
Michael has been coming
to me for piano lessons for a month now.
His energy was too big for the room;
he came in as if he were entering
an
arena, the piano his opponent.
I acted
as referee during
the half-hour
roulleI.
I have known many of his counterparts,
but I always experience
the same thrill
when I have captured
their interest,
and
can begin to instill in them a love of
music, as well as initiate
them to the
rudiments
of piano
playing.
My now
tractable
Michael
is reacting
favorably
to my efforts, and I am knowing
again
the contentment
of guiding
a child into
the soul-satisfying
realm
of beautiful
and inspiring
music.

.I don't think my ideals werc quite this
hIgh when I was an eager girl expecting
to astound the world. I remember
thinking t~lat ~eachin~
would be a way of
markll1g tune untIl my inevitable
arrival
as a concert performer.
Oh, I doubt that
I went as far as thinking
of it in terms
of national importance,
but I was vouth_
fully confident
of at least modest fame
in
own city. However,
even moving
to thIS much smaller city did not grant
me the ful.fillment
of this aspiration;
I
hav~ remamed
a tadpole
who has never
achIeved big froghood
in even a small
puddle. After a tirne I began to appre-

my

ciate the rec Ill»
own akc,
that
of suffering
(rom
broken
iIIusi ns,

A Challenge to the Concert Violinist

in tca 'hing (or its
I wn nev r on .ious
the disappointment
of

11$

Ceraldin
unv iu Ingl ignited the latcnt tea hing
spark which hit never
d I rekindling .. he \\8
mv hr ..r
pupil, and I had n grcnt d -ire to prO\ •
myself
\\ ith her, beenu ....... he h
the
little
i 1 r f on of m . cia smate«, I
was at that time inexperi need with ehildrcn, and if Thad known ahout Intelligcn c Qu t i nts in those do • I am
sure 1 would hnv
rmed her ver low:
actually
ali that \HI the matter wirh her
n

was
Her

that
parti

she

WlIS

onlv

ven

'CM

ld.

.ulnr pr blem \\0 thai he
could not lell lh
lilT ren
bet-,cen a
linc and a spa
; in on quencc, the
musical
slafT \\'llS
n omll \: UlOIt r.
Under landing
th line wn n t too had:
it was that
po e-pcrhap.
it \\
the
"not-theren
"
(it
Ih t 'h8. I nIDing.
That spa c belw
11 lho
I\\() lin . was

inlangibl
a .11 .pace it·
not . di.p rl ing Ih on I,
wantonly
on any old po ilion, line or
space, c1utler d th whole thing up e\'en
more. A year passed. ea b week marked
by a half honr trnggl "ith Geraldine:
suddenly
One day sh
understood
what
I had been talking about for so long.
and
this
first
triumphant
f ling of
accomplislull
11t
OOn
modified iL-e1f
into a gellujne
and compl Ie inter ~t in
apparenlly
selI. The

1LS

teaching.

The human
side of pinllo leaching
should not be o"erl oked. 1 beli ,e lh.1
the relation
hip b tw
n a music teach r
and a young
stud nt differs ~ mc\\hat
fr~111 the relation
hip of a '"' hoolleacher
w1th a member
of her class. Going to
~chool for the average
child is like eal·
mg bread;
music lessons
are like cake.
The occasional
child who does not like
cake is the music teacher's
failure. ~Ian
times these are the chjldren
whose amb~tious
mama
want
them to pia)' lhe
plano
for whatever
prestige
or persona]
elegance
they Laney ,dU be derhed from
their
know_
(Continued
on Page 52}
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by HENRI
THAS OFTEN seemed to me that our
concert artists, particularly
those who

I

are interested
in musical education
and
have some experience in it, are missing out
on one of the most vital services they could
perform for others and themselves. In the
course of a season, they will stop in eighty
or a hundred
towns, play every time for
two or three thousand
music lovers, and
completely bypass one hundred thousand
others, all potential music lovers and coneert goers. I refer to our young people.
Thousands
of public schools throughout
the country
have instituted
instrumental
training for millions of youngsters.
While
the methods used and the level attained
so
far may be subject
to some criticism,
I
have found no one to deny that here is an
unprecedented
opportunity
to raise a new
generation
of men and women who will
love and understand
good music.
The obstacles
are many, and the one
most frequently
mentioned
pertains to the
string instruments.
The complaint
is heard, not without reason, that the string program
is supported
far less enthusiasticalJ~r~
by students
and
parents alike, than the band program.
The
argument advanced
is that there is more
"glamor" and "excitement"
to hand playing, what with public parades. uniforms,
football games and dances.
Well then, let us supply equal glamor
and excitement
to the l'tring program.
An
artist of standing
who visits a community
for the purpose of giving a concert, is usuaUy the object of a good deal of gracious
hospitality
and publicity
in connection
with the event. If~instead of directing
all
this publicity
towards
himself
the artist
shows his genuine
interest in the public
school string
program,
he can channel
much of the public interest towards
that
program and render a considerable
public
service. To begin with, he should call attention to the string program in his press
and radio interviews.
This will have a
strong psychological
effect. For the inescap~
able meaning to be inferred is that the ar-

tist regards this program
as so highly important,
that he wishes to be linked ann
associated
with it. And the immediate
reaction of his local readers
and listening
audience is bound to be that it is important
to them, also.
But the visiting
artist-teacher
can do
much more. \Vithin the time limits of his
stay in a community,
he can offer to visit
one or more schools, and, if he is a string
player, attend string rehearsals,
accept invitations to talk to the students, conduct a
rehearsal. To the students this is of course
a tremendous
stimulus, lifting them out of
their everyday routine and bringing them
into personal
contact
with the visitor to
their town. Often the resident teacher has
found his students
slow to act on certain
suggestions. The visitor, briefed in advance,
can direct his remarks towards these points
and thereby provide strong moral support

for the local teacher, further strengthening
the latter's prestige
by his whole-hearted
endorsement
of the teacher's
aims
and
methods.
The press can be invited to report
on
these get.togethers
by word and picture,
and the students,
finding themselves ternporaril y the center
of public
attention,
publicly linked with their teacher and the
artist, witt begin to find as much or more
glamour in string playing as in any other
occupation.
Nor is the accent on glamour alone. The
experienced
artist-teacher
has a great deal
to give to teacher and student alike. I have
never yet met a colleague
from whom I
could not learn something.
This works both
ways. For there is no doubt that the visitJI1g artist-teacher
with his fresh approach
upon his arrival in a community,
can be

of considerable

(Continued

on Page 51)
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Young musicians
by meeting with

such as those shown in this group, would be greatly cncoUl'aged
visiting artists in the manner
hCl'c set forlh by MI'. Temianku.
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With careful guidance, it is
possible to slww child,.en how to have

SUMMER
SCRAP·

FUN WITH RHYTHM
Public school

music lea

[i

ers are findin

that it pays to pro
'with oPpo,.tunities

ide the

[or '-"ythmic

o

"i/d
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Stray Notes

by CATHEIUNE

FllASETTO

I( ~

from

ILL Y

Here and There
ID YOU KNOW

D

that we have added
_
another "H." to the 3 R's in educelion? "R" for rhythm is the latest addition.
Since rhythm is one of the fundamental
clements in music it plays a very important
role ill the musical development of a child.
Rhythm is not new to a child. He hears
it in nature, in the home, and on the street.
The drip, drip, drip of the rain on the roof
is a vcry familiar
sound; the tick-rock of
the clock on the kitchen wall has held him
spellbound even as a tiny tot in his playpen. And how many times has he raced into
the house for money when he has heard
the gay ting-a-ling
of the bells on the icecream truck? Unconsciously, the child is
developing
an awareness
of tone quality,
pitch, and volume by listening and imitating sounds about him. Most children
like
to imitate the whirring of the motor as the
plane dips and dives and soars into the
blue sky. They also like to jmit<.lte the piercing waH of the fire siren as the fire-engine
races down the street.
The Jwtul'al rcaction to rhythm
is primarily muscular.
Even wc, as adults, are
stirred to activity
when we l,cal' a band
playing a spirited
march. Our feet want
to step right along with the marchers
in
lhe parade.
So h is with little children.
Music which is well accented holds great
ppeal to them.
Realizing that children are virtually bub·
bling over with a desire for movement and
physical activity, the teachers in our mod.
ern schools provide
the child with many
opportunities
for rhythmic expression. How
docs she do this? In many ways.
As early as kindergarten
age the child
is encouraged,
stimulated,
and guided
to
express himself spontaneously
and creatively through
songs, dances, dramatizations,
and rhythm and melody instruments.
The teacher may playa wen chosen musical selection on tl1e piano or phonograph.
The child learns to listen with the mind as

,I

well <.IS the ear. He asks himself,
"Wluu
is
the music
telling
mc ?" Thou
he ~11O":.o\
through
physical
movement
what
he has
heard.
In the child's
imaginary
land
of
"make-believe" he walks with nuuumoth
strides like the giant in his story book. lie
imitates the ferocious
animals ill the jungle.
He romps
with his furry
Io rr-st It-icnds :
Chippy, thc chipmunk,
Peter,
the rubb it,
and many others.
He leads the parade
of
the tin soldiers
and he drives the tov 1 rain
that chug, chugs
around
the truck.
And
best of all, he rides in the saddle"
ith his
cowboy friends.
Are you asking yourself,
HOf ,,·IHlt {'c!IIcational value is aU this 1Il0\-elllC'lll tn HILI.
sic?" Through
aetive doing 31ld allen! i\ c
listening
thc child grows
in musical
di~.
crimination
and knowledge.
He learns
to
recognize
differences
in tempi, mood.
and
meter. When the music is fast he rUll~ cllld
he walks whe;} the music is slow. He learn:;:;
thaI: rul.1n~ng lllusi: looks like this I
J.
and walkmg
mUSIC looks
Ijke this
Sl?w mW~ic that tells hirn to wait looks 1 ik~
thJS d, tillS d· or this
Can \rou think of
a
1110re un derstan dable Or satisfying
"-:.:tv to
learn note values?
~

\ (kr

~\ t·r,,' rqJChhulI.., ... ""'.... t!l

tln- \ ukc 'h ill SU up ,:lIul do"
lite d,ilcl re,llii
h.'. Itt
•
to tu II... "Ill,nn, /I u. "..bt IrM Ii
..l..l·pl ic' 11 1"iJ It), ) 'JUt L
, It
t1(l"ltiJ
In il! Itdl'"...i
until )UU hCl\t· er .. h-~I 1\1

\re'
nu f.1,i,.fit'l'1
run, run t1ln,

11111.
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The teacher
Illay often place a rhythmic
pattern such as this On the black)
, 'd
)
J
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<
as f ec 1 t 1le
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Chanting the rhythmic
patt
·
ern IS very
pea Img to the child in add't'
apI Ion
to bei
r,Ine approach for creatillO" ","0
dI ng.R
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lor::;
ane Inu,;;:~IC
a f an ongllla
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example,
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FROM

MUSIC

No ONE

can teach piano (or anything
else) winter and summer. ]f you stay
on the job the year 'round you will "give
lessons" but not truly teach. For at least
a month in the summer,
do not work at
your profession.
Forget
music,
take
a
trip as far away as possible from your
home, or if you can't get away, just rest
on your porch or in some quiet spot near
your town. But no teaching!
After or before this rest period take one
of the excellent and conveniel1t WorkshopRefresher courses offered by enterprising
teachers all over the land. This will not only
prevent stagnation but will keep you abreast
of valuable and stimulating
new teaching
processes not to be learned from books.
Many of these are so experimental
that their
discoverers haven't yet found time to set
them down in black and white. You need
personal contact with these inspiring
leaders in the piano teaching
field. This you
can get best in the summer courses.
So, I advise you to send all your students
"packing", and take off six weeks. , .. If
you do this you'll be a happier person and
a much better music teacher. ... Hang the
expense! You'll reap that reward later.
THE THREE
T'S
Bach for Technique
Mozart for Taste
Chopin for Touch
All Three for Tone
HBut, where '15 Beethoven ?" you ask ....
The answer is: Beethoven for Throb, Thrill,
Thrust ...
Beethoven for every-Thing!

J\

The child may clap oul the 1"11\
.
pattern with his hallds 01' a f _ .
- lhllllC
a\'Ol"lte r Ilyt )lin
instrument.

'"" '" '""

A REST

TOO MANY NOTES
Aren't you tired of hearing everybody
play pieces cluttered up with notes? Many
composers, especially
the "moderns"
conceal their lack of substance
behind ava·

j.

'""
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lanches of sound ....
And pianists have
become too dependent
on these masses of
notes. Thin-textured
music frightens
and
frustrates them.
Isn't it high time now to train our advanced students to play music in which the
notes are reduced
to a rninirnum-c-twovoiced Bach pieces (of which there are
hundreds-all
beautiful)
and lots of Scarlatti, Haydn, and Mozart? ... These cornposers wrote solid stuff in which the pianist
must hear and project the music fro III behi nd the notation.
SMORZANOO
I am surprised by the number of students
and leachers who do not know the mean·
ing of this much used direction. But they
can hardly be blamed, for if they look it
up in "Groves", they will find a false defi·
nition. ("Groves"
is full of Aagrant jnac·
curacies.)
It says, "Smorzando
...
Italian, fading
away; same meaning as morendo."
On the contrary,
your Italian language
dictionary
will tell you that it means, "to
smother, extinguish, blot out." ... In short,
the composer
is saying, "extinguish
your
tone, blot it or snuff it out (like a candle).
. . . Don't let your texture fade away as in
morendo, but douse it subito!
Srnorzando, used constantly by aU com·
posers, shows how instinctively
they understand one of the effects pecul tar to the
piano ...
that of letting a phrase expire
quickly by suddenly disappearing"
'round
the corner."
If you listen carefully to the
playing and recording
of concert pianists
you will hear how frequently
and effectively
they use their smorzandos.
A QUIET
HOUR
From Mrs. Alice Kitchen, an outstanding
teacher of piano classes at the John Adams
Junior High School of Santa Monica, comes
the report of a fascinating
project:
"Like all teachers
I am convinced that
our young people have too much stimulation. In our school we have about 25 clubs,
also dances, movies and endless other ac-

tivities. So this year I inaugurated
a Quiet
Hour during the lunch period when students can get away from the noise of the
outside world and sit quietly, relaxed but
attentive to the music that is presented.
During this 20 minute period every Monday noon we bring them the music of the
masters.
Sometimes
I play, or a faculty
member or student plays the piano or violin, or sings. The doors, guarded
by my
Piano Club boys open at 12:55 and close
promptly at 1 :00. A maximum of 75 listeners is permitted
to enter, since we want to
keep the group small and intimate.
Many
students who are not in my classes come
also. It is gratifying
to note that when they
meet me in the corridors
they inquire when
we will have the next Quiet Hour. Our
principal heartily approves and sometimes
attends also. The programs
are unpretentious of course ...
short compositions
of
Chopin;
a program
of the gigues, lively
preludes,
ga vottes, etc. of Baeh; one of
'Mozart
the Wonder
Chad;'
another
of
'Humor in Music,' etc.
"Best of all, the students, age 12 to 15
are learning how to listen ....
No whispering allowed." ...
How about planning
such Quiet Hours
occasionally in your neighborhood
school?
A project like this would offer excellent
outlets for your own as well as your student's playing. It would not be difficult to
enlist the school music
supervisor's
cooperation. You would be repaid many times
for your efforts by the excellent publicity
this would bring to you and your pupils ...
SINS OF SYNCOPATION
There are three "sins,"
I think:
(1)
dynamically
accenting the syncopated note_
...
Don't forget that any syncopation
is
already stressed by its apparent
rhythmic
displacement.
Therefore
to accent it sharply
breaks the music's flow. If you must bang
out anything, stress rather the shorter tone
before the syncopated
note .
(2) Being in too much of a hurry to play
the syncopation
Always take plenty of
time before it.
Sometimes raise your
wrist and "dive" on it, but withont accentuation.
A good example is the theme of the last
movement of Bach's Italian Concerto:
~&.

I
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Bach's mUSlC is filled with such syncopations.
(3) Leaving the syncopation
too soon.
...
Better to over hold that lower F, and
to rest on it than to quit it too soon.
Have you observed
that good popular
dance players
never
deliberately
accent
syncopated tones? ... It's that smooth. unbroken tonal Aow which brings to syn~opa.
tion its exciting or alluring lift.
THE END
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QUESTIONS
AND

(3) that you have the courage to work hard
and long, to begin humbly so far as pub.
lication is concerned,
to take suggestiolls
O'raccfully; and to support yourself by
doing some other sort of work while you
nrc becoming a composer. Good luck!
-K. G.
ADVICE

ANSWERS
Conducted
by «snt. /17. CEliRKENS,
illnsic Editor, Webster's New l nternational
Dictionary, assisted by Proj. Robert A_
Melcher, Oberlin ColLege

HOW TO BECOME A COMPOSER
• jl1 any J10lUl,lj'

people~alnwst
as many as
want to be "concat pianist,,~"-haj)c fOld
me that they 'would like to be composers,
and one oj I,he qu.estions that has been
asked oftenest is: "What 1nust 1 do to become a composer?" Let me hasten to state
that although l ha'vc a fee/ill,f!,-that if I
had time to work at it l might myselj become at least a third- or fonrth-grade com·
poser, J ha've never worked at it sen:ously
becanse I felt that there were other things
that I could do beller. But l believe l know
at least some of the things that a 'Young
person must do if he is to become a composer, and even though none of the Great
Ones did it this way, I jeel t.hat I am out·
Lining what is essentially the right method
for young people who live ht the world of
today. Here are the "steps":
1. Learn to play the piano at least moderately well, and if you aspire to compose
for orchestra, study the violin as well.
Start both as early in life as possiblc.
2. Begin to collect recordings oE stand·
ard .classical music and listen to this 111usic
as often as possible both at concerts and
.oy means of recordings.
3. When you are about fourteen or fifteen, take up the study of harmony under
the bcst availahle tcacher. If such a coursc
is offered in your high school, bcgin to
study harmony there so as to earn high
school credit and in that Kay gain morc
time for your musical activities.
4,. Follow the elementary harmony with
studies in advanced harmony: counterpoint,
fugue, and orchestration. Some of this work
can be done by one's self, but I helieve
that in general it is far better to study_
under a fine prhrate tcacher or to attend
some high.grade music school.
5. At about the time you begin harmony,
read a book or two on music history, and
follow this with reading tile lives of several
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sn-out composers.

JIl Lhis rCl.ltJillg ulwu ys relate what yOll read to pJarillg or listening
to recordings of the actual music that was
written by such composers as Bach, l lu ydn,
Mozart,
Beethoven,
Schubert,
Chopin,
Brahms; and, later on, Tchaikovsky
and
Mahler, and some of the living composers
including Sibclius. As often as possible follow the score as you listen to Ihe recordiugs of musical, masterpieces.
6. From the ver-y bcginllillg, lraill yourself to hcar mnsic with yOLl!'"inncr cal·':'
that is, close your eycs and con<:entrate
intensely au sOllie sllo!'t picce Ihal: you have
memorized, compelling yourself to "hear"
the music from beginnillg
to end C\TCll
though no actual tones arc sounding. Now
copy the entire piece on stalI paper and
compare it with the prillted score~ nlilking
certain that what you have writtcn cone·
sponds exactly with the printc(1 score in
cvery detail of melody, harmony, and even
notation.
7. Also fl'om almost the vcry beginning,
carry with you a stub of pencil and a piece
of staff paper, and whene\-cr a musical
idea enters your consciousness,
\\Titc it
down at once even though it may not bc
perfect or complete . .Later on, at your desk,
-if you still like your "ll1usic~1 idea"-make it into a song or a piano picce, or
a part of some larger flinn, always ··prov.
iug" it at the piano to make certain that
you havc written on paper just what you
heard in your imagination. Make the \\~rit.
ten copy as perfect as you can so far as
notation is cOllcerncd, and thcn put if away
in yonI' desk!
.
:.::.By the time you arc about l\\-enty you
will probably have acculllulatcd q~it~ a
nurnber of SOllgS~ piano piece:::, and perhaps even a string quar~ct or a symphony.
Now. take out all your composition:"', play
or slllg thenl through, get your musical
fricnds to perform them, and finally select
one or two or three of the short~r Olles
t~Jat you like best and send them to a pub.
hsher. If he returns them: don't be discouraged but try another publishcr-and
another; and still another.
In giving you the above advice I am
assuming three ~hing~: (1) that you really
have some llJuslcal ldeas; (2) that 1110St
of tbe time at least you will have access
to a fine teacher, or several fine teachers'

'

TO TRUMPET

MY RECITAL PIECE
"The other day as I walked past the
door of a piano studio't-c-writes Ruth M.
Burke of Portland, Maine-"a
youngster
came out, all excited, went up to her mother
who waited standing by the side of her
car, and exclaimed exuberantly: 'Mother,
I got my recital piece today. Guess! It's
The Flight of the Bumble Bee.' Needless
to say, Mother practically squealed with delight as she joined in: "Ihat'Il make a big
showing. Remember how Nancy Brown
stole the show last year with this number?'
"Since a teacher is really an educator,
it seems to me that her rule is to consider
the pupil rather than the audience, presenting for recital whatever the pupil has
learned well throughout the season, driving
home to the parents this point all the while;
rather than dole out certain 'hit numbers'
on March first and project them into the
pupils' menu for three months as 'my recital piece.' Poor psychology for the child."
Congratulations to Ruth M. Burke. I
agree with the above.

STUOENTS

• I am studying the trumpet, and I should
Iilrc to have answers to the following ques.
tions: (1) What method to you, recommend
-one
tluu has plenty of finger e.rercl~ses:
(:1) HOH) much: time ought I to practice,
and how can I best arrange Illy practice
time? (.'3) Is there o"y sort of a cOlllpe·
titian in playing lite trumpet, with a prize
for (he wi nner?
(4) If! lun con I do 10
avoid fatigue? I have been playing trumpet
for three years, but at the cnd o] (UI hour's
practice I am [otigned.
Pica
a,(l'ise me.
(.') W luu: else slsould I . IUd)' if I wnnl 10
[ollow a musical crrreer?-J.
. Cntilarnia

c

I ,/0 uot ,,,y~eIJ know much about
playing the trumpcl, bUl my friend Profes·
sor Arthur L. ~ illiorns of the hcrlin faculty is not only nn cx:c lIent performcr bllt
he has had cxtensive c'"p riCIH'C in teach·
ing trumpct and other \\'ind in~lrulllel1l3.
so I havc ask d him foJ' ad\·icc. t1nd he
has re 'ollllllcndcd th foil King material:
(1) Elem ntary III Ihods: f{ubllllk Elemcn·
lary l\1cthod for
ornct or Trumpet. hy
i\. I.;'. Rohill~on, Hubank. Inc .. Chicago);
or Cornet Method,
Book I, I r Clifford
Lillya eM. M. Colo.,
hiellSo L (2) In·
termediate:
Modern
rban1. Jacome
Comprehensivc
ourse for or net or Trum·
pet, by Harvey
. Whistler I Rubank. [ne.)
01'
Elclll ntary Studies
for Cornet and
Trumpet,
by Herbert
L. Clarke (Carl
I,'iseher). (3) 'Iethod for Cornet or Tnml'
pet, by Ernest
. WilJial11s. 1 bclicn' that
you will bc ablc to secure any of thc.1:C
at
any good mu ic store, or [rolll Theodore
Prcsscr Company.
In reply to your other qU~lioll5 I sug·
gcst (1) that you Iry to strike a proper
balancc among cxercise . studies. and pieces
during each practicc pcrlod: (2l that ~-ou
practice for several hal£.llOur periods a day
instead of trying to do 5.c\·eral hours at
ulle time;
(3) that you ask your ~hol)1
music teacher or supen·isor about COIJlI)('·
tition in your area: and (4.) that if yOll arc
seriously illtcreste 1 in prcparilln' yourself
[or
a pro:£csslonal career you
ounht
to study
.
.
0
IlHlllO
and harmony
in addition to your
~vork 011 the trumpet. If you plan to leath
IIlstrumcntal
music in schools \·ou ought
also to begin very soon to ~tlld\· all the
other instruments
of bond ..md ~rc.'hcstra
becausc the in trUlllcl1tal music educator
is expected to haye at least an elementary
playing knowledge of each wil1d and Etring
lIlstr?JUent in addition to being ;I !"oloist
on IllS OWn special inslrument.
-K. G.
THE E:\D
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OH, MISTER QUIZMASTER

A pile oj recortls is on the table and
the quiz is going on.
"Now boys and girls we are going to
hear the 'Unfinished
Symphony.'
Who
wrote it?"
One hand shoots up:
"Franz Peter Sherbert." (Could that he
the same little boy who on the birthday of
the inventor of the telephone gave out the
latter's name as Alexander Greyhound
Bell? )
Quizmaster: "Right."
The symphony is performed and an·
other record comes up:
"'Now I will play for you two excerpts
fro"m'Peer Gynt.' This music was written
by a great Norwegjan musician as inci·
dental for the play by that name. Who
was the composer?"
.
All voices together:
"Gregg."
Quizmaster: "Right. And now~who wrote
the play?"
No reply.
"Well, children, he was also 'Scandina·
viano He became famous mostly through
this work. Haven't you ever heard of him?
His name was Peter Ibbetsen."
Oh, Mr. Quizmaster! ..•

.

MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc., discusses recital pieces,
what is good musicianship,
should 1 turn them over /'0 someone else?
ALso, could you tell me how one can become a good teacher, and ijthere exist any
materials on the subject. Thank :you, ver!'
much.
~A. S. lfI., Massa.chusetts
I am, oj the opinion that you can succeed in giving your children a good mueical education, at least to a certain point.
I know many instances where young people
developed a fine talent under their father's,
or mother's direction. Should there be any
unsuccessful ca~es they probably are due
to a lack of cooperation and understanding. But this is the exception, not the rule.
How does one learn to teach? The an·
swer is simple: one learns how to teach
through teaching. Experience is the wisest
mentor. However, may I recommend that
you read the following:
"'Ideas for Young Piano Teachers," by
Bosworth.
"Piano Teaching:
Its Principles and
Problems," by Hamilton.
"'How a Dependable Piano Technic Was
Won," by Brower, and last but not least:
"Reflections on Piano Playing," by lsi·
dor Philipp.
WHAT IS GOOD MUSICIANSHIP?

CAN PARENTS TEACH THEIR CHILDREN'

• Could yon tell me what is mea.nt by
musicianship, or being a good musician.
I often hear people discuss£ng I.he merits
of an artist, or read the re-view of a. piano
recital Slating that the performer was a
"good musician." However, this seems a
general evaluation of talent and I wonld
like to know if there is a more specific
manner of enumerating the musical qzwli.
ties which warrant snch statements. Thanl~
you very much.
~E. W. H., Indiana

• I would appreciate it greatly if you can
help me with a problem that has confronted
me lor some time. I received a good musi·
cal education and even star/'ed teaching at
one time. But I soon stopped because I had
to raise a family. Now my two yonngsters
are grown enough so they can begin studying piano. I also wish to resume building
up a class. Do you think it is advisable for
children to s'tudy with their parents, or

I think tee find a suitable answer in
Schumann's "'Advice to Young Musicians."
May I quote:
"How does one become a good musician?
For this: my dear child, the essential quali.
ties are a sensitive ear and a clear under·
standing. Both come from above and are
God given. But such fine natural gifts can
be cultivated and improved upon. You will
never become a good musician if you se-
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and other problems.
elude yourself from the world and devote
yourself entirely to practical and mechanical studies, instead of multiplying your
contact with the musical spheres, especially
the chorus and the orchestra.
"You are not a good musician if you
labor through your work while anxiously
keeping your eyes glued upon your notes.
You are not, if you stop short and cannot
continue when someone turns two pages oJ
your music at the same time. But you are
a good musician if you can foresee what
follows when you sight read, or if you can
get through a sudden blank in pieces which
you know; in short, if you hold the music
not only in your fingers, but in your head
and in your heart.
"'Play frequently the fugues by the great
masters, particularly those of J. S. Bach.
Make his Well·Tempered Clavichord your
daily bread, for it alone will make you a
good musician."
Inspiring words, indeed. They should be
pondered by every aspiring virtuo!o.
SCALE PRACTICE
• When playing scales on black key.5, which
is the correct position. Should one ob~
serve the same one as in the scale.5 .!tart·
ing on white keys, and stretch out the
fingers in order to reach? Thank you jar
the information.
-H. S. D., Ohio
I a&su.me that you refer to the practice
of scales starting on black keys with the
C major fingering.
The same curvature must be observed,
as you use for the C major scale. The hand
must be transported forward and toward
the lid so that the fingers are in exactly
the same position as when you perform
on white keys.
One hint, and a valuable one, I think:
play each seale starting on a black key
and with the C major fingering, not only
from the tonic but from each degree. Thi!
applies to major and minor alike. But remember, it must be done very slowly, and
here's a tip for controlling your speed:
when in your estimation you are playing,
let's say, "at a snail's pace" .•. slow down
some more!
THE END
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Many supplementary details enter into the

Opportunities

Here is a pwctical
a timely subject.

for

opportunities

by

ALEXANDER McCURDY

HIS 1S THE TIME of vear when the
~urrenl crop of JUlIe gr~duates, unless
tlrey happen to be drafted by the armed
forces first, are taking up their life-work
of being a church musician.
It seems Lu me that never have circumstances been more favorable Jar young persons wishing to undertake
church music as
a career. More churches than ever before
have launched or are ill process of launching a vigorous music program.
Churches
generally arc eager to have a music servo
ice which will he uplifting
and enjoyable
and, even better, participated
in by every
member of the congregation
from elders of
the church to children
in Sunday School.
Not only are churches eager to find organists and choirmasters
able to carry out
such an ambitious
musical program;
they
are seeking to attract
qualified musicians
by means of excellent salaries.
After some years' experience
] am. of
the 0P111100 that this is, or ought to be, a
secondary
consideration;
church music is
exaclillg and otle wiIJ lwt bc completely
happy in it if he docs not derive satisfac·
tion from the .thought that he is making a
contribution
to a service for worship.
On the other hand, the Scri ptu res arc
quick to point out that the laborer
is
worthy of his hire; and paying a man well
h a subfle and vcry flattering way of telling him that he is doing a good job.
Therefore],
am gratified
by the number
of important,
weU-paid
positions
to be
found throughout
the country. To Jill them
tbere is emerging a splendid, well-equipped
lle\V gencration
of organ
graduates.
It
seems to me that staJldards
of organ stu·
dents are higher than ever. To have high
standards
and high
ideals
is very im-

T
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to insure that
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given all cooperation
portant.
standards

To refuse
is even

to cOI~lprolllj5c
more
important,

Your Violin Solo Will Go Well

possible.

one's
and

more difficult.
This was brought home to me dm-ing the
e
f
past season when the officials of a l~le
church asked me to find them a new ChOHmaster. I failed; but I found in my failure
an illuminating
experience.
The vacancy had occu rred bees usc of the
death of a choirmaster,
who had maintained a line musical
program
fur rnany
years. The choir had sung together more
than 20 years. I was told that they sang
their chants with the skill that comes from
lOJJg exper-ience, and their repertoire
of
canticles and anthems was an extensive one.
The organ was considered
excellent.
The members of the church music committee were willing to pay a good salary
to start. If they liked
tbe person
who
took the position
aud he liked them he
would virtually write his own ticket. They
felt that the whole music setup, fine though
it was thought
to be, could be strengthened, and they were willing to do anything
within reason to attain their goal.
1 gave
their
problem
considerable
thought and looked over Ill)' list of available
candidates,
finally
narrowing
the
choice down to one ruun who, in my opinion, had the required
qualifications
£01· the
position. lIe has a pleasant personality
and
a knack for getting along with people. He
b an excellent
musician:
a fiuc organh,l,
;lud a choirmaster
of the first order.
He
has high ideals. He kno,·\'s how to get resu,lts from a cOlnplcle program
of church
1l1usic;
he has proved it in other job:s.
At a cOll[erellce
with lhe church
representative
1 gave the facts about 1110 JUall
ill question aucl outJilled
what ill my opinion could be accumplished
by a church
music program
over a three-year
period.
As a result, the organist
""as intcn icwed
by the music eommiltee.
They told him
I\;hat they had had ill their jJrogram
ill
the past Bud what they hoped they cou lel
h,we in the future.
They asked that the
eho·ir, which
had
been
so faithfuL
be
retained.
They
suggested
that
pos~i.bly
somethhlg -could be done to imprO\-c
the
lOllc of the orgall~ and sa id Ihe\" \\ ou ld
he happy to hear any suggestiol;S
\\"hich

by

INADDJTION

the

new
man
might
h3\·C to offer.
Finally.
they made
him ;l 1l10,1 auraelive monetary
offer.
The candidate
agreed
It) pln~ 1)IlC Sunday's sen ices and to spend a week at the
church
study lng the ptJ~~ibilitiL'~ for an
enlarged
music
program.
It "as intorcstiug
to uotc that after a
week the £0110\\ ing dec cl\)PIl1CIlI~had takeu
place:
.
The candidate
had one rehearsal with
the choir.
He found
that lhL'~ -ang together,
and they had a perfunctory
sort
IJ£ cnsemble
which
might Ila\c :::atisfiecl a
nut lou dcmallding
choirma:::lcr.
But~ 00.cnusc of {heir ages, and IK--cause ther had
rehearsed
tbe salllC l1lu~ic n:ar in and rear
Ollt until
it was hanullcred
into their con·
SCiOUSIIC5S, JOi~lakcs and all. he found ncxt
to nothing
could
be douc to imprO\-c it.
.Lf he madc a suggc~tion
aimed at illlpro\iIlg tOIlC or ensc1ublc,
he felt it was re.':"cLll.ed. The group
apathy
and inertia of
the ehoir were crushing.
Tbe candidate felt
that in about two weeks he too \"ould be
in the saJllC rut in which the cboir had
jogged
so man y years-.
Thc candidatc
pla)cd
the ~niccs
on
Sunday.
He fOUJld the organ to be an
instrument
constructed
by one or our
best builders
about 30 years ago.

(Continue(l

on Page 52)
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to the necessary
amount
of highly concentrated
practice,
there
are many factors that enter into a successful public performance
on the violin.
The most important
elements of success
are that one be able to step onstage with
a well-earned
confidence,
with a humble
evaluation
of himself as simply a translator of tonal thoughts,
and that-not
for
all the world-would
one prefer that the
public performance
be postponed
so much
as a day or an hour. The performance
is
simply the execution
of a pre-conceived
plan, entirely under the direction and control of the performer.
This plan must he
extensive enough in scope that it wilJ occupy all the mental and physical powers,
leaving next to no time for "nerves"
and
worry to interfere with work and success.
If the player is to feel confident of his
potential success, he will have attended
to
many matters of import,
all related
Jl1 a
way to the "big day."
Two weeks beforehand,
he will have
checked to see if any of his metal-covered
strings are worn flat, so that if necessary,
they may be replaced. It goes without saying, that only the best strings obtainable,
should be used. At the same time, a special commercial
compound
should be applied to the pegs carrying
gut or gut-core
strings. If the tailpiece
tuner(s)
works
with difficulty, or jf the taiJgut is frayed,
these too should be replaced. This is a good
time to give the instrument
a really fine
polishing, and to get the bow rehaired
if it
shows an inclination
to "whistle"
on soft
tunes and if trills of moderately
long (luration seem to require
a faster bow-stroke
than do untriIJed
tones.
(Good bowhair
does not absolutely
require the player
to
use a faster stroke).
A thorough
check of
both instrument and bow by an experienced
repairman is a periodic necessity.
At this time, two weeks before the appearance, all re-editing
of the music should
be finally set, both in the music score and
in the mind. Last minute indecisions
along
this line invite trouble. It is necessary,
too,
that one feel in a definitive way what he is
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doing and why he 1S doing it that way.
This feeling can result only from months
of careful practice,
concentration
and experimentation.
The purely
technical
as·
pects of good playing
should require
a
minimum
of attention
and concentration
during public performance.
The left hand
fingers lllay have a feeling somewhat as if
they were being drawn down to the strings
by an imaginary
magnet under the fingerboard, the bow arm automatically
cooperating. It is not possible to sense this feeling
if the violin is held in a vise-like grip by
either the left hand or the jaw. One should
feel free to let the instrument
rest more
on the thumb
as the scroll is raised
a
little, or less on the thumb if the scroll is
lowered.
The irritation
of the skin under
the
jaw can be caused by either (a) a too high
chin rest, (b) a chin rest on which the jaw
pressure must be applied lao dose to (or
over) the' tailpiece,
(c) taking too much
of a "bite" over the violin with the jawbone, (d) hunching
the left shoulder
forward, (e) not standing
erect, chest out,
(f) endeavoring
to have the head parallel
with the tailpiece.
A week before a performance,
any allgut strings should be replaced. Following
this, it is well to check on the accuracy
of straight-across
perfect fifths. If one or
more of the strings demand that the fingers
be set a Iittle closer to the pegbox than is
the case on the other strings, then the
strings requiring
stopping "nearer the pegbox" should he discarded
and replaced.
False strings are a hindrance
to violinistie
progrcss and success.
Three days before a performance,
it is
wise to clean the fingerboard
surface with
alcohol, rubbing
in one direction only to
avoid fraying
all-gut strings. Do not let

the alcohol touch the varnish nor the maple
neck. After the alcohol treatment,
polish
the fingerboard
with a soft cloth, applied
under the strings.
One should practice in the dress clothing
to be worn, so that one may be sure to have
perfect comfort and freedom of movemen,t.

J f the bow ann bumps into the stiff bosom
of a dress shirt, then, of course, any portion
of the shirt concealed
by coat or vest may
be crumpled
to take out the effect of the
starch. \Vith either
tuxedo or full dress
it is perfectly
in order for violinists
to
wear a soft, low, lay-down collar in place
of the wing type.
The late morn i ng 0,[ the day before performance is a good time to become aL:CUStomed to the acoustical
properties
of the
hall, and to rehearse exactly how to get 011
and ofT stage. The performance
begins the
instant the player is seen by the audience
and is not finished until he is oft stage for
the last time.
On the "day," warm up to the job ahead
patiently and slowly. There is no need for
alarm even if the first tones of the day
sound as if they're "starting
from scratch."
In the back of your mind you know that
in twenty or thirty
minutes your whole
capacity will be at your disposal, just as
it has been in the past. Practice {or short
periods of time, but often, 011 this clayfeel a certain impatience
that the performance is not scheduled
sooner than it actual! y is.
It is wise to arrive at the concert hall
about an hour before appearance
time-to
warm up again so you can step on stage
with very little lapse of time since last you
were practicing.
A long time lapse between
the last warm up perjod and the perform.
ance itself is to be avoided.
You're on stage. Try to do a" good job
of meeting yOUI' own standards.
Reflect to
the best of your ability the composer,
the
tradition~
your teacher,
and to a limited
extent-yourself.
If you feel a tendency to
clutch at the violin neck, or if the vibrato
suddenly seems too wide, you're trying too
hard. Relax, relax. It is unfair to request
more of yourself
in public than you demanded in practice.
While playing,
keep
in mind that the present is the thing of im.
port; the future will be cared for by your
past endeavors
in the practice room. You
planned it this way, right from the start, a
long time ago.
THE END
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The Story of Prince Kalender
Oriental Dance
This theme from the SCHEHERAZADE

SUITE by the 19th Century

and let the left hand support

with an easy grace

the melodic

Russian

phrases

composer

without

is delightful

dominating

and dance-like

them.

in character.

Play

it

Grade.3.

N. RlMSKY·KORSAKOW

Andantino
Though tcaching in an isolatcd P31·tof the world, this tcachcr
finds prob-lems qrrite similnr to those encountered in the states.
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STORIES

and articles have

been written about Alaska, pertaining to gold mining and big game
hunting, yet vcry little seems to have been
recounted about the cultural aspects of this
Northern
Country.
Alaska is still a young territory
and
many fields are open for teaching the Arts
and Sciences.
Many
communities
which
were very small ten years ago are now
large, thriving towns. It is with reference
to these growing towns: that I .3m adventuring in God's gift of Music.
The earliest known means of producing
rhythmical tones were prevalent here centuries ago. The Indian beat his drum during ceremonial
activities.
Many of these
drums are still used in the far Northern
parts of Alaska. The chanting
of weird
tones done in the Eskirno language, is accompanied by the steady tempo of crude
instruments made from seal skin, stretched
over a frame of flimsy sticks. The folk
songs are still sung as they were years
ago. The stories of these folk songs, or the
history and experiences
of certain tribes
arc sometimes related on the Totem Poles
of Southeastern
Alaska. During the cere~
monial events they consider dancing of utmost importance. Due to the continued cold

climate, indoor
activities
are confined
to
their one-room structure,
built from timher, and called a Barabara.
Danc~s or musical projects are limited to this small space
and the women sit on benches and sway
back and forth with arms and hands moving gracefully to the rhythm of the drum.
In recent years, the language
and habits
of the white man have had considerable
influence and tilere are changes in the Eskimo
lllusic. I was greatly amused about a year
ago, to hear a quartet
of Eskimo singer8.
They rendered
several
native chants
accompanied by the drulll, and as an encore,
gave a humorous version of a popular
hit
tune, sung in the Eskimo language.
One call detect the change taking place
in the manner
of dress as ·well. As far
North as Point Barrow, our Alaskan Eskimo
who once wore all hand-sewn
garments
made frolll skins and furs, are now wearing
modern dress purchased
from Mail Order
houses in the States, and the beat of the
drum fades into oblivion
since the piano
and instrumental
music arc being taught in
the native schools.
Music stirs the heart
of any peopl~,
and the Alaskan Eskimo is 110 exception.
In my private teaching
experience
J have
found thern to be enthusiastic
scholars ,

u
yet they show little emotion.
They have
inherited.
the soft spoken,
quiet nature
from their ancestors,
and possess a satisfy·ing personality.
Their conservative man·
ner in thought
and expression
sometimes
makes them appear
shy to strangers, but
many of those that I have taught. become
talkative
and very often tell of their ex,
periences
and life in the village they came
frorll. Several have explained
the Eskimo
language
to mc. It is a series of guttural
sounds;
therefore,
a brief explanation with
a Jew words suffices. Each tribe has its
own
particular
way
of expressing
its
thoughts.
My Eskimo pupils are all adults
due to the fact that the children are kept
in the schools until they are old enough
to make their own way in the world. I
would say that the Eskimo
girl has progressed very rapidly with her newenvironIllent and modern surroundings.
She is no
different to teach Ulan the white girls. and
Illany have Scandinavian
ancestry or are
of German
extraction
and Jearn just as
quickly as my other students.
Several years ago, Jennie {rolll Kotzebue,
who was on vacation
here. came to my
studio.
She had been well taught in a
Territorial
Native
school and her Illotive

(Continued

on Page 53)
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sidered, but never out of its proper
sphere. To make music, one need not
dazzle with one's fingers. However,
a good technique
presupposes
that
the hands are well "broken in" to
the piano by the age of twelve or so.
Of course, there was Egou Petri, a
truly great musician,
who began
piano at twenty- five, but his case is
exceptional-indeed,
his exceptional
musicianship
Illude it possible. But
even he remained conscious of his
late technical start. Often he would
ask -ruy {ather how he got. certain resuits, how he used his fingers, etc.,
and this worried my {ather because
he couldn't
give satisfactory
anewers-c-his hands were:5O long habituated to the ke} board that he never
tllought of what they were doing:
Hands are kept "in" by a daily start
of technic-a I practice. As study ad·
\'anee:;, one build.o; one\ own exer·
ci"es; :;otllclirnes it is good to praclice vassages as ddHs: sometimes jt
hel,ps to use related works. Chopin's
octuye Efude aided me in learning
Lis:!t'!:! COl/certo in E./lat.
At present, my brother of eighteen illJ.d my slster of nine study
llllbic at home. I wish they could
ha ve the same basis in solfege that I
had at the Con~ervatoire.
They hear
much lllu"ic at home and in concert,;,
and I"her are welf aware of I'he fam·
ily music,tradition
wbich began with

my great grandfather. He played the
guitar,
composed,
arranged,
conducted, and saw to it that his ten
children
became good musicians.
Nine of them were professionals;
ury
great-uncle Henri Caeadesus and his
brothers
and sisters founded
the
Societe
des Anciens
Instruments
which helped to awaken love and
awareness of the old music of France.
His tenth child, my grandfather,
wished to become an actor;
his
father made no objection-s-provided
he first study music to the point
where he could follow the Casadesus
tradition of winning a First Medal
for solfege. This he did; and through
all his theatrical
life (which included directing the French Theatre
in New York), lle was an ardent
musical amateur, compo-:;ing, play.
ing, accompanying
t.he yai'jolls sing·
ers and lnstrumentalists
of dlC fam·
ily. :My father's generation includes
two actors, two actn~sses, a singer,
and a pianist So far, J am lhe only
one of my generation 1'0 engage jn
professional
tllll!';ic, But !he traditions of my great,grandfuther
live
·with us all. When the whole clan
meets, in France, for a family cde·
hration,
we play the music some
forebear wrote, on in~trurnents some
forebear revived, and it is good to
feel their presence among liS.
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ability J Our entire system of educat jon is so based that, until the
student is eighteen or twenty, he is
still considered
a child, whose chief
task is to have a wonderful time do
what he "likes,"
and take experimental little pokes at this study and
that, to find out his "Interest." 'Now,
eighteen
is usually a bit Jate to begin a dedication
to music. One's
powers
(and
limitations! ) , one's
hands, one's entire attitude towards
work should be completely and thoroughly disciplined
long before that
age .
Also, T think the young pianist
could benefit from a more integrated
approach
to his work. The many
things he must learn (from the earliest hand positions, through figured
bass, to music historr)
are all parts
of one whole - Music. He gains
breadth
in prop01'tion as he realizes
and applies
this. One subordinates
techniquc
to the meaning
of the
music-one
finds this·meaning
jn the
wishes, the Ijfe, the style, the times
of the composer-one
understands
the composer
in lhe light of all he
wrote, in the works that existed he·
fore him, in the later works he in·
f1uenced, all of which are clarified.
by an understandjng
of the various
epochs of world thought and world
history.
Technique
mu,;t, of course. he con-
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with my parents as to interpretative
\'alues! At times, I thought it would
he more "soulhl1" to playa passage
as I wished it, -regardless of indicarions.I was soon given to understand that a page of music is not, a
hattleground for .individualities!
"If
veu caunot play what the composer
indicates, you had better leave it
alone," said my mother. "'Vithout
respectIor the text, you have nothue," said my father.
There was also the matter of fingering. Until I was well alo~lg in
repertoire,Ill}' mother marked fingerings and expected me to follow them.
There were discussions about this,
too! Why could I not finger in my
own way? "You can;' said mr moth·
er, "when yOIl play well enough to
know what YOU arc doin:;;.
Until
then. make ~oLlr5elf follow din~c·
tion~.'l I ha\'~ come 1.0 sec I hat she
was right. The dii<cipline of follow·
ing prescrihed fingerin::;s IJuts bOUle·
thinginto your mind a:'\ well as into
your hands. Today. I u.,e whate\'cr
fingeringfeels comfortable;
still, [
experiment with fingerings
(those
prinled, those used hy my parents)
nnd when I come back to my own
wny, it feels e\'en more comfortable.
I am glad I was trained as I was.
UnlessI am much mistaken, many
"young" problems grow out of lack
ofdiscipline-out of too much agree·
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. Yourmusical knowledge-your
position and
lllCome
loday-are the result of the training
u have given yaur natural ability. Addi~onallr~i~ing will open up new fields. new
ppor,lunltJes.greater
income and
higher
standmgin the musical wo·ld.
•
. Thisvaluable training, through our Exten·
~lonCourses,may be token at home with no
Interference
'
by
d'
WI'th your regular
work lust
/votmg to self·study the many minutes each
.ay that ordinarily go to waste. The progres,
~~ve
musician,as busy as he may be, realizes
il.\;;~:ue o.fSUCh.
~tudy and finds the time for
wh
I paid Poslhons are available to those
o are ready lor them.
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YOU can do it too! It's up to YOU!
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HOME STUDY CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

EQUIP YOURSELF FOR A BETTER POSlIlON
A proof oi quality is important Lor one in·
terested
in Jurther
musical
trainmg,
Our
courses offer you the some high qualit~ af
preparation
which has developed and trom~d
inany successful musicians
and teachers m
the past.
NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
The Council is on Association of w h ic h we
are a member. It includes the outstanding
correspondence
schools in the United States
with headquarters
at W as h'm~ t c:n, D. C: M~m.
bers are admitted only aiter ngld exammahon
of the training courses offered.
We are the only schaol giving instruct~on
in music by the Home,Study Method. which
includes
in its curriculum
all the courses
necessary
to obtain the Degree of Bachelor
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the Degree of Bachelor oi Music?
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HIGHWAY

TO HEAVEN
TO THE CONCERT

(Continzted [rom. Pa.ge 10)
two composers. Marchand, who had
never heard Bach play, agreed to the
contest and a date was set. The next
day Sebastian gave a private concert
for his Dresden friends, and Marchand must have been an unseen and
uninvited member of the audience.
When the time for the contest arrived, the elegant Frenchman
was
nowhere to be found. He had disappeared from Dresden rather than
be defeated by a small-town German
organist.
When Bach returned to Weimar,
he hoped his dismissal would be
waiting for him. A new post as
Capellmeister
to Prince Leopold of
Anhalt-Ktithen.
again almost doubling the salary he had been getting,
had been offered him. Duke Wilhelm. however, had other ideas. He
orde~ed Bach's arrest, and put him
in prison for a month. Immediately
upon his release, Bach again asked
(or his dismissal. The Duke, at last
seeing that his organist was standing
firm on his decision, grudgingly accepted the resignation.
Sebastian and Maria Barbara left
Weimar with mixed emotions. They
were leaving behind nine years of
memories,' and-although
they now
had four children to take with them
-two of their beloved babies would
sleep forever in the churchyard
at
Weimar.
The increase in salary was very
welcome to an ever-increasing
fam·
ily, and the Bachs were to have their
own apartments
in the palace at
Kothen. Sebastian's new duties were
very different from any he had had
before. There was no organ at Kothen, but there was a very excellent
orchestra
which was under Bach's
direction. Prince Leopold demanded
non-religious music for aU his evening performances,
so for a while
Bach had to give up the church mllsic to which he had dedicated his
life. He soon became deeply inter·
ested in the technique of chambermusic, for the stringed and wood
instruments
of the orchestra,
and,
as a result of this interest, he wrote
the beautiful piano concertos
and
violin concertos that we hear so
much today.
Prince Leopold was pleased with
his new music master. He went out
of his way to give Sebastian favors
and privileges, and even insisted on
being godfather to the baby that was
born to the Bachs soon after they
came to Kothen.
Before long he, as had Duke Wil·
helm, was insisting that Johann Sebastian accompany him on his frequent
journeys .. The composer
enjoyed
these trips, but the best part of each
one was the return when he could
gather his family about him and tell
them stories of the famous persons
he had met, or the interesting places
he had visited. One day he returned,
50

with the Prince. from a trip to Carlsbad. Sebastian· was impatient to be
home. There had been visitors from
most of the royal families of Europe
at the fashionable resort. and Prince
Leopold, reluctant
to miss any of
the gay parties, had stayed much
longer than he had planned. The
composer. hurrying to his apartment
to greet his loved ones, was met with
the tragic news that Maria Barbara
had died during his absence.
After the first cruel stab of grief
had settled down to a throbbing
ache, Bach began to spend all his
time-when
he was not act.uallv
working-with
his children.
Although his own sorrow was very
deep, he realized that the children
must he missing Marla Barbara even
more. In his gentle way the cornposer tried to be both father and
mother to the children. and. as might
be expected. much of this extra attention took the form of extra musical education.
Months
passed by after Maria
Barbara's death. and Bach was still
heavy hearted and sad. One day, as
he was rehearsing his orchestra and
chorus in a new Cantata. he felt his
pulses quicken. He seemed to feel a
breath of warm tropical air on his
cheek. and the scent of almond blossoms wafted through his memory.
Sebastian lifted his head in surprise.
What could cause such an illusion?
Suddenly he realized that he had
been listening intently to the soprano
lead in the chorus. Where had he
heard that glorioll" ,·oice before? He
turned and looked closely at the
young singer. It was Anna Magdelena. the beautiful girl who had sung
with his chorus in Sachs-\\feissenfels
so long ago!
Anna Magdelena
continued with
the choir in Kothen. Everyone, from
Prince LeopoJd on down. loved her
for·her gentle disposition as well as
for her lovely face and ,·oice. Soon
the motherle~s Bach children were
looking r01'ward to her almost daily
visits with more eagerness than they
had shown for anything since Maria
Barbara's
death. \"lith Anna they
explored the gardens and had picnics in the woods on the spacious
palace grounds. Happiness and gaiety came back to the children. and,
to his amazement. Sebastian found
himself frequently
joining in their
laughter
oyer some simple joke.
Anna, herself, did not realize the
change she had brought into the
Bach
household.
until Sebastian
. asked her to marry him. She was
well aware of the responsibility
she
would be assuming
as the stepmother of four children not so much
younger than she herself, but Anna
had begun to love Bach the man as
much as she had always admired
Bach the musician.
Sebastian and Anna were married

______________

on almost the same day that Prince
Leopold brought his own bride to
the palace. Bach's happiness
in his
new marriage soon contrasted
sharply with his growing discontent in his
work. The new Princess did not care
for music, except as an acoompaniment to the endless dancing she demanded as entertainment.
Sebastian
found himself with a good-paying
position hut very little work. and
work was necessary t.o the happiness
of the composer. Then, too, his fingers began to long for the feel of an
organ's keys once more. After all.
he thought with some impatience.
the clavichord-for
which he had
been composing-was
a very puny
instrument compared to the grandeur
and vigor of the organ.
One other circumstance
influenced
Bach's decision that the time had
come (or him to make a change in
position. The children were growing
up and would soon be needing more
education than Kothen provided. If
he could get a church
position in
some university town. all his problems would be solved!
Almost by accident. Bach learned
that the post of Cantor of the big
church school in Leipzig was vacant.
He applied for the position
and.
when his application
was accepted.
requested his release from the service of Prince Leopold. His departure
from the palace at Kothen was very
different from his release at Weimar
castle. The Prince
was genuinely
sorry that. Bach felt he must leave
his service and. though he graciously
granted the composer's
request, he
appointed Bach his honorary Capellmeister.
City life proved verr strange to
the Bach family after the unhurried.
gracious life they had led at Kothen.
and the rigid routine at St. Thomas
School was not easy for them to fol·
low. There were prayers at dawn and
prayers at bedtime. and in between
were sandwiched
hours of lessons
and studying.
Sebastian
himseH
found his adjustment
to the new position very difficult.
He disJiked
teaching, with the exception of music, yet almost half of his long working day was taken up in teaching
Latin and other required
subjects
to the boys of the schooL
Here, however, his own children
were getting a good education.
He
ha.d a fine organ once more, and
could scarcely keep up with the demand for new music. There was spe.
cial music to be written for each
church festival, for weddings
and
funerals. Cantatas, Masses, and Passion music poured from his pen as
if he were trying to make up for the
years he had spent in composing
non-religious music. At last his truly
religious heart could find free ex.
pression in composition.
He wrote
rapidly,
as if there
just weren't

enough time to put on paper all of
the great music that was wit bin him.
All of the music had to be copied bv
hand-a
tremendous and never-ending job. There must be copies of
each composition
{or each member
of the orchestra
and chorus, and the
printing
of music was prohibitively
expensive.
Anna
Magdelena
gave
much of her time t.o the task. and
some of the students were able to
.help. but every night Bach would
work at his copying until his tired
eyes could no longer see the notes
in the dim candle-light.
Torturing
headaches
became his almost constant companion,
but the work must
go on.
For a Iong time Bach had been
working on what is now regarded as
one of the greatest musical masterpieces ever written-his
Mass in B
Minor. This composition. dedicated
to his Majesty. Augustus In of Saxany. brought him to the attention of
the King and led to his later appointment as Composer
to the King's
Court Banel. This honor inspired him
to double his efforts. There was so
much music yet to be written!
He began a series of "Eighteen
Chorales."
The headaches increased.
and his eyes seemed to be growing
weaker each day. Anna Magdelena
urged him to rest. but a restless
spirit seemed
t.o drive him. Soon
. Bach was almost totally blind, and
in desperation
he consented to an
operation
on his eyes. For a short
time after the operation he could
see again. and he worked feverishly
to finish his Chorales. The Fifteenth.
Sixteenth_
and Seventeenth rushed
from his pen in an even flow. The
Eighteenth
was begun~and
Bach
collapsed.
For days he lay delirious.
burning with fever. Anna Magdelena
watched over him lovingly and anx·
iousJy. seldom Jeaving his bedside.
even for a moment.
It was sunset. July 28. 1750. Anna
IVIagdelena rose from her chair and
pushed back the heavy curtain at
the window. t.rying to coax the first
evening breeze into the room. Below
her. in the churchyard.
a few of the
boys were softly singing a little song
that Bach had written long ago.
Tears filled her eyes. but there was
a rush of pride in her heart for the
great talent
of her husband. She
leaned her face against the window.
Her years with Sebastian had been
good years. Few women had known
happiness
such as she. There was a
sound from behind her. a long sigh
that sent her tiptoeing back to the
bed. One look at the peaceful face
of her husband
told her that his
spirjt had been released from his
tortured
body. She knelt in prayer
as she saw the gentle smile on his
lips. Johann
Sebastian
Bach had
reached the top of the stairs.
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their problems, and need a new
perspective.
_..
It is the artist·tcacher·s obligation
to share his experiences with his
teachingcolleagues. In his dual capacityas a performer and teacher,
he isclllltinuallyin a position to put
his theories to the test of reality.
Theconcert platform is a proving
sround almost as dangerous
as
Bikini. That new fingering
that
seemedso wondcrful at home is
promptly discarded after one public
experience.
On the other hand. valid
nell' ideas are frequently
confirmed
in public performance and suhsequentlv handed on to one's -Ludents
andcolleagues.
It is not good to travel through
lifewitha completely inflexible set
uf rulesand ideas. Mentel arthritis
soondevelops.The public performer
can contribute to his colleagues'
mentalgood health b~' sharing with
them the invaluable experiences
whichhe has gained on the coueert
platform.
Very often the resident teacher
livingin a smaller lawn i!3concerned
aboutthe danger of losing touch
withthe mainstream uf mu~ic. with
the\'ital progress of musical educa·
tion.He would like to be able to
lnlkto someone who. like himself,
is inlerestedin these matters. with
wllOm he can freely discuss them
as one good colleague to another.
Thevisiting artist·teacher can supplythisneed. In malw communities.
duringthe past few· \·ears. I ha,,~
foregatheredwith the r'e5-iJent teach·
~rs,onthe day preceding or followIng a concer!.or c'en on the da\- itself. Invariahlyour dj."l·u"sion~ ,:-ere
~timulating.bal}P'· occasion ... frolll
whicheveryone \'·ho 3uendeJ bene-

:

fited in one way or another.
Sometimes
as many as seventy or
eighty teachers
have joined
t.hese
informal
gatherings, driving in not
only from neighboring
communities,
but
from
schools
and .colleges
throughout
the State. Some had left
their homes at 4 :00 or 5 :00 .c\.. :M.
and driven through
the cold dawn
to attend a meeting 100 or 200 miles
away.
Some of these meetings were sponsored by the local college or high
school. Sometimes
a group of school
teachers would organize them independently.
Sometimes
they would
lake the form o l a teacher's clinic,
or 1:1 master
class, or a lecture recital, or a debate. The name or form
is unimportant.
What mattered was
that everyone
could bring his ideas
and questions
to these meetings and
carry home with him satisfying
answers to many of his problems. Spirited debates
frequently
testified to
the intense interest and idealism of
those attending.
Obviously, not every artist is a
teacher, and many are not fitted by
experience
or inclination
to take
part in educational
activities.
But
everyone
of them can demonstrate
interest in some form and thereby
perform a valuable
service to others
and to h.im self.
The public school string program
is a vital and important
segment of
our nation's
musical education.
Our
public school
string teachers
have
a tremendous
and
unprecedented
opportunjty-an
opportunity
of raising a new generation
of men and
women who will love and understand
music. whose lives will be immeasurably enriched
in every conceivable
way. This is a great ideal. Let us
aU help toward jt.s realization.
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"~ic ~falk~re" Richard ,Wagner en~ployed .live stea~n t? c;~·e..lat~
a stage IllUSIOn. Angelo :"eumann, llls able J111preSano, 1Il I el~ollal Recollections of Richard Wagner"
(copyrighted
1908 by
}enry Holt and Co.) tells of a performance
in Berlin when the
onke.)'engine employed to create the steam was ruled out l?y
th~ Fire COrJlmis<:ion.\'\'agner and his company
were in despan.
Wuhout the steam effect the performance
would be ruined. Then
tl~e.Siegmund of the eyeniuo- suddenly realjzed
that there was a
distIllerynext door and that be knew the proprietor.
A plumbing
c~nnectionwas obtained by a l1iuht of hard work. The distillery
Ultectormade no charge. but ask:d that he might be permitted to
llleetWagner. "·agner at firet regarded him as an interloper,
but
whenl!
"cll' llUl
.
Ie oun( I that he had provided the steam, h e receive
Withopen arms.
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(Continued from Page 24)
Its location in the church "was unsuitable, and its specification
was
one typical of the period in which
it was built. The organist felt that
with so many things wrong a patchwork repair job would not suffice.
The best procedure in the long run
would be to junk the organ completely and to start over again.
During his week of observation
the candidate noted there were very
few young people in the church,
hence there would be little pcssibility of developing the young people's
music program which the committee
wanted. However, there seemed to
be nothing in the church's program
aimed at drawing young people into
the church.
When his week was up, the candldate met with the minister and the
music committee.
They were enthusiastic
about his
playing and his conduct of the servo
ice. They were sure he was the man
they wanted and were ready to engage him on the spot.
Instead, the organist refused the
posjtion. He listed the reasons why
he felt sure he would not be able
to do the sort of job which he wanted
to do and which the church desired
him to do.
In order to carry out his plans,
1. The choir would have to be
changed in personnel
to the last
man and woman.
2. The organ would have to be
disposed of, and a new one purchased.
3. The overall program
of the
church "would have to be brought
up to date and made attractive to
young people.

MRS. MUSIC
(Continued

TILE

TEACHER

END

SPEAKS

from Page 18)

ing how to play well. I L1")' to win
a new student's liking during the
first few lesson periods;
if I can
gain his friendship it is usually a
simple matter to keep him interested. I often wonder how the oldstyle, knuckle-rapping teachers ever
expected their pupils to like them,
or the piano, or music in general.
The most heart.,vurming time of
the teacher's year is at recital time;
at least, after it is all over I feel
heart-"'warmed. By spartan self-mastery I conceal my own nervousness
as I welcome the equally nervous
parents, and calm the excited chilo
dren. By the time everyone has ar·
rived the entire place is full of suppressed tension. The happy-go-lucky
slll&nts do not appear any more
concerned about the outcome than
the well prepared ones. Many t.imes
it seems as if one comes out as well
as the other; this is, of course, a
trade secret. The parents are hoping
to emerge proud of their offspring,
and economically sound with value
recdved for money spent. The whole
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4. The church would have to be
willing to add a director of religious
education
to its staf of two ministers.
5. Then. and only then. would the
choirmaster he abl~ to launch a program which over a period (If years
would produce results.
In some churches there are venturesome men who are bold enough
to turn the existing program upside
down in order to bring: about a desired result. In this case they were
not. The church
fathers
listened
with interest but pursued the matter no farther.
Fortunately.
or unfortunatel
y-e-I
have not been able to decide which
-the
music committee found a man
whose standards were less high and
who was willing to continue
the
music program
in its customary
routine manner.
Personally, I have the greatest respect for a man "whose ideals are
high and who is unwilling to compromise them. Nor do I consider this
a qujxotic po"int of view. In my judgment the organist was well,advised
to inform
the committee
quite
franklv
what were tlte minimum
standa'rds he was prepared to accept.
Plain speaking
at the outset prevented what could only have been
an unhappy situation for all.
The story hus a ha p py ending.
The uncompromising
candidate has
been engaged
by a church which
owns a fine organ. and the members
of whose music committee are giving
every ounce of cooperation to devclop on a high plane a complete
musical program for the church.

thing reminds
me just a little of
Christmas;
that ideal time of the
year when animosities are forgotten
and love 'wells up into everyone's
bosom. As each performer concludes
his offering, he turns slightly toward
me, his eyes eloquently questioning,
"How did I do?", while I just as
silently, smile my answer, "It was
fine." It is a sublime split second
o{ time, when all the wrong notes
and incorrect fingering of the past
year are wiped away; because at
that moment everything IS fine as
we quietly share a successful Ieeling of mutual accomplishment.
I will ne\'er be pointed out as a
producer of artists, or as a payer of
individual income tax. but the affection I have received and st.ill receive
from many boys and girls imparts
to me a success beyond supposedly
more substantial
rewards. My association with some is quite transitory,
but so is my association with a fragrant bouquet of violets. yet neither
is ever entirely forgotten,
THE END

~ iOIi"

f/lluesnons

0rgan ~uestio"s
I
Answered

By HAROLD BERKLEY
AN INTERESTING

VIOLIN

T-l. S. N., Pennsylvania.
Ii your
violin is 11 genuine J. B. Schweitzer
it could be worth five or six hundred
dollars. And the fact that two reo
pairers took the trouble
10 insert
their labels after repairing it. would
seem 10 indicate that they thought.
well of the instrument.
You should
have the violin appraised
by a reputable expert. It may be genuine.

A FACTORY

FIDDLE

R. 117.McC., Alabama.
From the
labels you quote as being in your
violin. I am of the opinion that it is
a factory·made German or Bohemian
instrument
worth at most $100.00.
and probably not worth more than
$50.00. There are scores of thousands of such violins on the market.
And, strangely enough, a very few
of these violins do have an exceptionally good tone. You are lucky to
possess one of the few.

A "GLASS"

VIOLIN

Mrs. G. T. P., Illinois. Your violin
cannot be a Stradivarius
because the
·laJ)e] proclaims that it was made by
Friedrich
August
Glass. Glass altempted to copy a violin made by
Stradivarius, but was not sllccessful
in his attempts, for his violins are
poorly made and are not 'well COil'
sidered at the present t.ime. The most
ther can fetch is $100.00, and most
of them bring about half that sum.
VIOLIN

OR OOUBLE·BASS

violins,
worded

all
bearing
a correctlyStradivarius
Jabel, the great
major-ity
of which are not worth a
hundred
dollars.

NO DOUBT

A GERMAN

VIOLIN

11/. A. 13., MlIssachllsells. No one'
could possibly appraise the value of
a violin without examining it persunal.ly. The label you quote means
nothing as evidence. The likelihood
is, however,
that your violin is IT
German 01' Bohemian factory prod.
uct worth between fifty and seventyfive dollars.

BOOK

SUGGESTIONS

fl. C. W .. Virg;',;a. The books you
wisll to obtain:
"Violin Making as
it 'Vas and Is. by E. Heron-Allen:
"The
Art of Violin Playing·' by
Flesch;
and my own books "The
Modern
Technique
of Violin Bowing" and "Twelve Sludies in Modern Bowing:'
can be obtained from
the
])ublishers
of ETUDE-The
Theodore
Presser Co.

AN AMA TI MODEL
1111'S.A. W. M., New York. There
are many violins labeled as yours
is that
never
saw the inside of
Arnati's workshop.
But that is not to
say your violin is one of the thou·
sands of cheap copies that flood the
violin market.
A number of very
good makers imitated Amati's style
and jnserted
his label into their
vioEns. Yours may be one of these.
You should have it appraised by a
reputable
dealer.

R. E. C., New York. If the lad you
write of is seriously
interested
in
playing the violin well, then he
should at once give up playing the
doubJe-bass, If he plays the bass
much it wilJ ruin his fingering on
the violin. As he desires to teach
Public School Musjc, it would be
wen for him to learn a wind instrument, such as the flute or clarinet.
and the piano. But if the violin is
to be his major instrument
he mllst
give up the bass.

AN APPRAISAL

RECOMMENDED

A. N. 1l'J., Arkansas. For appraisal,
you could take or send your violin
to Wm. Lewis & Son, 30 East Adams
Street, Chicago.
From
them you
would get a reliable opinion l'egarding the origin and worth of the instrument. But I hope you are not
expecting great things of the yiolin.
There are hundreds of thousands of

FOR

A GOOD

REPAIR

JOB

111. J. S,. New York. I would suggest that you take your violin to
Shropshire
& Frey, 119 West 57th
Street, or to Rembert Wurlitzer, 120
West 42nd Street, both in New York
City. Either finn would do an artistic
job for you.

TO

SECURE

CHAMBER

MUSIC

J. G. P., Pennsylvania. If you ",ill
write to The Theo. Presser Co., Bryn
Mawr, Pa., telling what you want
in the way of chamber music and
establishing
a bank reference,
I
think the firm will send you quite
an assortment
of music on approval.
1£ you have troubJe getting the
things you would like, write to me
again, telling
jn more detail your
wishes and something
about your
abilities.
ETUDE-]T}LY

by FREDElUCK PHILLIPS

• Please suggest combinations
for
hymn play, and for OTltlre!lIS, on an
an havil1" the [otlmcing
stops:
org
GREAT-Diapason
8, 1"11eI O{ iifa 8' ,
I:>

,

Erzahler 8', Principal 4', Flute 4',
Er-ahler 4' Tremulent, SfflELLRohrbourdo~ 16', Rohrflote 8', Viole
de Gamba 8', Viole Celeste 8', Fuuara4' Chimney Flute 4', Rohrnosat
;2l Rohr Fifteellih 2', Fagono , 8'.
.~,
~
PEDALORGAN-Bourdon
16, Er·
zahler 16', Rohrflote 8', Es zahler 8',
Flute 4'. Also please suggest SOI/l('tllinu to learn bow to pIa)' 1/1(' or"an~ I would like a list 0/ books.
~ ,
-E. H., Kansas
1

It 100ltltl be unwi::e to ~uggest
certainspecific stops for the simple
reasonthat in both hymns and an,
themsthere are varying style5'. cull,
inglor different treatments. For in,
stance,a hymn of praise would requiregreater volume and hrilliancy
thanwould be required for a devo,
tiGnalor prayer hymn: the same
thingalso applies to anthems. but
in thecase of the latter the type of
choirenters into the picture. Generallyspeaking. a hymn should be
"announced"(played o"er first I by
a combination of not more than
mediumvolume, such for instance
as the RohrAote, Viole de Gamba
andFugara 011 the Swell. To play
for the congregation a hymn of
praiseyou could use the Diapason.
Melodia,Erzahler and Principal
on
the Great, coupled to Swell
(or
rather Swell coupled to Creat);
keepthe combination indicated
on
the Swell. For Pedal use the Er.
zahler16' (Swell coupled)
for the
"introduction."and add the Bourdon
16'. lor congregational playing. For
qUieterhymns use the softer stops,
butenough to support and lead the
congregation.For anthems, i{ the
c~oiris well trained and can sing
WIthouttoo much support. just give
themenough organ to form a proper
~alancebetween organ and ,·oices.
n general. the 8 foot ~toP:5 shot! Id
predominate, with enolluh 4 foot
stops added to gi\'e sufficient brilliancywithout being too prominent.
Save the 16's and 2's for special
effect
sen. Iler .III tone or yolume. (2)
F?r a basic study book to learn the
lpe organ, we suggest Stainer's
rgan Method, supplemented
by
~raded Materials for Organ_ by
Mogers; Pedal Playing.
Nilson;
aster Stu{jjes for OrlYan. by Carl.
F or d'
a VICeon registration we recommend
NeVllls
., up'nmer 0 £ 0 rgan
R'
.eglstration" or '·Organ Registra·
lion" b T
I h Y ruette. All of these may
le ad from YOurlocal mur;:ic dealer
Or f
.
'
rom the publisher~ of ETUDE.

b

0
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• I am a marine on duty in this
area. Some
time ago a party donated a large Aeolian
Orchestretle
player reed organ. the specifications
0/ which are as follows: BASSMuted Strings, Aeolian Harp, Viola,
French
Horn,
Flute,
Oboe. Trombone, Contra
Bass, Double
Bass.
TREBLE-Muted
Strings,
Aeolian
Harp, Violin, French Horn, Piccolo,
Oboe, Trumpet,
Vox Hunuuia. While
lUe use I he player
m.ore than the
monunl, we wou.ld like to know tlie
11I051

pleasing

•

For the serious

tensive
anced
arts

Member

combinasions-s-somc-

excellent
Notional

by

practice
Association

dining, exten-

guest

and

local

facilities.
of Schools of Music

Conservatory
catalog
grees awarded

describing

Bulletin on a drrrias ion
procedures

-C. E., Caiif.
in the Bass correspond
in tone and volume with the stops
for the Treble,
using them in the
same order
as listed, so that the
Muted Strings,
for instance, will he
used in both Treble and Bass; the
!:lame pi-ineillle applying tu the other
stops when used singly. In combining stops. the first three in treble
and bass together
would make a
suitable
effect.
The French
Horn
could be added also with good effect.
The Muted St.rings (1' & B) Viola,
Violin, Flute and l)iccolo, we rather
thjnk -would sound well. The Oboe
alone would not be too effective, but
with Trombone
and Trumpet
might
rrive somewhat
the effect of a brass
~uartet. For solo purposes you could
use The French
Horn jn the right
hand auajnst a left hand accompani·
ment of muted strings. The Vjolin
or Oboe might also be used for solo
stops wjth the same accolllpanim~l1t,
addjnu
if necessary
the Aeolian
Harp.'='Tlle same thing could be l~sed
in reverse. laking the Muted Strings
and Aeolian
Harp
as accompanjment in lhe right hand. and using
the F]'ench
Horn. Flute_ or Oboe
as solo in the left hand. The Trombone or Trumpet
cuuld also be used
{or solo. adding Ihe Viola or Violin
10 the
acculllpaniment.
These are
only suggestions.
and Illay 11.0t all
work out. Yuur
own expenments
will do more
than anything
we
could
write-try
everything,
and
note results.
The Landon Reed <:,r.
gall Method
is one of the best Illslruction books, and while of cOlu:se
not desiO"ned for 11lis particular
In·
strumen~
we are sure it will help.
Sorry we do not know of any ~o~rce
of supply fur pJayer roJJs. It IS Ju~t
possible one of the music stores m
San Jose ({rom whom you could get
the Landon
hook)
might know of
a local source.

campus activity.

co-educational
series

inbal-

Write for:

thing that tvouid: supplement
our
own judgm.ent .. Also, arc there any
simplified:
reed organ lessons tluit
iooutd: help us? Lastly, is it possible
10 obtain
a few morc rolls?

The

of music,

in College liberal

and general

concert

artists,

who wishes

study

with participation

program

Dormitories,
sive

student

professional

and

Calendar of Illusic events
rent year

SlOlJS

Director

audition

for the

Programs
of concerts
and
given during pa~t season

de-

CU1··

recitals

of Admissions. Oberlin College
Box 572, Oberlin.

Ohio
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AMERIl:AN
[ONSERVATOHY
of MUSIl:
CHICAGO

66th SEASON

Founded in 1886 by John J. Hattstaedt,
today
sel'VatOl'Y of Music is considered outstanding
fOl' music education in this country.

The American Conamong institutions

THE FACULTY-One
hundred and thirty artist teachers, many 01'
national and international
reputation,
including pianists:
Hudolph
Reuter, Kurt 'Vanieck, Hans Heniot, Bruno Glade and others; Voit'e:
Theodore Harrison,
Charles LaBerge, Frances Grund, Barre Hill, B.
Fred Wise; Violin: John Weicher, Scott \Villits, Stella Hoberts;
Org'an: Frederick
Marriott,
Edward
Ei~ens.chenk;
Theory:
Leo
Sowerby, John Palmer, Jeanne Boyd, IrWIn FIscher; School :l\'lusic:
Robert Davis, Russen Harvey.
Accredited Courses are offered in Piano,
Vocal. Viotin. Organ,
Orchestra
n~d
Band Instruments.
Public School MUSIC,
Musical Theol·y.
Degrees-Bachelor
of Music, Bachelor of
Music Education. Master of Music and
Master of Music Education are conferred
by fluthot"ity of the State of Illinois ~nd
recognized as a guarantee of accomplJshmenlo
Students'
Self Help-The
management
makes every endeavor
to assist needy
students to find part-time
employment.
M.any find work as teachel'~, accompan_
ists ·or part-time positions working for
commercial houses. etc.

.lJem.ber
For free

Professional and Teachinj{ EnA"ngemcnh
-Graduates
of the Consel·vatOl·Y have
been much in demand as teachel':! and
also in cancel·t, opera, radio. ot·Che>;ll:a.
lyceum and choir W01·k. The News Uu'letin containing
a list or llbotlt 300 SI·C_
cessful g1'l.wuates holding respon~ible Positions in Universities.
College:;;. Conservatories.
and Public Schoot:! will be
sent upon request.
Tuition is reasonable in keepinl{ with the
times and may be paid in convenient insta11ments. Complete P31'tit,;u];ns given ill
catalog which will be mlliled on rCtlUest.
Boarding-Information
1'C~al'ding aCCO!lJ.
modation~ can be found in the \:ata!.)j.!.

of the National Association of Schools of Music

catalog

address

John

R. Hattstaedt,

President

579 Kimball Hall, Chicago 4, Uf.
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SPECIAL CONTEST

Time Keeper
TheJunior Etude C?ntest

by Leonora

NED

was looking intently
at his metronome.
"What's
up?"
asked his Uncle Bert, who had just
come into the room.
"I have to tell a story about the
metronome
at Club meeting,
and
I don't know anything
abo~~ it,
except what everyone
knows,
re-

plied Ned,

Edited by Elizabeth A. Gest

Who Knows the Answers?
(Keep

I.

score.

One llUrHlred

What are the letter
the dominant-seventh

names
chord

the key of E-minor?

(5 points)

or

3.

orchestra
conductor
or a conocrt pianist?
(10 points)

of
in

2. Was the instrument called the
lyre used in Egypt, Persia,
Greece
India?
(10 points)
How may the value
of two
eighth-notes,
plus
a dotted
quarter rest, plus two sixteenth.
notes be expressed by one note?

(5 points)

;.s perfect)

6. Was the song, Jeanie with the
Light Brown Hair, composed
by Victor Herbert, Irving Berlin, Stephen Foster, or George
Gershwin?
(10 points)
7. Is a sextette a composition
composed
for four, five, six or
seven performers?
(5 points)

8.

What is the difference between
a Berceuse
and a Barcarolle?

(15 points)
9. Did Wagner,
or
4.

Which

well-known

was born in 1732 and died in
1809? (15 points)
5.

Is Eugene Ormandy
violinist, an opera

a concert
singer, an

Verdi

Falstaff?

composer

10.

Puccini, Massenet
compose the opera,

(15 points)

From what is the theme
with
this
quiz taken?
points)
A'lsrvers

on

given

(10

'lext page

measure;
why one section
of a
composition
should be played a bit
faster than another section of the
same piece; why a composition
by
Mozart should be played with more
delicacy than one by Sousa, and a
thousand
other questions.
If you don't know, ask your
teacher. You will understand
what
you are trying to do and why, have
better results from practicing
and
become
a better pianist
in less
time. So, go ahead and ask.

IN the TIME of the BIRDS
by Rose B. Foster
Morning plays in Meadow-Lark time,
In Oriole time, in Bobolink time;
Noon-tide
plays in Song Sparrow
time,
"Chittery-chattery·cheep!
"

Evening plays in Whippoorwill
time,
In Mockingbird
time. in Tanager
time;
Moonlight plays in Nightingale
time,
"Go-to-bed, go-to-bed, sleep!"

drawings

this. m?nth
or .pamtmgs.

Picturesmay be done in pencil, crayon,
charcoal,pen.and-ink, ~\'ater color or
oil.Subject must relate ill some way to

movement
of the symphony with
its tock-tock
imitation.
"It sounds
as though
Beethoven
heard the
metronome
ticking,"
he remarked,
"There's
where your story begins,"
answered
his uncle. "You
see, Beethoven
and Carl Czerny
were the first composers to use the
metronome.
Czerny found it a help
in keeping
a steady pace for his
exercises;
Beethoven
real ized its
value
in attaining
exactness
of
beats and in signifying to future
performers
the tempo in which he
wished
his compositions
to be
played.
But in this symphony the

music,

Put yOUT name, and age on the back
of the picture, upper left corner; put
j.our addre~ on upper right corn~r
(back). Pictures will be returned 1£

Letter Box

Prize

winners

ClassA
Ruth McAllister (Age
NewYork; tied with

15),
(Age

Kalbezen

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Send replies
10
letters in car-e of
.JunlorElude,
8")'n
Mnwl',
Pa.,
lind Ihey will be Iorwm-ded to the
welters, Remember Foreign mail rcflU ires five-cent
postage;
Ioretgn air

mail,

15 cents,

Sec:retgry
109 West

dresses,

Larry Roon (Age H),

tied with
Frances Hohman
Texas

Illlnola,

(Age

14),

Class C

.'IlarciaSmith (Age 11), Kansas; tied with
Dallas Ray Ziegenhorn (Age
10), Arkansas

Special Honorable Memion .
Joanne Dailey (Age 17), Nebraska

TIMEKEEPER

Honorable Mention:
(alphabetical crder)

imitation
of its rigid ticking was
a joke on h is critics. Some critics
claimed
that Beethoven and other
composers omitted the lovely dignified minuets in their symphonies
and wrote
wild scherzos instead,
so he did this to make them think
he was going back to the old man·
ner of composing."
"May I borrow that record to
play at the meeting?"
Of course,
his uncle agreed. "And." he added,
"the Club might also be interested
to know that among other things,
Maelzel
invented
a mechanical
chess-player
and
a mechanical
trumpeter;
and that he made un
ear trumpet
to help Beethoven in
his deafness;
also that he taught
music in Vienna:
and later became
fond
of traveli;lu.
and that he
came to America
and visited Phila·
delphia.
He died on shipboard on
his way to the West Indies. You
might add that electric metronomes
are on the market now. That would
certainly
surprise
old Mr. Maelzel,
wouldn't
it!"

llcnnoAmendola, .Mary Annis, Sara
Cheatwood,Jeannine Chevrier, Charlotte Dale, Margaret Dale, Donald
Ecker,LoisAnne Erickson, Reno Fiorni,
BarbaraJane Folger, Horace Griffin,
PatsyHenthom,Janice Heye, Mary Jo
Horton,Brenda Lu Jubin Jean Keane
ElizabethLeichner, Cec~lia Leichner:
~IaryCatherine Leonard, )Iary Ann
Lezak,Do~naKay Long. Elaine Lubin,
ee MartlO,Catherine Mall""e Carol
Mern'fied,
Ie, Quanah Junior High School,
RebaJoyce Salyers, Mary Alice Shea,
~t. Joseph'sSchool, Jean M. Schmidt,
ettySharonSmith, David Strang, Sylvia
Stroud,SamuelSully, Jr., Cherie Weiss.
j

A young pianist

Euute

cresses, SteinwClY HglI
New York 19, N. Y.

MACPHAIL

COLLEGE OF MUSIC

MClc:Phgi! College

ASPEN

of Music, l-aSalle

at Twetfth

INSTITUTE
June 30 -

Genevieve

•

I would like to express my gratitude
for the lovely pin you sent me for winning in one of the Junior Etude contests. I have played piano for five years
and have started violin. I would like
to hear from other music students.
Linda Pl zck (Age 14), Illinois

•

1 have studied piano several years and
am also studying organ. My teacher
says I am improving and I hope he is
right. I play organ regularly in church
on Sundays and for other services on
Fridays.
Bernice Kuleson (Age 13), Ohio
I play the oboe and listen to m~ny
symphonies on the radio. 1 woul~ hke
to hear from some one interested In the
double-reed instruments.
Robert F. Miller (Age 16), New York

bet it would. Well. thanks to
you, L ncle Bert. I have a great
story for the club this time!"
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Lyn9by, Rm. 505. 38 S. Dearborn,

Chica90

3, Illinois

John Philip Bloke, Ir., President

Bachelor of Music Degree
Master
Graduates

Music

Education

Music in public schools.

Maior

program

A catalog

Institutional

7801 Bonhomme

to Quiz

1. B, D.sharp, F -sharp, A; 2. Greece:
3. by a dotted half-note; 4. Haydn,
5 Orchestra
conductor;
6. Stephen
F'oster; 7. six; 8. a Berceuse is a cradlesong, a BarcaroUe
is a boat-s?ng;
9. Verdi; 10. Andante from Tchalkovsky's Sixth (Pathetique)
Symphony.

in 24 Fields

of Music Degree in 23 Fields

Member

well qualified

to teach

all phases

of

will be sent on request,
National

Associcdion

of Schools

of

Mus;c
St. Louis 5, Mjuouri

Avenue

COSMOPOLITAN

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Preparatory,
College,
Special, and Graduate
Departments.
Courses leading to
Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Music Education, Master of Music, and Teacher's
Certificates
in Music and Theatre Arts.

Clarence

Eidam

William Phillips
Member

President
Edwin L, Stephen-Mgr

CINCINNATI

NASM

Dean

.. 306 South Wabash,

Chicago

CONSERVATORY

Dr. Luther

A. Richman,

4. Illinois

OF MUSIC

Dean of faculty

Established
1867, Operated
under auspices Cincinnati
Institute of Fine Arts
affiliated
with University
of Cincinnati.
Complete
school of music-Degrees,
Diplomas, Certificates-dormitories,
10 acre campus.
For Catalog
address,

c. M.

Benjomin, Reqistrar.

Dept. E. T. Highland

Ave. and Oak St., CINCINNATI

19, OHIO

THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
Bachelor

of Music-Moster
of Music-Bachelor
of Science in Education
(B.S. in Ed. by arrangement
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J think Etude is very interesting. I am
very much interested in music and have
taken lessons for eight years and have
also had some clarinet lessons and hope
to play in our High School band. I
would like to hear from other music
lovers.
Beverly Hendrikson
(Age 17), Sonth
Dakota

Answel's

PIANIST'S

i

I have been a reader of ETUDE for
several years but receive the magazine
late down here so can not enter tbe
contests. :\l"usic is not yet part of the
lives of many people here but I am
trying 10 make it a part of my life. I
play violin and piano but more than
anything I like to compose, having composed several pieces for voice, violin and
piano . .I would like to hear from some
older Junior Etude readers.
J. Conrad Charles (Age 20), British
If/est Indies.

•
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Address:

Address:

DCflr Juuior

ClassB

Guy Mgier
S7th Street,

WORKSHOP,
YOUNG PIANIST'S AND ADVANCED
REPERTOIRE CLASSES, JUNE 30-JULY 4
PRIVATE LESSONS, JULY 5-11

Do not ask for ud-

15), Colorado

ETUDE-JULY

Address:

Send pictures to Junior Etude, Bryn
Mawr, Pa. Closing Date is July 31st.

"Music in My Life"

HALL

TEACHER'S WORKSHOP
AND YOUNG PIANIST'S
REPERTOIRE CLASSES, JULY 21-25
ADVANCED PIANIST'S REPERTOIRE CLASSES, JULY 21-AUG_ 8
PRIVATE LESSONS, JULY 26-AUG. 8

Resultsof March Essay Contest

Frank James

MR.

NEW YORK CITY-STEINWAY

PIANO

MINNEAPOLIS,

Anthony Leo Grill (Age 8),
California
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NO PICTURE WILL BE ELIGIBLE
LARGER THAN EIGHT BY ELEVEN
INCHES. The three usual prizes will be
given-s-Class A, 15 to 18 years; Class
B, twelve to under fifteen; Class C,
under twelve. Thc 35 next best will
receive honorable mention.

"~:GUYc;,,MAIER<WORKSHO'P
AN D MASTER CLASSES
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ASKING QUESTIONS
Are you an asking-questions
kind
of a person ? Yes? No? Sometimes
asking too many questions
can hecome a nuisance,
but when it
comes to asking
questions
concerning your music lesson it is a
very good habit to develop.
A music student can not be a
thoroughly
good student unless he
understands
what he is trying to
do and why he is trying to do it;
why one thing is correct and another thing, almost like it, is not
correct;
did his teacher say to do
this or to do that; why the thumb
must go under a certain key and
not go under on another key; why
a tone is written
D-flat in one
measure
and C-sharp
in another
measure;
why a diminished
chord
does not sound like a minor chord;
why the pedal should be used in
this measure and not used in that

"For instance?"
teased
Uncle
Bert.
"Well, the metronome
is a small
mechanical
device for measur-ing
the speed at which the beats of
music are to follow each other,
and for keeping them at a steady
pace. It was invented
by a man
named Maelzel. You set this device
for a certain speed by moving
a
small weight up or down on a pendulum, the higher
up the weight
the slower the pace.
When
the
pendulum
is released
the metronome gives a steady,
mechanical
tick-tock."
"What's the matter with that?"
It's correct,"
said Uncle Bert.
"It may be correct, but I wouldn't call it a story, though."
Uncle
Bert nodded. "You might add," he
said, "that the direction
given at
the beginning
of the piece
of
music, such as J
88, means that
each tick of the metronome
represents a quarter
note, and that the
beats wilt pass at the rate of 88 pCI'
minute;
or that cJ.
60 means
that a dotted half note is the unit
for the tick, and they will pass at
the rate of 60 per minute.
You
might also add that ideas for making metronomes,
or chronometers,
as they were then called, were suggested as far back as 1700, but
Maelzel's is the one in use today.
But why not come over to my
house? I think I can find something for you."
Soon Uncle Ned was fitting a
record
in
place.
"Beethoven's
Eighth Symphony,"
he announced.
"We will listen to a part of it,
then for the story,"
he said. Ned
was listening
to the Allegretto

s for original

Sill Ashton

sufficient postage is enclosed.
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WHAT

IS BEL CANTO?

(Continued from Page 12)
every cantor would be beautiful. It is
a sad fact however, that too many
singers in these categories do not
have beautiful voices and do not
sing beautifully.
Assuming that when the singing
of florid music was common, more
singers had beautiful
voices and
sang more beautifully. and I for
one do not doubt this, we are forced
to conclude that other factors were
involved than the mere singing of
florid music. What were they?
Vocal agility is a necessary part
of a singer's equipment, but to say
that it alone results in a beautiful
voice and in beautiful singing, in
Bel Canto that is, is a denial of a
host of facts to the contrar-y. As a
matter of fact, except in rare cases,
it is extremely dangerous to embark
on the practice of florid singing before the voice is well-poised,
free
and easy. Far from improving the
voice, it will tend to make it worse.
There are many fine natural voices
today, probably more than at any
previous time. But good teachers in
correct basic vocal training and the
right approach 10 singing are lacking. Bel Canto, the beautiful singing
of each and every type of vocal
music, including florid music, is an
end result. This cannot be stressed
too much. It is a result and not a
method. It can be achieved only
after very patient painstaking
elimination of the defects that plague
some of the best natural voices, such
as singing on the larynx, throatiness,
guttural tone, nasality and breathiness.
It was to the removal of such defects as the essential foundation for
further technical requirements
that
the teachers of the distant past dedi-

cated themselves. And because of it,
the great voices and artists of the
time were able to sing the vocal
music available to them, florid music, as well as they undoubtedly did.
,Yocal music has become more varied and richer in content, as Mr.
Boas correctly pointed out. But he
was wrong in stating that the difference in the new music was responsible for the decline in the art
of singing. He seems to have forgotten that the trend antedated the
advent of such singers named at the
opening of this article. They sang
the new, more complex and dramatic music very much better than
do our singers of today. Many of
them will illumine the pages of the
history of singing forever. And the
reason?
There is only one. They
were nurtured at a time and in an
atmosphere nearer to the traditional
basic methods of vocal production,
when these methods were not yet
completely forgotten.
There has been a withdrawal from
those methods. Confusion and an inevitable decline in the art of singing has been the result. When our
vocal studios turn out singers with
voices that do not sing on the larynx,
are not guttural or throaty, and not
nasal or breathy, singers with wellpoised, free and easy voices, produced, as the old Italian teachers
used to say, con la gola liber a, then
we shall have more fine singers than
ever before and, most likely, more
great singers than ever before. But
it is unlikely until there is again
general agreement on the terminology and techniques of vocal production and this, when it happens, will, I
am sure, lead to a revival of the basic
methods of Bel Canto.
THE END

tration so that its perfect bel canto
line soars forth without a suspicion
of a break. Every detail of phrasing
and shading should be planned in
advance. Don't trust to interpretative "inspiration"!
Even with the
basic pattern well planned, there are
enough
differences-arising
from
the mood, the feeling, the audience.'
reaction of each performance-to
make it a new work every time.
It is advisable for the professional
singer to "break in" new material
with an experienced coach. I'm often
asked whether a coach "shows" me
how to sing a song. No, my interpretations are my own-as
they must
be. The coach discusses the song
and plays it-and
this playing helps
one to see line, phrasing, feeling as
a whole.
Learn foreign languages!
Before
I sing in a foreign tongue, I speak
the words, many times, in recitation.
This helps one to become fluent; it
also helps to control
the foreign
speech-patterns
which must sit normally upon the voice.
With experience,
one learns to
study one's own voice in one's songs.
You know how to manage
your
voice-you know the new song; you
still must manage
a second-nature
adaptation of your voice to the demands of the music, without forcing
of any kind. You analyze the music
in terms of its "good" and "bad"
passages, with reference
to your
voice; you plan drills to smooth over
the "bad" passages;
you plan where
to give out, where to hold in. In
preparing the soprano part of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
for my
performance
with Toscanini,
I immediately saw that the tessitura lies
high; that too much giving out of
voice in the top notes at the start

might
draw on the necessary reserves for the end. I planned where
to hold in, where to give out a little
more, where to let go.
You manage your voice, you learn
new material, you learn how to produce both professionally-you
still
need experience
in handling yourself. in your work and in relation to
other people. We might as well face
the fact that the professional world
is not lacking in opportunists who
flatter
each
promising
newcomer,
hoping to climb on the bandwagon
if there is one, and ready to get off
in haste if there is none. Don't let
flattery
go to your head. Return
civil
thanks
and remember
that
nobody is "simply glorious"! all the
time! The honest praise of competent judges is quite another matter.
That is hard to earn, and wonderfully helpful
when it comes. If it
does come, accept it in grateful
humility-and
try to learn something from it. The best thing of all
is to study your own values. good
and bad. so that you always know,
inside, when you've done less well.
If you mean to be honest with
yourself,
you'll avoid the little airs
and
mannerisms
and pretendings
which lie in wait for all young beginners
and are sometimes, alas.
mistaken
for a "professional"
manner. Don't be fooled. You don't need
to pretend.
Your best professional
manner
is your own natural rnanner , whatever it may be, and regardless of what other people do. One
of the safest guides is to tie your
values
to something
bigger than
yourself.
To me, my faith and my
singing are very close. Each time J
sing, I offer up a prayer. Then.
whatever happens, I know I've done
my honest best.
THE END

AFTER THE STUDIO

Theselittle books furnish a pleasing and inrcreeting
SUIIl111Crprojeel for young children. "'ilh
these the children
can combine the
picturesand the stury to make IIJl their "own hook" on the life and
facts of the great COIllI)OSers. Each book also include.s some pertinent questions for the child to answer. Fun while learning
t
A book to paste together on ('(tth of the following
composers:
Boch
Bee!ho~en
Brohm;
Chopin
Dvorak
Fosler
Grieg

417.40055
417·40056
417·40057
417-40058
417·40059
417.40060
417-40061

Handel
Haydn
lint
Mac Dowell
Mendelssohn
Mozar!
Nevin
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songs are sent to me, and I inspect
them 61'st for the poem. If that appeals to me, I run through the melody. If that, too, appeals to me, I
learn the song. I don't think you
can have a good song (whatever its
melody) without an appealing text.
In the study stage, I go over the
song, again and again, watching for
new shapes and patterns to emerge.
You can't master the idea or the
feeling of a song without concen·
trated repetition. When I was soloist
with Mitropoulos
during the New
York Philharmonic's
engagement
at
the Roxy Theatre, I sang Un bel di
and The Last Rose oj Summer four
times a day every day, for a weekand my last performance
was as
fresh as the first. Each time, those
songs were different! A seemingly
simple melody, like The Last Rose
of Summer requires great concen·

<117-40062
417-40063
417-40064
417-400~5
417·40046
417-40047
417.40048

Schubert
Schumann
Sousa
Tschoikowsky

417-400<19
417 -4005D
417-40051
417-40052

Verdi
Wagner

417 ·40053
417·40054

Clarence G. Hamilton

• MUSI[ APPRWA TION

This is a well developed
text for school or college an,d can be use.d
III summerclasses or in classes
throuahout the acadenl1c year. In tlus
cumprehensive book the author presents discussions
of the various
types of piano: chamber, orchestral,
and vocal music. Questions
3nJ
answersabout each specific t) IJC of music are given with regard to
such elements as form. movement. harmony,
melody, style, accompaniment,development; recapitulation,
etc.

437 -40013

$2.50

• GREll T I'IANISTS ON PIANO P LA ¥INti
James Francis Cooke
An unusual compilation

of talks on the art of pianofo~·te, playing. by
SOllie
.o( the greatest masters of this jn::oU'ument. I-Iere JS JI1~ormal1on,
]ll'aCilcaladvice, and inspiration
fur aU pianists,
as obta.llled frOI~l
these masters and interestin ....!y narrated by Dr. Cooke, editor ementus of ETUDE.
°

417-40036

• LITTlE

un

$3.00

STORIES OF THE LiREAT MASTEIIS
Mary M. Schmitz

~ wonderful litlle book that plesents tbe lives of the great masters
111 clever question and answer {arm. An excellent
little reference and
~ludy
book!. et f or young mUSicians
.
.
.\ e el"I'5. Ie.Jehel s,
~
an d f or JlIvenl
try these queslions and an~wers jn a question bee!

417·40003
Whenordering. please write

ETUDE-JULY
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ETUDE_JULY 1952

. This .,[101'1. history of music while written primarily for the YOlU)g
reader muv a180 prove of benefit to the older person who lacks the
lime 1.0 make an independent
detailed study of music history. Of
special interest are the twenty- four short biographical
sketches of
composers of the past.

437-40049

$1.50

• EPOCHS Ii\! MWiICI\L PROGRESS
Clarence G. Hamilton
This volume gives a bird's-eye view of the evolution of the art of
music hom the earliest known beginnings to the 20th Cent.ury. The
discussions of the chief stylistic movements are, while not exhaustive,
based Oll sound knowledge. This handbook
can guide the listener
to a more cultivated
understanding
of music.

437-40057

$2.00

• THE SHORTF.ST WAY TO PIAi\!ISTIC
Karl Leimer-Walter

I'EHHCTIOi\!

Gieseking

In this book is the unusual combination of the methods and practices
of the teacher. Karl Leimer, as vouched for and successfully applied
by his most distinguished
pupil, \Valter Cieseking. Stress is placed
Oll memory through
vlsualizat ion of music, ear-training
to insure a
conscious control of tonal production,
and self control through
an
awarenes.'i and mastery of technical !JrobJems. The aim is to enable'
the student pianj::.t Lo develop all irreproachable
technique and a feeling [01 tonal beaut.y.

417·40005

$1.50

James Francis Cooke

• MUSICAL TRAVELOGUES

Tlte picturesque
as well as the practjcal phases of the romantic music
centers of the Old World probably never have been presented in more
captivuting, popular {Olm thUll in this volume! Vast lllu::oical knowledge. extensi\-e t.ravel. and a pleasant style of writing make Dr. Cooke's
personally
conducted
:'tour" to the most interesting musical spots
of the world delightful
reading. Particularly
good to take on your
trip abroad!

$3.00

$.60

to Dept. ES-7·52

THEODORE

248 M eaSUTes Rest

HISTORY OF MUSIC
James C. Macy

Thomas Tapper $.25 each

(Continued from Page 13)
and for concentration
of both tone
and thought-when
you sing, you
concentrate on your words, and your
tones should be I'eady to take care
of themselves.
The second exercise consIsts in
singing the scale from 1 through 5,
quickly, lightly, three times running,
then going up to 8, and coming
down the octave in an arpeggioall on one breath. I repeat this, beginning on the next upward tone,
and carry it through my full unge.
I find it a help in prepal'ing
for
high tones. Though my voice, a dramatic soprano, is seldom required
to sing beyond high·C, this exercise
enables me to vocalize up to the
E above.
After the studio, the learning of
repertoire is also your own responsibility. My own method of work is to
begin with the words. Many new

• YOUNG PEOPLE'S

• [JIII.ll'S OWN I100r. 0 I' (iJIEA'f MUSICIAN~;

PRESSER

CO.,

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
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ON BEING A CONCERT
MY MUSIC

ADVENTURES IN ALASKA

(Continned from Page 26)
in coming to see me was explained
in a definite statement; "to learn
'music notes" so I can go back
home and show the girls how to
play the piano and sing." I immediately started her in theory work,
and gave her the basic material in
a slow and exact way. As I explained each step she wrote it down
and repeated it after me. When I
told her "Music is a Language" she
beamed with pride and this brought
on the discussion of the musical
terms written in Italian and German. She came to my Studio each
day for three weeks, and the lesson
periods flew because of her intense
interest. Jennie learned how to play
a simple waltz after the first week
and how pleased she was! She also
took back home the German words
of Brahms Lullaby
and sang it
beautifully,
Somewhere in a small
hut out on the frozen tundn
barrens, north of the Arctic
Circle.
tonight a child is being sung to
sleep with this beautiful melody.
The Alaska Flag was designed by
an Eskimo boy 12 years of age, who
also wrote a very fitting
poem.
which was later used as The Alaska
Flag Song and sung in every village
and town in Alaska. I used this song
as an added feature several years
ago when I presented my pupils in
a Spring Recital during National
Music Week.
In this 60° Latitud.e northern part
of the world, we are more or less
isolated. Huge snow-capped
mountains with jagged peaks and canyons, glaciers,
and valleys,
surrounded with endless miles of virgin
forests make an individual
realize
the vast expanse of God's earth. It
can truly be said that the prospector
hears the "Music of the Spheres"
whHe tramping
the mountains
in
search of gold. One feels a security
and contentment by living away from
the noise of a busy city. Perhaps the
need for music makes a person liv.
ing in one of these Alaskan villages
more appreciative, and the dire necessity for pastime during the long
winter nights gives some the time
and leisure to cultivate or study this
art.
Alaskan residents have migrated
here from all parts of the world,
therefore, we have music lovers who
enjoy or prefer their own particular
kind of music. The Scandinavian
groups have Polkas,
Schottisches,
and favorite Waltzes as their choice,
The German classes as well, show a
marked appreciation of their home·
land folk tunes. The Western
inhabitants
have brought with them
their selection of the cowboy bal.
lads, just as all the various
denominations
support the church of
their choice and sing the old familiar hymns that they learned
as a
ch ild back home.
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Music plays a very vital part in
the development and growth of this
country. Parents find a sel i-satisfactiorr and happiness
in the home
where there is music, and opportunities for adult instruction
have
been made very attractive with the
-modem teaching
approach,
Many
of my winter scholars are adults.
Some have never had the opportunity
to study when young, or did not
have the necessary finances. Others
are "picking
up" where they had
stopped and are learning with a
great pr-ide and satisfaction,
The
best pupils have the most interested
parents, and they cooperate in every
way possible. The High School Suo
perintendent
also has cooperated'
with me wholeheartedly.
and has
granted me permission to use the
Credit System with the High School
students. This gives them more in·
centive to practice. and the piano
grade is always shown on the reo
port card each six weeks.
All children love music. and it h
up to the teacher to give the indi·
vidual child the correct understand.
ing in matters of practicing. theory
work, assigned library references of
the composers.
and in the general
explanations
during the private les·
son period. Explanalions
should be
made as simple as possible for a
child. The teacher should love her
pupils, for only then can the way
be opened for discussion and deeper
interest and enjoyment. To stimu·
late interest. I conduct "Music Ap·
preciation"
meetings in my large
studio. Hel·e the child gets the ex·
perience of playing before a listen·
ing audience. Om aim is "For pleas.
ure to others as to myself." which
was chosen as first prize in a con·
test conducted
among my pupils.
Our motto is: "Good Deeds Are
Ever Blooming
Flowers."
In the
musical
portion
of our meeting,
piano, accordion.
and voice solos
are given, aIter which we play nm·
sical games such as: lVlusical Geography, History and Musical Trans·
portation.
and more recently, Mu·
sical Bingo. Parents are invited t.o
attend, and I sometimes invite a vis·
iting artist or local adult musician
to entertain the group.
For the past several years, I have
given a Christmas Recital over our
local Radio Station. During November I give each child her Christmas
Recital
piece and when she has
learned it to my satisfaction, I make
a recording
of it on my wire re·
corder
in my Studio. The radio
station
plays it over the air on
Christmas Eve. Parents, friends and
neighbors comment on the splendid
progress the children have made and
many call me on the telephone to
say how they enjoy the program.
In a small to-wn, a little girl or boy
across the street becomes a "part"

of you and local talent always receives interested listeners.
National Music 'Veek is recognized and observed in Alaska and I
usually present my Spring Recital
May Ist of each year at a local
church, or at my Studio. The response is terrific and a "packed
house" is the rule. Programs
are
printed and, I give each pupil a
flower to wear, Last year's Recital
entitled,
"History
Sings"
involved
a great deal of research as I tried
to convey to the adult audience, the
history of music from the early settlers to the present day.
Many ideas come to a person from
observing
the need of something
new. Pianos are very costly in
Alaska due to the great distance by
boat and the heavy shipping charges
involved. Despite
this high cost
there are quite a few pianos in this
town of 1,500 residents,
but many
youngsters need a cheaper
instrument. It was with this urgent need
that I ventured to teach accordion.
The chords were learned with my
popular studies, yet I had to learn
the coordinat.ion of Bass and Tl·eble,
so I learned and studied by start·
ing with two pupils, a boy and a
gi;l. At this date, I have ;n Accordion Band consisting of 12 children
varying in ages from 8 to 16.. The
ETUDE has been most helpful in
many ways. In the December 1930
issue I obtained the necessary information about "The History of t.he
Accordion." This was our basic mao
terial. and all have memorized the
name of the inventor. the date. and
the names of the parts of the accordion as well. Oral and written examinations are given at each weekly
meeting and I am very pleased with
the eagerness they show.
During a recent summer. a partially blind boy came to me for accordion instruction. and I was at a
loss to know quite how to teach him.
After some serious thought and de·
liberation. I accepted
him as my
pupil. and as we started to work
together. many paths were opened
to me, and he now has a repertoire
of at least 10 compositions which he
has memorized, and plays with skill
From the local newspaper
office I
acquired large sheets of manila paper, and on this I write all his music
in notes as large as my thumb and
outlined in dark pencil. He memorizes musical terms quite readily
and enjoys hearing me read aloud
about the lives of the composers, or
anything pertaining
to music.
All my pupils are of normal musical abilities and there are some who
show outstanding qualities and will
probably pursue t.raining in music
schools in the States. Three of my
High School scholars are doing accompanying
work in school programs, glee club, and orchestra. Each
girl pupil has the opportunity
to
strive to be "organist"
at Rainbow
for a girl's organization, which meets
twice monthly, or she may play

hymns for Sunday School or Church
services. There are many opportunities for the young musician in a
small town.
Another thought in a vivid glance
throughout
my teaching years, is the
fact that one is never lonesome,
Many of my dearest, closest friends
today, came into my studio with their
children for the first lesson. I urge
the parents to visit during a lesson
or come to discuss the progress the
child is making.
A vast storehouse
of lasting
friendships
is acquired
through
this association
with the
pupil's
parents.
To gain the confidence of the child and hear the small
troubles
and anxieties
during or
after the lesson, brings the teacherstudent
into a common love and
understanding,
and the results are
most gratifying.
People
are much the same the
world over and the Alaskan Eskimo
has been
indoctrinated
with the
white man's mode of present day
living in all respects. This genera·
tion has proven to be an intellectual
offspring and we can look forward to
the future for a crop of fine musi·
cians. There
is a possibility that
someday
a person
from Nunivak
Island far out on the Bering Sea. or
Unalaska,
the southern tip of the
Aleutian chain. or perhaps someone
from Wallikipi
at the North Pole.
will walk into my studio. Perchance
the world will know one of these
musicians in the future and in some
way each one will help spread the
musical knowledge to others. whether
they return to their remote village or
live and work with the masses. They
will aJl be teachers in the true sense
of the word.
Problems
are present here in the
teaching
field_ just as in any state
in the United
States. The rate of
pay
is in comparison
to Piano
teachers'
anywhere,
'Vhen the rna·
jority of people realize that culture
cannot be bought. but only instilled
into the child with the correct home
surroundings
and constant guidance
of happy
well-paid
teachers_ then
our youth will benefit and their lives
molded into fine citizens. There are
some exceptions
when the parenls
will pay any price to have the child
directed toward a musical life. These
are our happy humans. and they will
pave the way for their children in
the next generation
to come. To keep
pace with the very rapid changes in
modern life. the piano teacher must
be a student as well. There are mam'
opportunities
open and I believ~
she should
cont.inue studying and
practicing
as long as she teaches. 1
have watched
a pupil's eyes open
wide when I've played a "Boogie
Woogie"
solo. or played a Classic
rendition
by his favorite composer.
To be a teacher, you must show the
child How to do it. The ultimate
goal is confidence
in oneself. and
when this is gained, the music "\\';11
flow smoothly
and come {rom the

innerself.

THE END
ETUDE-JULY
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WINNERS IN RECORDING COMPETITION

(Continued front Page 16)
, I rpretationmay

have been. All of
we
'1
' I
Ihi~impliesunending tOI, WIt 1 unII. ;.,.illa ardor through alJ the days
o;~hej;profes'sional life, They rank
nunz the most tireless workers of
a~
0
,
tle world.They are notor-ious nonf,bservers
of union hours in work,
oftenpUllingin ten or more hours
ofdailypractice.
Handin hand with their constant
effortat rising to higher levels (I(
achiel'emcntin their art, goes a
earching analysis of themselves
as
humanbeings. They grow aware of
an)' short-comings in character
or
personalityand do everythlug
in
their powerto overcome them. This
naturallyfollows Irom the work they
do, for defects in personality
or
characterhinder effective stud and
result in performances dUll fall
shcrt of the artist's true uhilh y.
The mostcommun defect arti::ts hu\c
10 contendwith is the inclination
to
pUI off real mental cffort and rely
011 the fingers to do the
lctlrning
Ihroughsheer repelition, sometimes
hourson end. Stud)' u\,·ay from the
keyboardis hard to gel lIsed to,
hut the true arlist never shulls cffurttoward aC<luiring habits that
will help his work. Nentousness
"ffersspecial problems ill Ct)nncclionwith public performances.
but
Ihe real artist is constantly seeking
waysandmeans or gaining poise and
'-elf·assurance,Self-master)'
is as
IIf muchinll>ortance to the artist as
Ihemasleryof specific problems III
pianoplaying.
All this n'lay appear to make the
preparationand lj fe of the concert
Iliani:tnOlhing but grind, grind,
grind,weigheddown with the feelinO'
III responsibilil) and oblio-ation t~
,oriely.On the contrary. sL~ch work,
10 one of true artistic
caUber. is
as fascinating, enjoyable, and abo
'orbing,as the games of children.
He takes as much pleasure in it as
a motherwho really loves her family
doesin the tasks of the household.
.\nd for that reason the seeminfl'
grinddoes nol weiD'h him down' h~
relislles I'I
us m1tles and struggles
fur .mastery through the love he
:·arnesfor his art and the society
it serves.
0

,

Withthis hack ground, the student

,hould
delve deep I'y mto 1liS' reasons
f
~r(~etcrminingto become a concert
pmnlst. Is it primarily for fame
and wealth? Then it is doubtful
Iltat he'll
Ilave the fortttude
'
WI
to
~?through all that may lie ahead of
lim. Is it because it seems to he
l'asy
I . work , IIIe IlOtuS 0 { practice
.>ell~gstrictl~' up to the artist's
.,
"I'nclll1ation~?TI"
v,
us IS an lllusJOn.
I Ie work'
I
'
IS ong and arduous.
inI
\O\'Jngare
. bours
"k'
guI'
anty 0 { practIce
','l~to any well refl'ulated busine".
s It hey'
. ecause of genuine love {or
",IUSIC
'with particular interest
in
I s eXJlres~'
hi'
~lOn t roug 1 the
I)lano?
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This motive is one of the stronaest
for sustained effort in piano mastery
With such a motive one accepts all
the work and sacrifices involved with
a firm determination
to make the
best o l them. Is it because of love of
mankind and a desire to be of serv
ice to others
through
the use of a
discovered talent? This is the strong
est possible motive for persevering
tile longest, and oflers tile greatest
possibilities
of achieving
success as
II concert
artist.
Iiolding this in view, how impor
tau t is 11 debut in the leading concert
hulls of the country? Tile importance
is essentiully ....
ccondury, not primary ..
One cannot afford to belittle or negleer secondary
factors that further
lin artistic
career,
but it is well
to SeC them reuliatically
and not
exuggerute
their importance.
One is
reaf ....
tic in placing
SUL:h a debut
aUlllng tile guuh at whjch to aim. One
i::1ullrealislic
in louking upon a debut
as the dclcnninjng
factur in becoming an uri i.sL and the critics as tbe
judges as 1.0 whether or not he gives
up music altogether.
One has touched
!Joltom in unrealistic
thinking
in
judging
inability
to make a New
")urk d';;Lut a sign of failure jlJ be·
l:UlJIing an artist. Many factor.s can
prC\eJH such a debut, stich H::ilack
of financial means or undue nen"ousne~s.
The essence of heing an artist is
nut whether une )Jays in the leading
cuncert
halls
of the world,
hut
wbethel· he holds and strives to follow out ideals
of serving
others
through music. There i::i no denying
that those who become the outstanding; pianjsts
of t.he day do pJay jn
aU lbe important
cbncert halls and
are acclajmed
there for their great
talent. But does that imply there
are no other
successful
concel·t
)lianists?
No more than the fact
that most buildings
in New York
City al·e not as bigh as the Empire
State, the Chrysler
Building, or the
R. C. A. Building
jn RockefelJer
Center, implies that they are of less
importance
to the cit)', or that the
people who work in them are on a
Jower level as regards
taJents an.d
brain power.
The [act that one's
work takes him to the Elllpjre StaLe,
ur the Chrysler
BuiJding, is a mere
incident of livill'Y and working;
the
essential thing that counts is abiJity
to do a given piece of work welL
The fact that the top ranking concert artists
are cunstant.Jy in tile
limelight
of pubUc attention,
and
have such an electrifying
jnAuence
on their audiences,
has had an unfortunate
connotatiun
in the eye.s
of a good many earnest and ambJtious students.
They tend to place
these artists on a pedestal above all
other men, and worship
them as
:.uperior
beings
whose virtues
~rc
abo\'e the (Continued 01/. Page 63)

(First

and

Second

Prize winners

announced

in June issue)

Third Prhe. tied, each $125:
Mary

I

Nan

Hudgins.

Oland Gaston

(AI/red

Dianna Okkalides

I

(pupil

New

of Silvio

Scionfi

and Rosina Lhevinne)

Mirovitch)

(Helene

Diedrichs)

Membership

Year Starts

July First

Get full year benefits by sending in dues now.
NATIONAL

GUILD OF PIANO
Irl

Allison.

TEACHERS

M.A., MilS, D., Pres.

Box 1113, Austin,

CLASSIFIED
H,\.lt,UU!\ Y, Ooru poar tion, Orchestration,
Mustcat
Theory.
Pri va.t e or
C{ll'I'esponuence
[nstruction.
Manu~
sel'ipts
revised and cOI·rected.
Music
alTH.nged.
Pranl~ S. BuUer,
32-4G 107
St., C')I""nu. N. Y.
LJ!:.'\.Il..'ll
PlANO 'I'UNING-Simplified,
uuthentlc
instruction
$4.00-Literaturc
free. Prof.
Ross,
456 Beecher

St., l<:lmlra, N. Y.
NE.\V
PIA:\'O
)[U'I'E
LI;:'I'S
YOU
PltAC'I'ICl!;
DAY Olt NlHH'I'
\Vl'l'H.
OU'I' 1)IS'I'UU.111~G O'I'HEIlS.
Mutes
niana
abollt 85%. Easily
att::lclled or
detached
without
harming
mechanism. State upright,
grand,
or spinet!
Sold only on money back guarantee.
Send $;';.00 f.OI·mute and full instl"uC'
tions.
Richard
Mayo, Dept. 004, 1120
Latona
Street, PhiIa. 47, Pa.
U'ltl'J'E SO~(~S: Read ··Songwriter·s
Review"
Mag-azlne, 1G50-ET
Eroac.·
\vay, New York J8, 25¢ copy;
$2.00

:ve~lI'.
S"\VING P1AXO
ill-" )[AJ:L
30 self~
teaching
lessons,
$3.00. 10 ad\·anced
swing
lessons, $1.50. 13 modern piano
solos. 32.50. Special introductory
oC[e!"
10
tea.d1 ers,
artlstr,;,
dealers,
$30
worth
of music
for
$10 (samples).
Over
50 pUblications-classical
and
popular
C.O.D. Ph.il Breton
Publications. P.O. Box H02, OmaluL 8, Nebr.,
U.S.A.
U~"'-CI~ I'OPl:LAU,
SLll-,JE'l'
IUlIS.lC.
Hits HIOO·l912, ;::-$1; 1913-1919, 4-$1;
B20's, 1fl~W's,5·$1; 1f)40's, Ii-$l. Fore's,
E3151 Hig·h, Den\"er
5, Colontdo.
ARH.A~\"GIXG ['11' Band - Orchestra
Piano
Vocals. Manuscripts
corrected
and l)J"epared. for publication.
V'lords
set
to
Illusic-school
songs.
Send
manllscript
for
estimate.
PI'oml)!
senrice.
Val's Arranging
Studio, 310
'",'est lOth St., Sarasota.,
Fla.
LE"UCS PIA~O 'rUXI-:\G
A'l' 1101\1&.
Course
by Dr. 'Tm.
Braid
,Vhite,
wodd's
lea.ding piano technician
and
teacher.
\Vrite
Karl
Bal'tenbach,
100lA 'Vells St., Lafayette.
Ind.
OLJ} l\I'USIC 'YAX'L'gD,
Ha\'e
you a
collection
of old
musk
gathering
dust
in your .attic or barn"? Turn. it
into cash. '''rite
to George GoodWin,
Box 4fJ, New York 19, N. Y.
YIOl.L,,"l\I..U(EU.s
AmateUl·s
Pro·
fessionals.
Fine tone lJuropean
wood,
materials,
supplies,
patterns,
inst.ruc,
tions. Illustrated
catalog
lOIf, refund·
ed. Premier
Violin
Supplies,
Dept.
V.E., 430 S. Broad way, Los Angeles
1:':, California.
olccn:ES'I'U
..\, S'I'A'I'IO~ERY
Business cards, Adcal'd>3, Placards.
EX21u.
::;1ve two-(:Olol·line.
Sam pIes. Vir.J. h.ut(ll'baCh, P.O. Box G6.J, Pottstown,
Pa.
COiUPOSEn.s •. -\.RRA~T('BR.S,
CONDUCTORS:
Stackpote's
Chor(~ Chart,
each
melody
not~
ha.rm';ll1lzed
21
wa~'S.
252 l'end~l"Jng~,.
w!th
chord
names.
Stackpoles
)fuSl9 Shortl;and,
System
of stenography
for mUSIC, to
jot do\vn all idea quickly
or \vhen out
oC music paper. Both,sent
tog-eUler for
$1 postpaid
OJ"del' from:
Paul CIa I'e
St3.cl~pole,
:"-rden
Hall,
2110 West
Venango,
Philadelphia
40, Penna.
L~'I' j}I)oJIJIU,\""L' your original.compositions
(or you. Secure
COPYrights.
Attractive
title page~. Heady 1'01's:L1e
when
delivered.
Edythe
])C,Vllt,
Pa,l'iS, Texas.

Texas

ADS
'l'HE Aft']' or- SIGH'I' READING.
Become a good Sight Reader and a bettel' musician.
5. lesson course
compiete
in booklet
form with
mUSIC,
~3.00.
DANFORD
HALL,
1014
W.
Lllnt, Chicago,
Ill.
OJ~D AND
NE\V vlOJ..rxs.
Cellos,
Bows,
Supplies.
Repairing,
]~aken,
310 E. \Vashington
St., Cbambersburg', Pa.
SJ>I!-;cr
..
\.[.IZ~D
~-\.Rn.-\.N(j.(XGAND
C01UPOSING.
Piano,
vocal,
band
(dance, concert)
and orchestra
scor~
ing. Melodies
composed
fOI" lyrics.
r.'[n,nuscripts
r",vised and corrected.
Prompt
service.
Stein
Studio,
{i02
East End Avenue, Lancaster,
Penna.
PLAY
ACCOn.OJON. STUnEN'l'S
.<\.ND
'.I'J<J~"-CI'IEn:S of other
instruments
can easily
master
the bass buttons.
"Guide to the Basses", with Indicator
and Index
Slide, covers
everything
necessary
fOl' a thorough
knowledge
of the accordion
basses
:tnd
theil'
llses. Reading
from accol'dion
music
and piano music; Relationship
of the
buttons,
Fingering,
Bunding
other
chords, Substitute
chords, etc. Everything
you can possibly learn
on the
bass buttons
of an accordion.
Sent
POSTPAID
fOJ" $2.00. CY BHOUGH·
TON, 2834 Que St., S.E., \Yashington
20. D. C.
HAND llUILDI,\"G EXERCISES
]'"OR
PIANISTS
by \Veldon Caner
,."hich
it'. practiced
about 20 minutes
daily,
wlll
have
an almost
unbelievable
beneficial
eff.ect. Teachers
' ....ith little
time :for practice
will be able
not
only
to koep up their
technic
but
actually
improve
it. The exercises
go
at the weal(
points in the pianist's
hand
and
almost
at once
a.chieve
noticeable
results
in the playing
of
intermediate
and advanced
students
'::;~nd $1.00 per copy to Weldon Ca.l·tel":
DIrector,
\Vashington
l\fusical
Insti.
tute,
.1730 Sixteenth
Street,
N.'\'.
',vashmgton,
D.C. PI·om J·uly 1st. to
~ept; 15th vVeldoll Carter
wiil teach
Jll ~antu{;l.;:et,
!I.'t:ass. and orders
for
caples may be "ent to him there or to
'Vashington
Musical Institute.
HO'V '1'0 'rEA.Cll POPUI~An. PIAXO
(Chord
System)
Free
Inforlllation
'Yalter
Stuart
Music Studio,
1227B
:MOl1IR Ave
UnIOn, N. J
aU B.~:VJJ. OH.CHI<:S'I'lIA'I'fOXS,
seven
cOlll.blnatlOn
novelties.
$60.00. l...i.-;t
avaIlable.
Taylor, 43·38 40th St., Long
Island
City, N. Y.
PIA,\'O
IlgXCH
CUSHIOX
1 inch
~o~Ln~ rubber,.
encased
in desirrLble
J:abl"lcs. Free
JI1fonnation.
Give size
~f bench. Majestic
Service, 36-08 34th
Street, Long' .Island City 1, N. Y.
J:on
SAI.I'~
Exceptional
Bal'gain
G4 Band Ul1Ifol"lns-,Vest
Point Cadet
style ~ Electric
bltle
trimmed
in
Cardina;l red, ~al'ge round silver buttons, With whIte belt and white citati,?n clH)r?
Sh<.tko type
hat-bl~e
trImmed
In whIte
leatherette
with
1i:ag·le Emblem
and red vulture.
One
cirUllI major unlfol'm included.]n
fine
condition.
1"01' further
inform11.tion
l~lease ~<;,ntac~: .Mr: S. E. "-iHsinger,
~,llPcrvlslng
1 ~'Inclpal, Conemallgh.
Bast Taylor ,Tomt High School, ConeInllus·h, Pennsylvania.
D1\.1<I'''--'O",U HAl.L, COJ}l1'"Osr:u_",
ItU"o\.XGI':n, All types of comp08itions
cOl'rected.
LyJ'lcs !:let to mUl;ic. 1014
\V. Lunt Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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at that time instead of at the June
commencement
for the reason that
Ormandy will be in HelSinki
in
June to conduct the Sibelius Festival.

The

American

Guilll of 0,·-

ganists will hold its twenty-first
national
convention in San Francisco, June 29 to. July 4. The program promises a veritable feast of
recitals and lectures by some of the
outstanding
concert
organists
of
America. A partial list of these includes
Harold
Mueller,
Richard
Purvis, Hans Leschke, Ernest White,
Edward
Linzel,
George
William
Volkel, Claire Coei, George Markey,
Virgil Fox, Rowland W. Dunham,
Edward Shippen Barnes, Walter A.
Eichinger,
J. William
Jones,
C.
Griffith Bratt, Bruce prince-Joseph,
E. Power
Biggs,
Leo Sowerby,
Father
Robert
Hayhuru,
David
Craighead, Robert Noehren, Alfred
M. Greenfield, M. Searle Wright,
Frederick
Marriott, and Everett 1.
Hitty.

The Presbvterion

LendershilJ

Training
Schools will have outstanding
musical
authorities
in
charge of the music sections of their
summer program. Two schools will
be conducted: one at Maryville College, Maryville, Tenn., from June 30
to July 11 will be in charge of Dr.
Lawrence Curry, chairman
of the
department of music of Beaver College, Jenkintown,
Pa. He will he
assisted by his wife, Mrs. Louise H.
Curry and Mrs. Vivian Morsch. The
other school at the College of Woo·
ster, Wooster, Ohio, July 21 to
Aug . .1, will he in charge of the
Rev. W. Frederic
Miller, minister
of the First Presbyterian
Church of
Youngstown,
Ohio, assisted by the
Rev. Donald D. Kettring,
minister
of music of the East Liberty Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

The American Gll-illl of Bllnjoists, Mllndolinists and Guitnr·
ists will hold its· 51st Annual Convention in Rockford,
Illinois.
on.
July 8, 9, 10, 11. There will be
Lectures and concerts of interest to
all those active in the fretted instrument field. Artists of the first
rank will be on hand to give concerts, l'ecitals, and demonstrations;
among these will be Richard
S.
Pick, guitar virtlloso; Peter Vournas
and Miss Yvette Cousineau,
Man.
dolinists; Jimmy Webster, plectrum
guitar artist, and Benny Ortigara,
accordionist.

The Aspen I nSI.il.ute F estivnl
during July and August will have a
number of outstanding
events, one
of which will he the world premiere
of Tcherepnin's chamber opera, "The
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Farmer
and the Fairy," specially
commissioned
for Aspen.
Joseph
Rosenstock, musical director of the
festival will conduct, and principal
roles will be sling by Anne Bollinger, Leslie Chabav, and Richard
Leach. Other events during the summer will present such leading figures as Nikolai and Joanna Graudan,
Herta Glaz, Szymon Goldberg, Reginald Kell, Brooks Smith, Martial
Singher, Roman Totenberg, Rudolf
Firkusny,
Samuel Lifschey, Victor
Babin and Mack Harrell.
A llfltss 101' Four Voices {Iud
Orchestra which was composed by
Puccini as his thesis for graduation
from the Institute Musicale Pacini.
of Lucca has recently been discovered and brought to this country.
The Mass hael one performance
on
July 12, 1880. following which it.
was put aside bv Puccini and apparently remained
unnoticed
until
rediscovered
last year by Father
Dante del Fiorentino,
a Brooklyn
priest,
visiting
in Lucca. Father
Dante brought
the Mass to this
country. It will have its American
premiere
in Grant Park. Chicago,
by the Swedish Choral Club, conducted
by Alfredo Antonino.
on
July 12. exactly 72 years to the day
after its only other performance.

A Memorial concert for Raoul
Laparra,
French composer,
killed
during World War II. was held in
New York on May 10. The artists
assisting were Isiclor Philipp,
veteran pianist-pedagog;
John Corigliano, violinist;
Mildah
Pclra. soprano; and Emilio Osta, pianist.

Gail Kubik, American composer,
is this year's winner of the Pulitzer
Prize for Music. At the time the
announcement was made, Kubik was
lecturing in the theatre of the American Embassy in Rome on the subject,
"American
Composers
and
American
Functional
Music."
The National Association. of
Piano Tuners will hold its 44th
Annual

National

Philadelphia July

Convention

in

14-17. John E.

Kohl, president of the organization
emphasizes the fact that the public
is invited to attend the various meetings and exhibits in connection
with
the event.

The American

Jt.fusic Confer.

ence has announced

the New York

Life Insurance
Co. as the winner of
its second annual Award of Merit
given for the most effective use of
a musical
theme in advertising for
non-musical
products
or services.
The winning ad entitled, "An Ear for
Music," shows a young lady playing
a grand piano and copy tells how
her concert debut was made possible
by the foresight
of her father in
buying life insurance.

Thes

A.lexanller Hilsberg, William M.
Kincaid,
Alexander
McCurdy and
Marcel Tabuteau
were awarded honorary degrees of Doctor of Music by
Curtis Institute ol Music, at the corn.
mencernent exercises on May 10.

• • •

Elizabel.1t
opera
tion,
April
made
cital
1950,
Bruno

Sc1mmllllll., German
and Lieder singer of distincdied in
ew York City, on
23, at the age of 63. She had
her last appearance in are·
at Town Hall in February,
when she was accompanied by
Walter.

"Something Old,

SOMETHING NE~

(For

details.

write

to sponsor

• Composition
Contest,
for women composers.
sponsored hy Delta
Omicron. Award $150.00. Winner to be announced
at Delta Omicron
National Convent jon in 1953. No closing
date announced. Address
Lela Hanmer, Contest Chairman,
American
Conservatory
ol Music,
Kimball Building,
Chicago 4, Illinois.

Spaulding

t 10-06482

$.35

, • Spaulding

110-05786

.30

. .••••.••.•.•.•.

fAIRIES ...

SING, ROBIN SING. _ ..•...•

, •.••••

Cot. No.

Tille

Grade

list.ed)
Aln

SUMMER

EVENING

.....

(Phrasing, pedal,
3/4 in F)

MARCHOf THE WEE FOtK •.•..•.....•..

Gaynor

.35

120-30008

Catherine

TO THE HUNT! .............••..

2

R. Keysor

Price

Grade

130-41079

$.30

130-410Bl

.30

130-41080

.30

130-41100

.30

130-410B8

.30

2

Wigham

130-41.064

.30

3

Oberg

110-40106

.30

3

Miller

110-40154

.40

4

Price

Grade

legato, adult beginner,
Mae-Aileen

(Easy skips, phrasing,

Erb

rhythm, boys, 6/8 in G)

AT THE PLAYGROUND

_

Everett

Stevens

2

(Easy chords, pedal study, modern, 3/4 in Bb )

• The 20th Biennial Young Artists Auditions
of the National Federation of Music Clubs. Classifications:
piano, voice, violin. string quartet.
Awards in all classes. Finals in the spring of 1953. All details from
Mrs. R. E. Wendland,
1204 N. Third Street, Temple, Texas.

MIGHTYlAK' A ROSE .....•..••

, , .. Nevin-Felton

120-30687

.35

3

STARSAND STRIPES FOREVER.

..•

120-30552

.50

3

110-18483

.50

4

BY THE LITtlE

Sousa-Schoum

.•••...

Borowski

Margaret

OF CUBA.

. . •.

.

HEAR THOSE EVENING

• Mendelssohn
Glee Club. N. Y. C., second annual Award Contest for
the best or-iginal male chorus.
100.00 prize. Closing date January
1, 1953. Details from Mendelssohn
Glee Club. 154 W. 18th St., New

. Cowles-tevine

BY THE WATERS OF MINNETONKA

Lieurance

.50

130-40225

ON

110-12927

4

.40

5

Price

Grode

Olive

Dungan

BEtLS! .. Margaret

(Chords, independent
A MOONLIT

"12

VIRGINIA

voices)

tAKE.

(3/4 in C, glissandos,
fORGOTTEN

Wigham

(Tango, study in dotted notes and phrasing)

o
ADORATION

MILL

(Staccato intervals against legato phrases)
GLIMPSE

• The 13th Biennial
Student Auditions
of the
ational federation
of Music Clubs. Awards, State and
[ational.
Spring of 1953. Mrs.
Floricle Cox, 207 River Street. Belton, South Carolina.

York 11, N. Y.

Price

Cat. No.

Title

COIUPETr.rIONS

to

SQUARE

. O. Sheldrup

thirds)

DANCE ...•....

Charles

(4/4 in C, dance form, phrasing, pedal, legato,
staccato)

.

• Seventh annual Ernest Bloch A,~'af(1. Sponsored
by The United
Temple Chorus. Composition
Contest open to all composers. Prize

$150 and publication. Closing date October
Chorus, Box 18, Hewlett, N. Y.

15, 1952.

something

nited

Temple
Roger
Sessions,
distinguished
American
composer, now lecturing
at the University of Florence. Italy,
has been named Professor of Music
at Princeton
University. and will
rejoin the Princeton faculty in September
1953. He had previously
been a member of the Princeton De·
partment from 1935 to 1945.

Engene Ormllluly, famed conductor of the Philadelphia
Orchestra, was presented with a Doctor of
Music degree by the University of
Michigan
at a surprise ceremony
during the annual May Festival at
Ann Arbor, Michigan. The presentation took place at the close of the
opening concert of the festival, at
a special
convocation
honoring
Ormancly for his work in conducting
the orchestra
at the May Festival
{or 16 years. The event took place

• Capital University
Chapel Choir Conductors'
GuiJd annual anthem
competition.
Open to all composers.
Contest closes August 31. 1952.
Complete l'ules from Everett l\iehrley,
Contest Secretary, ~lees Con·
servatory, Capital
University.
Columbus
9, Ohio.
• Marian Andel'son
Scholarships
for vocal study. Closing date not
announced.
:Marian
Anderson
Scholarshjp
Fund.
clo Miss Alyse
Anderson, 762 S. Martin St., Philadelphja
46. Pa.
• Purpl.e He~rt Songwriting
Awards.
Popular.
standard or sacred
songs. FIrst pnze, $1000; second prize,
500: four prizes of 250 each.
Closing date not announced.
Order of lh~ Purple
Heart. 230 W.

54<tll51., N. Y. C.
•. Internatio~al
Com petition
for f\'lusical
Performers,
for \·oice.
harps~chord,
violin, oboe. saxophone.
Prizes in all cla~ifi·
cations. ClO:lllg date for applications.
July 15. 1952. Secretariat of
tlile~I[nt~rnatlOnal
Competition
for Musical
Performer"!
Geneva Cons.
o ll' USIC. Geneva, Switzerland.
-.
• Sixth GAnnual
Co mpOSltlon
. .
C ontest sponsored
H
arvey
a~l, Inc. Open to all composers.
Prize

by the Frien ds 0I
400 for ~t one·act
opera.
ClOSing date December 1,. 1952 V·IC t or 5 aw d'~
Ch·alrm·an 315
eK
51 d A'
y

ve .• PIttsburgh

Mo:z:art

6, Pa.
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.ing such to begin with is of lesser
quality from the first.
The Minor-Third,
in the electronic
bells, was somewhat less in intensity
(Continued from Page 15)
than the same partial in cast bells,
This
means that the major-minor
which
makes
a
bell
sound
like
a
bell
only in some registers of the instruvery distinct differences.
(See diaclash-v-as in the chord C-E-is measand not like a xylophone or a celesment
and,
in
fact,
can
be
avoided
grams below.) Comparing
the two
urably reduced.
taphone, or a tubular chime.
almost entirely in writing and arseries in their ratios to the fundaThe Fifth was almost imperceptiRow then may the two instruments
ranging
for
the
carillon,
so
that
it
mental, we have:
ble,
if present at all. As in cast bells,
be
compared?
Isn't
such
a
compariis in no way hiudersome.
C-C
-G-C-E-G-Bb-C-etc.
this is by far the weakest partial.
son difficult, and would it not mean
We
would
not
want
to
rob
the
bell
12
345678
The upper
thirds (major) and
placing the two instruments
side by
of its minor-third, for it is this tone
C-C- Eb-G-C-E-G
C-etc.
fifths in the octave above the Strikeside, performing
first on one and
which
gives
the
bell
its
peculiar
1 2
2.4 3 4 5 6
8
Tone are not usually tuned in cast
then on the other? Such is precisely
characteristic,
its plaintiveness, and
It will be recalled that the fundabells. being of relatively low intensithe only way a valid judgment
of
its appeal. Indeed, it gives it its
mental, or strongest tone, of the
them can be reached, by testing the
ty and unable to disturb the purity
whole
personality.
natural series is its first tone, desigof the bell or destroy the harmony
two at the same time, in the same
Centuries
ago it was discovered
nated by "I" below. This is not so in
place, and under the same condiof a chord. In the electronic bells,
that the bell must have the series of
a bell, where its strongest tone is in
however.
they proved to be more
tions.
overtones described above, and since
the second position of the series, and
Accordingly.
an
electronic
carillon
important.
adding a certain clarity
then
carilJon
bells
have
been
prois called the Strike Tone. In unison
produced by Sohulruerich Electronand singing quality to the note. and
duced and tuned to this series. Then
with the strike tone is the Prime
ics, Inc. of Sellersville, Pa., compriswere therefore
tuned to perfection.
how does this new type of carillonTone. It is absolutely imperative
ing a full five octaves,
extending
The double octave of the strike
the electronic
type-compare
with
that the Prime sound as one note
two octaves below middle C and
was found to be, as in the case of
the older {arm employing cast bells?
with the Strike. One- of the greatest
three octaves above, played from a
cast bells. a bit sharp. This gives,
In no manner whatsoever may the
deficiencies in the majority of our
standard piano-type
keyboard,
was
to bot h types alike, the "mordant"
tones of an electronic carillon differ
chime bells is that the Strike and
installed in a towor "bite"
which adds punch to the
er with a large
note.
Rohofo
Rol/o to
carillon
of cast
The timbre of the two carillons
tiarmoni<:
Fundol71enla/
R./ndomel7lo/
Porlio!
bells. The cast
was
directly
comparable because it
tti
3 (Kiove
8
8
bell carillon was
was formed by the same series of
sevenfh
7
6
zndFilllJ
6
one of over {our
partials and these partials were ldenThird
5
5
octaves in extent
tical in pitch and had practically the
4
2no'Oc/ove
4
and
having
a
same strength.
So closely were the
3
Fir/I>
3
2.4
Bourdon of many
two instruments
matched that it
2;2
tons - truly
an
Odave
2
would have been impossible to tell
instrument
emwhich was which. if it had not heen
bodying all that
known which type of bell was being
a carillon should
struck.
1
Fun:hmenfa/
he.
There
is another element which
And then the
enters into the picture at this point.
tests began. They
As the carillon is an instrument of
Senes 0/ PARTIALS
were
based
on
percussion.
the sound of the actual
IVatural Series 0/
in a Bell
two things: first,
striking
of the vibrating body by a
h'ARMONIC5
the
comparison
hard body is a part of the overall
of the timbre of the individual bells,
from those of the traditional instrupicture. To many. the sound of metal
Prime most always have a difference
from the lowest to the highest, and
ment, if it is worthy of the name
LI pon metal,
in the case of bells. be·
of one-half to one whole tone betheir tuning; and second. the ability
carillon. Any other series of tones
longs to the note; to otbers. espe·
tween them, thus rendering the bell
of the electronic
carillon
to proin the makeup of its notes would
cially when the sound of the impact
false at the very ·outset!
duce, chord for chord, the same harimmediately give the instrument anAnd then the Third. No imaginais somewhat harsh. it proves distractmony of which the cast bell instruother timbre, villify its purity or at
tion is needed to remark the existing. Tn this respect. the electronic
ment was capable
and the carillonleast filch .from it its singular bell
ence of a note so close to the fundacari lion was '·smoother·· than the
quality. We cannot tamper with the
istic effects it could achieve.
mental that it forms a minor-third
other. there being less of the noiseof
to.nal picture of the bell. Tone, of
Using the most modern and perinterval with it. Such is certainly far
percussion.
\'Vhich is more de5.irahle
course, is the most important aspect,
fected means for measuring
pitch
removed from anything Nature ever
-bel I tones wit h an introduction of
but, further than this, all that may
and tonal intensity, it was found that
dreamed. At once, almost any musi·
a strong metallic click or bell tones
be said of a cast bell carillon must
the bells of the electronic
carillon
cian would be inclined to pounce
possessing
less of the click? It is
hold true in the electronics.
The
upon it and declare it anti-musical,
were. in general,
mOL"e accurately
of course
a question of personal
same musical effects achieved with
that the minor-third "should be matuned than the cast bells. This does
preference.
cast bells must be achieved with the
jor," or eliminated altogether,
and
not mean that the latter were defiOne of the most noticeable differ·
electrOll.ic. Anything less would put
that, as far as he can see, little harcient. The nature or the partials o[
ences between the two instruments
the latter into another category at
mony is realizable. Suffice it to say
cast bells are such that their minorwas in the treble register. Here the
once.
that he is wrong. The third could
thirds, and for instance,
fifths may
electronic
bells g"ave an excellent
not be eliminated, nor would it be
How is it possible for an electronic
deviate somewhat
from the norm
account
of them~el\"es. Their tone
desimble to eliminate it. The third
instrument
to qualify as a bell carwithout detracting
from the purity of
did not tend to diminish so quicklY
could be none other than minor, for
illon, even though its notes do posthe bell. The same partials
in the
a~ the tone of the cast bell trebles.
all kinds of harmony al·e possible
sess the same series of overtones as
electronic bells were right on the
The electronic
bells remained full
with the minor-third bell. Very little
line.
a cast bell? In considering the elecand clear to the last bell. Not just
would be possible if the third were a
tronic type of carillon, we must not
The Strike Tone and Prime blend"pinpoints
of light:· as in the case
major-given
its position
and its
take "electronic"
to mean a colleced together perfectly.
as they did in
of most cast bells in the treble. they
strength.*
tion of radio tubes for the producthe cast bells. The Hum Tone wa:::
continued
to sing almo:-t as long S5
tion of the bell tones. The truth is.
It is true that there can be some
present in all its resonance.
a true
the bells of the middle register.
that a proper electronic carillon is
"clash" when a major third chord is
octave below the Strike;
the Octave
Therefore.
if it was des.ired lo keep
not very far removed from the cast
played on a carillon,
due to the
sang out. high and clear, a perfect
the bells singing throughout ~ereral
bell instrument.
Both create their
minor-third of the lower bell oE the
octavt> above the Strike. As in the
beals of a mea5ure. it was not neces·
tones by striking with a steel clapper
chord. But this clash is apparent
case of th~ bronze bell, these four
sary Lo ha\"e continual recourse to
upon bel.l metal. These blows cause
tones-S~nke,
Prime, Hum. and Octhe "lremulando"
or "s.hake·' as is
the metal to vibrate and release the
"'For a more detailed discussion of the minor.
tave-united
to form a note . of very
.
.
Customary-and
neces...~ry-with c~,t
third. see '·Carillon." by the Same author, Prince·
complicated
series
of
overtones
ton Un;,·. Pre.s, 1945.
definite pitch. Any bell not pO.:;se~<:- bells, The tremulando i.5 we conlin·
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THE ELECTRONIC
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-apid striking of the indiue d and
id I notes of a chord, altogether
1'1 ua
• I
andwithoutany rhyt~lllllca ~attern.
It isusedto give the rmpressron of a
d which endures as long as the
c hor
.
I
.
, indicated for it III tne 'Hillen
ume
sic As higher he IIs or diman ·1y dire
mU~ .
'"
out soon after being stru.ck, the
tremulandois of great service. But
it is often used too ~nuch ~nd detractsfrom the listening enjoyment
whennot judiciollsly employed.
Fromthe above it is evident that
a cast bell carillon, if com posed
entirelyof small treble bells such as
these,is not capable of rendering
thefullnessof tone that we have II
musical right to expect. People of len
remarkto a hell-master, "Play the
bassbells; I like the hass hells best."
Suchwould never be asked of a
pianistor an organist whose instrumentsare completely balanced, tonally.throughout their ranges. If the
trebleregister of a cast bell carillon
weretonally balanced equal to the
restof the instrument. there would
be no occasion for such a remark.
ln continuingthe test, with a bellmasterat the clavier of the cast bell
carillonand an experienced musician
at the keyboard of the electronic,
thesamechords and arpeggios were
played,first on one instrument and
then on the other. No noticeable
difference u:as h.eard. Entire selectionswere executed, note for note
the same, on the two instruments.
Theeffectremained the same.
Not content with scientific com·
parisonand the opinion o[ those
techniciansmaking it, it was decided10 determine the effect of the
twocarillonson a certain public. On
three different occasions
recitals
wereheld, using both instruments,
beforeaudiences having an intimate
knowledgeof bells. Each person in
the audiences-sometimes
Dumberingoyera dozen-was given a copy
oftheprogram and asked to note. to
tbe best of his ahiUty, the instrumenthe believed each selection was
pl~Yed
upon. In spite of their familiantywilhhells, none of the listeners
had marked his program correctly!
Thereis a place for even-tllill'"
in
.
c

this world. Where towers are hiah
and sturdy, where their belfries are
adequate
and sufficient funds are
available,
then cast bells may be
considered.
This will necessitate
a
bell-master
trained
through
long
years of experience
with a clavier
quite unlike
that of the organ or
piano he is used to. But, if he
should apply himself and learn his
instrument,
he will be able to create
a mood with his bells, and give his
listeners that very special music that
only a carillon is capable of. But the
situation is not always thus.
Towers in the New World are not
always - indeed very rarely - high
enough or strong enough, or appropriate to housing
tons and tons of
bronze. Funds may also be lacking.
Still, people love bells and they are
going to have them, one kind OT another. Many
limes they have no
choice but to install an electronic
instrument.
When it is chosen wisely,
built to become a part of their tower,
and played by a musician who has
studied the curi llon and all its posibilities, they will be able to enjoy
a music which otherwise
would be
denied them ....
BUl they must choose wisely. Just
any ringing
tone does not make a
bell-east
or electronic-nor
does a
series of such tones automatically
make a carillon.
Only a carillon of
the purest
tones can render
t.hat
highest form of bell-music:
harmony
on belJs. The true test of any carillon is found in the harmony it can
create. A carillon composed of bells
whose tones are matched and perfectly tuned, is a euphonic,
not a
cacophonic,
instrument.
Given a towel· capable of supporting cast bells and the funds to pay
for them. a discerning
musician
is
asked to choose a suitable carillon
for the tower.
and the quest jon
arises: "Shall ,~e install a carillon of
cast bells or electronic bells?" AfteI
heal·ing and comparing
both instruments, his answer will depend entire·
lyon
his personal
taste and his
personal
preference
of one instru
ment over another-if
he can tell
thedifIerence!
THE END
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piano teacher, judging on the basis
of pu.bljcity,
is held in the lowest
esteem;
so ]ow, in fact, that there
is a· very strong belief that any.one
can teach a beginner.
The serious
piano student,
in contrast
to the
medical
student,
is considered
a
nonentity
as regards
importance
to
the country's
welfare.
Now it is this very focusing
of
attention on the work of the concert
artist that brings the ambitious student to view it as superior in worth,
and to hold the work of the piano
(Continued on Page 64)
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COURSE IN HARMONY
COMPLETE
A

"SELF· INSTRUCTOR"
BY JOSEPH A. HAGEN
Formerly Editor of Mf15ieal Theory for "Ttle Lnternational .M"jiciall"
To comply with many requests for a sett-tnstruetcr a KEY has been added to thiS' course to eliminate
the need of a teacher. By checking the work done on exercises of the lessons with the completed
work in the key. the same benefits as those obtained in individual instruction will be deri,ved. A
special introductory price of $7.00 is being made lor a limited time only. Write for details and
moneY-back guarantee.
N. J.
70 WEBSTER AVENUE, PATERSON,
JOSEPH
A. HAGEN

.
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WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
.

PRIVATE

TEACHERS

[New

York CHy)

HELEN ANDERSON
Concert

Pianist

course-piano,
Interesting
Many
Successful
166 W. 72nd St" N. Y. C.

harmony
Pupils
Tel. Sc 4-8385

MME. GIOVANNA

VIOLA (HULL)
Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing-"Bel
Canto"
Experienced
European trained Artist
Cooching
Opera, Concert and Radio
Correct
voice production,
defective
singing
corrected.
Beginners accepted
Phone: Trafalgar 7-8230 Mon., Tues" Wed., Thurs.
608 West End Ave,
New York City
.

MME.

BOXALL

BOYD

(leschetilkv)
Pianist- Teacher-Coach-Pros;jram
Buitdi ng
Addren-Steinwov
Hall-Nolo
Studios113 W. 57th st., New York City, N. Y.

For full informafion
address
Secretory
338 West 8'1th Street, New York, N. Y.
Method Leimer-Gieseking
for beginners & advanced
students

VELIZAR GODJEVATZ
Pupil of Karl Leimer
(teacher
of Gieseking)
Box #131
New York 19, N. Y.

P.O.

(ERNESTOJ

(FRANK)

ALFRED JACOBS
Coach
Violin & Viola
Highly Recommended
by
Wm. Primrose, Otto Klemperer & Mishel Plostrc
Coil Cloverdale
6·3701
Carnegie
Hall
N. Y.
Write to 7510-IBth Ave" Brooklyn
Teacher

".

EDWIN HUGHES
SUMMER MASTER CLASS FOR
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS
16
JULY 7-AUGUST

LA FORGE.BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice-Piano
Among those who hove studied
with Mr. La
Forge are: Marian
Anderson,
Lawrence Tibbett
Richard Crooks, and Mme. Matzenauer.
,
1040 Pork AYe" New York
rei. Atwater
9-7470

THE LESCHETIZKYINSTITUTEOF MUSIC
Moster

Estabtished 1913
classes. Facilities for resident
Austin Rov Keefer, Director
R.F.D. #2, Langhorne, Pa.

students.

CLARENCE ADLER
Teacher of famous concert pianists now tour·
ing the world. Pupils now teaching in Harvard.
Eastman,
Syracuse U., Smith College.
336 Central

Park West
Summecs-Lake

PRIVATE

TEACHERS

New York 25, N. Y.
Placid

(Western)

EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist-Artist.Teacher
Recommended
bv Emil Von Sauer, Mortiz Moszkowski and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie
Holl, Suite B37, 57th Sf. at
7th Aye" New York City
Tel. Columbus 5-4357

WILLIAM

FICHANDLER

Pianist
Composer,
Teacher
314 West 75'th St,. New York Su-7-3775
Recent Compositions
published
by
G. Schirmer, Inc,

CHARLES LAGOURGUE O. I. Q
VOICE

PRODUCTION-SINGING
for information:
35 W. 57th St., New York

(Continued from Page 59)
rdeachof ordinary mortals. All who
o not reach tlliS
' station
.
as pianists
are IookeduJlon as .III!.
. worth
eClor JI1
as men and·
j.
That .'
m qua Ity as musicians,
s
,IS why students
often find it
o pamful t
I
.
bT'
0 contemp ate the POSs)I Illes of fa·l
mus' I
I ure
to reach their
f 'llea . goal. In their eyes such a
arurelsac
f·
f·
in II h
on esslon 0 mferiority
tbea I eli·qua ties t Ilat represent
A~a~~: man or :woman,
musi d
labor III the field of
COnot·
and
receive equal respect
esteem bee
b I· .
dominantl'
ause pu lClty is preYon the Concert artist. The

THE SCHOOL

Offers accredited
courses in Piano, Voke, Violin,
Organ, Public School Musk, Theory, ond Orchestro! Instruments.
Co"fers
degrees
of 8,M., A.B., o"d M,M.
Summer
School Courses.
Regular
Address
Registrar
for Bulletin
Room 401, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago I, llllncls

RICHARD

EVANGELINE LEHMAN
Mus. Doc.
Teacher
of Voice
Singers prepared
for public recitals
Special training for choir and choral directors
Studio address:
167 Elmhurst Ave,
Detroit 3, Miehiga"
Telephone:
Townsend 5-8413

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert
Pianist-Artist
Teacher
17447 Castellammare
Pacific Palisades,
EX 4·6573

Calif.

McCLANAHAN

Matthoy exponent, formerly his represen.tat;ye,
Private Lessons. Teach,ers Courses, SemlnorsSummer closs-N.Y.
Cdy, July-Aug,
BOI Steinway Bldg" N,Y.C,
(Tues .• Fri.) CI. 6-8950, other doys, KI. 9-8034

ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Technic :Cooch ing Concert Pianists:
Group Work: For further information
address:
Studio 202, 1005t12Elm St., Dallas, Texas
August in New York

CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of singing.
popular songs and Classics.
T ,v ._Rad io_Stege_Concert.
New York 22, N. Y.
405 East 54th St.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Sacromento

CAROL
Coach

ROBINSON
Building

for Pianists
Program
July-August
in Brookhaven,
Long Island, N. Y,
4{J5 East 54 Street
New York 22. N. Y,

Street

Walnut

1-3496

Bochelor of Music Degree Opera
Deportment
Artists Diploma
Pedagogy
Cedificote
Approyed
for yeterans
Children's
Saturday morning Classe~.
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and COUNTERPOINT

A fasdnatinll:
study.
Send for pamphlet
descrlbIn!! these clear and complete
lessons,
M!!anlzed
especially
tor
self_Instruction.

218 S.

JOHN M. LEIPOLD
Highland A~e., La~ Anueles

36.

Calif.

IIJi//;a-n~and.JM.
30 E. Adams St.-Chicago
Specialists
ESTAIlL1SHED

in Violins,
IN

18,4.

3, Ill.

Bows. Repairs,
WlUTE

FOB

etc.

CATALOC

Publishers Qf "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"
$2.50 per year-Specimen
Copy 35e.

PLAY VIOLIN BRILLIANTLY
A special refresher GOllr!e for viouutete.
atmnufled. mo,t streamlined.
most in8p;ri,'" method
ever devlsed. Also unique course for hel:innen.
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by experts.
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professional
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tuning.
Full
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today
for free
literature.
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~
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My Sea Isle HomeFranz Bornshein
Lost Galleons-Franz
Bornshein
OUf favorites from other lands
than America include:
Maiden Fair, 0 Deign to TellFra~z Josef Haydn
Die Allmacht-Franz
Schubert
(An. Franz Liszt )
Die LotosblumeRobert Schumann
The Rose Stood Bathed in DewRobert Schumann
Media Vita-Max
Bruch
The TestamentHeinrich Marshner
Laughing-Franz
Abt
Forest Harps-E.
Schultz
Night Witchery-Anton
Storch
Suomi's Song-Franz
Mair
Vale of Tuoni-Jean
Sibeltus
The Broken MelodyJean Sibelius
Psalm lSO-Cesar Franck
Songs of the SeaVilliers-Stanford
The Long Day ClosesArthur Sullivan
Border Ballad-.T. H. Maunder
Lullaby of LovePercy Fletcher
In our undergraduate
days some
of us were prone to look askance at
the efforts of the Harvard
Glee
Club. "Too highbrow," we said, "not
really glee club stuff at all-too
arty." Repeated
subjection
to the
Harvard
influence caused most of
us die-hards
to change our views.
Olin Downes, writing a review of
"Choral
Conducting,"
pays tribute
to the author:
"Here, in simple
practical
terms, is the theory and
procedure
which,
fundamentally,
has made the Harvard Glee Club
what it is today." T.llS we honor
the man who, for the first time in
years, raised the standard of male
choral work to the highest degree
level, Archibald T. Davison.
The author points with pride to
the National Press Club Chorus ~f
Washington,
D.C. as an example of
persistence
in maintaining
a high
level of excellence in both singing
and repertoire.
Organized in 1938,
their sale contribution
worthy of
note was a rather successful minstrel show, and a few sporadic attempts in some lighter glee club
numbers.
John
Peel, Burleigh's
Were You There and The Bells of
St. Mary's were favorites.
Even
these were scoffed at by some of the
National
Press
Club
members:
"Give us some good old barbershop,
so we can join in." Nothing loath,
but after rehearsal,
some of the
members really "sang down" most
of the rooters for swipes, and made
the latter beg for mercy.
In January
of 1943, the writer
met with a few of the more ambitious
members
of the N.P .c.e.
due to Russell Jondreau's
efforts.
Among those present at the first

meeting were Carter Brooke Jones,
Oliver Hoyem, Burton Davis, Shirley Mayers, Calvin Snyder, Andrew
Wilkins, Howard Blanchard,
Oliver
Lerch and Walton
Onslow. There
were seventeen at the first rehearsal,
unbalanced
as to parts, but their
enthusiasm
was
unbounded
and
contagious.
Omitting
the intervening years of faithful rehearsals and
unswerving devotion
to their conductor-the
National
Press
Club
Chorus in 1949 appeared
in a full
program of male voice music lasting
one hour and a half t.o a packed
audience
in the Washington
National Art Gallery.
Richard
Bales,
the splendid musical director of the
latter institution,
paid full tribute
to the singers as "the best male
chorus I ever heard." The Washington reviewers-and
don't forget that
most of the singers were newspapermen-caused
us to burst with pride.
On that memorable
occasion
we
were forty men, well balanced
as
to parts. and capable
of anything
that could be demanded
in voice,
artistry and spirit.
This is a prime example of what
can be accompfished by almost any
male chorus which wants to buckle
down and work.
Another pioneer was Clayton Old,
who many years ago founded
the
Associated Glee Clubs, now the Associated Male Choruses of America,
Inc. Mr. Old, like the writer, was
a member of the University
Glee
Cluj) of New York. Countless years
he battled for the cause of good
male voice music, and he lived (and
still lives) to see and hear 4000
male voices in parts
singing
in
Madison
Square
Garden,
New
York City, May 24, 1929.
This event was the peak in male
voice singing for some of us. The
A.M.e.
of A. encountered
dark
days. Then there was a recrganization, and Guy L. Stoppert was made
Executive Secretary.
Stop pert's devotion to his cause must have cost
him a pretty penny in reduced salaries, etc., but his stubborn
altruism, optimism and unfailing
energy
finally
bore
fruit.
By cajoling,
pleading,
never forcing
the issue,
he and his Joyal board of executives
now boast of 5000 active members.
More than two years ago, Robert
Van Sant, Director
of Public Relations of the Baltimore
and Ohio
Railroad
was elected
president
of
~.M.e. of A. These two-Stop
pert
m a full-time job, Van Sant -in his
spare time
(sometimes
one won.
ders how he gets things
done! ]
have set the pace, and a host of
others who whole-heartedly
belie
. b'etter singing for choruses nf
In
male vo~ces back up whatever
t~e
two decide. The A.M.e. of A. now
numbers
more than one hundred
and fifty member
clubs
and was
vast Iy heartened
by one of the most
I

recent
aoquisitions-e-the
Mendelssohn Glee Club of New York. the
oldest men's glee club in Am~rica
singing in English, founded by Joseph Mosenthal in 1867.
(The Deutscher Liederkranz, N.Y.,
was founded
20 years earlier and
the Arion in about 1848.-Ed.)
The author hopes that the inspiring work of male choral organizations throughout
the country may
go forward to even greater heights.
In these dark days of unrest and indecision
throughout
the civiliz"-\
world, one can hope that by mei.
sin.ging together they can approach
that time wh.en men think together.
THE END
(Copyright
Reinald Werrenrath)
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Venice, with its art, weter-wovs,
gondolas,
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for these four
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ON BEING A CONCERT
ARTIST
(Continued [roni Page 63)
teacher to be of inferior worth. That
is why the thought of ending up as
piano
teachers
rather than artists
fills so many students with misgivings. They hold it 10 be inferior
work. There is not one sound basis
for such a viewpoint. The work of
the concert
artist and the music
teacher
are of equal importance 10
the cultural
advancement of the nation. The terms inferiority and superiority
do not belong in evaluating
their
worth.
One is equal to the
other. The value of a poor teacher
is certainly
inferior to that of a
good one, and the same holds true
on the concert platform. Outside of
this, no genuine
contrast can be
drawn
between
the worth of a
teacher
and an artist.
As the student develops ideals as
to what ends to serve with his musical gift he will come closer and
closer to realize the truth that becoming
a concert artist is not. the
end-all of musical endeavor. but one
of many avenues by which man may
grow into a richer life. Let him do
what opportunity
offers him to do
when his years of training and study
are over, and he is an artist even
though he never makes an important
debut and enjoy the acclaim of the
general
public. It is going to take
a tremendous
effort in many cases,
but stripping
the veil that makes the
concert
artist
appear
a superior
being
to the ensemble player or
teacher
is the essential step to the
mastery
over any feelings of superiority or inferiority
as the student
approaches
the final choice of a
career m music.
THE END
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